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ABSTRACT
Numerical models based on (x,t)-dependent integral-transport
equations, m lieu of the usual integro-differential equations, have
been developed for computing (x,t)-dependent neutron birth rate
distributions in line and slab geometries „ For a system of width W
subdivided into N regions, the models express the birth rate in
region I at time t as a sum of weighted birth rates in the N regions
J at discrete times t-T(I,J)« nlus the external source rate in
region I at time t. Each weighting factor, or transfer coefficient,
depends on the approximation made for the spatial distribution of
the birth rate in region J at t-r(I,J); for a particular model the
spatial distribution in J is either assumed fixed or approximated
by a modal expansion in low-order polynomials with ( J,t«T(I,J))-
dependent modal coefficients. The delay time t(I,J) is given by the
mean time-of-flight between birth and collision of neutrons from an
assumed source distribution in J that collide in I.
The models were tested on relatively simple problems for which
computed solutions could be checked by analytical methods, by
comparison with published results of other methods, or by the degree
of convergence with solutions obtained for larger N. From model
comparisons based on accuracy and computing time, we found that a
variable-distribution model in which the birth rate distribution
in J is approximated by superimposing flat and slope-correction modes
is the most effective of our models. As regards accuracy, this model
is competitive with existing methods for a broad class of problems.
The slab models were extended to treat time-independent problems
for infinite systems of repeated unit cells. An efficient computer
code, SLBCEL, is included in the thesis.
Suggestions are made for extending the method to a wider class
of problems
o
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In this thesis we develop, test and evaluate numerical models for
computing approximate solutions of integral-transport equations for
one-dimensional line and slab geometries. Our primary purpose is to
develop techniques to solve for neutron distributions in time-
dependent problems by numerically integrating time-dependent integral-
transport equations in lieu of the usual time-dependent integro-
differential equations. A secondary purpose is to develop improved
techniques for treating spatial dependence in integral approximations,
leading to more accurate, more efficient numerical models than
obtainable with the techniques currently used. Results for both time-
dependent and steady-state problems demonstrate the realization of
this secondary objective.
U. INTEGRAL-TRANSPORT EQUATIONS FOR WHICH NUMERICAL MODELS ARE
DEVELOPED
The most general integral transport equation for which numerical












b(x,t) =c(x,t)^(x)| diif ^IbCxSt-i^i)
H - i£x^ f T£ (x,,) + s(x>t) . ^.if
X'
^"Note: In Appendix D, Eq. (1A.1) is derived from an integral-transport
equation more generally applicable to nuclear reactor systems. The
following simiplifications are incorporated in the derivation of
Eq. (1A.1)i
a) Delayed neutrons are not treated explicitly.
b) The system is isolated from its surroundings; i.e., no
neutrons enter the system across the boundary planes at
x=0 and x=W.
c) The neutrons are treated as monoenergetic.
d) The medium is isotropic; i.e., the nuclear properties Land
c are independent of the direction of incident neutrons.
e) The directional distribution of births is isotropic with
respect to a laboratory frame of reference; i.e., neutrons
emitted by external sources and secondary neutrons emitted
at collision sites are emitted with a spherically symmetric
distribution. Note that this simplification does not
constrain the flux distribution to be directionally
isotropic.
f) The collision cross section, £, is constant with respect to
time.
g) The nuclear properties, source rate density and birth rate
density are constants with respect to the coordinates y and
z in a Cartesian frame of reference (x,y,z).
The system has an infinite extent in the (y,z) plane.
The practical significance of each of these simplifications, as
regards restricting the class of nuclear reactor systems to which an
equation incorporating the simplification is applicable, is discussed
in standard textbooks on reactor physics. Some notes pertaining to
the effects of these simplifications in reducing the number of computing






b(x,t) is the birth rate density, cm sec , at the spatial
coordinate x at time t
s(x,t) is the contribution to b(x,t) from an external source
located at (x,t)
v is the neutron speed, cm sec"
Zis the macroscopic collision cross section, cm-
c is the secondary emission coefficient, i.e., the mean number
of secondaries per collision
W is the width of the system, cm
|j, corresponds to the cosine of the acute angle between the x-axis
and the straight-line track between the birth site of a
neutron and its collision site; p, serves as a dummy
variable in Eq. (1A.1).
The birth rate density is related to the neutron flux, 0, by
b(x,t) = c(x,t)2L(x)0(x,t) + s(x,t) = b°(x,t) + s(x,t), (1A.2)
where the expression X$ is the collision rate density of "parent"
neutrons and b is the secondary neutron birth rate density, or
"progeny birth rate density." Identifying the terms in Eq. (1A.2)
with those in Eq. (1A..1), one can see that the flux at (x,t) is
expressed in Eq. (1A.1) in terms of the past history of the birth
rate densities at all locations x' in the system. Numerical approxi-
mations for Eq. (1A.1) are studied in Chapter 3.
In Chapter 2, we study numerical models for a simpler integral-




b(x,t) = c(x,t)I(x)J dx- \ b(x',t-
1^1)'
o
•«q»|-^l}f dx»£(x»)l +s(x,t), (1A.3)
where b and s are assigned the units cm" sec" . Eq. (1A.3) differs
from Eq. (1A.1) in that neutrons are treated as if emitted in only
the two discrete directions (p, = 1) parallel to the x-axis, rather
than with a spherically- symmetric distribution. Although Eq. (1A.3)
has little or no practical value as regards applicability to real
nuclear reactor systems, the equation incorporates the basic
assumption of neutron transport theory that neutrons travel in
straight lines at constant speeds between their birth sites and
collision sites. For our purposes, the simplicity of Eq. (Ik, 3)
and of the hypothetical class of systems it describes makes the
equation a useful subject for evaluating alternative approaches for
formulating integral-type numerical models. Those approaches which
yield satisfactory numerical models for Eq. (1A.3) in Chapter 2
are applied to the more complex Eq. (1A.1) in Chapter 3.
The time-independent version of Eq. (1A.1) is studied in
Chapter 4. Numerical models are developed both for treating systems
of finite width W and for treating infinite systems in which the




IB. THE FINITE-INTEGRAL APPROXIMATION
1B.1 Formulation of Models
In formulating numerical models for Eqs. (1A.1) and (1A.3),
the system of width W is subdivided into N regions, each having the
width Ax = W/N. The nuclear properties are treated as homogeneous
within a given region, but may have different values in different
regions. Both sides of Eq. (1A.1 or 1A.3) are multiplied by dx and
integrated formally over the interval Ax corresponding to a particular
"receiver" region I, where 1 < I < N. The integral on the left-hand
side defines B(I,t), the birth rate in region I at time t. Since
parent neutrons colliding in region I at time t were born at various
points within the system at previous times, we wish to express the
progeny birth rate component of B(I,t) as a sum of weighted contri-
butions from the birth rates in the N "source" regions J, each birth
rate taken at an appropriate earlier time. To do this, the integral
over x' between the limits and W on the right-hand side of the
integral equation is reexpressed as a sum of N integrals, each taken
over the interval Ax corresponding to a different source region J.
Then, focusing attention on the integral describing the contribution
to B(I,t) from parent neutrons born in a particular region J, we
approximate the space-time dependence of the birth rate density in











for x in region I, x J in region J, and < p. < 1; where the terms
enclosed within square brackets are not included for all models, and
where
u (x 1 ) is a function to be specified later which describes the
assumed spatial distribution, or a modal component of the
spatial distribution, of the birth rate in region J and may
differ from model to model. Those models for which only
the term Bu is used on the right-hand side are called
"fixed-distribution models „" Where more than one term is
used, the model is called a "variable-distribution model"
and u (x') describes the "unit flat mode", a uniform
o
distribution in region J. For each model, u (x 9 ) is
defined such that its integral over the interval Ax
corresponding to region J is equal to unity.
u^x*) describes the "unit slope-correction mode", a distribution
varying linearly with x' in region J. Its integral over
region J is equal to zero.
^"Note: Since the integral expression containing u:(x'), where i=l, 2
or 3» is integrated only over x° in the interval &x corresponding to
region J, we need to define ui(x°) only for x' in region J. If we
define Ui(x')=0 for all x" outside of region J, the integral may be
assigned broader (e.g., infinite) limits.
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Up(x*) describes the "unit curvature-correction mode", a
parabolic distribution in region J, Its integral over
region J is equal to zerc
t(I,J) is the mean delay time between births in region J and
their collisions in region I c The expression from which
t(I,J) is computed for a given model describes the mean
flight-time of those neutrons from an assumed source
distribution (e.g., u (x 9 )) in region J which collide in
region I with either an assumed or a rigorously-derived
spatial distribution,,
C,(J,t-T(I,J)) and Cp(J,t-T(I,J)) are modal coefficients for
the unit slope- and curvature-correction modes,
respectively . The modal coefficients are computed from
simple expressions which are linear in the birth rates
at time t-T(I,J) in region J and in neighboring regions.
These expressions will be derived later.
We shall refer to the approximation of the space-time dependence of
the birth rate distribution in source region J by the spatial
dependence at the discrete time t-T(I,J) as the "discrete-delay-
time approximation."
After the substitution indicated by Eq. (1B.1) has been made in
each of the N integrands in the integral equation for B(I,t), the
^otej In Chapter 3» a multiple-delay-time model is formulated for slab
geometry by taking the additional step reexpressing the integral over
H in Eq. (1A.1) as a sum of N integrals, each taken over a different
angular interval. The discrete-delay-time models, which have been
programmed and tested, correspond to the case where N = 1.
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integral equation may be reduced in a straight-forward manner to the
following relation:
N r




slp(I,J)C1(J,t-T(I,J)) +Gcrv(I,J)C2(J,t-T (I,J))]> +S(l,t) ,
where the terms enclosed within the square brackets may be identified
with the corresponding terms in Eq e (1B.1) and where




c(I,t) is the secondary emission coefficient in region I at time t
G(I,J) is the number of collisions in region I of neutrons born
in region J with the distribution u (x*)
G , (I, J) is the number of collisions in region I of neutrons
born in region J with the distribution u, (x')
G (I, J) is the number of collisions in region I of neutrons
born in region J with the distribution Up(x")
The transfer coefficients G, G , and G are computed from closed-
* sip crv r
form expressions which are linear in known functions and which are
derived by performing the indicated integrations over x 1 , x and, for
slabs, 11 on the right-hand side of the integral equation for B(I,t).
Since the integral-transport equations approximated by Eq. (1B„2) have
time-independent collision cross-sections, the transfer coefficients
are time-independent and need be computed only once for a given problem 9ft




The final step in formulating the numerical model is to specify
the unit time step, At, between successive computations of the set of
N regional birth rates and between stored values in the birth rate
memory. In order that the numerical equations will be explicit,
the unit time step is chosen to be less than, or equal to, the smallest
of the t(I,I). For a typical problem with v = 2x10 cm/sec and
-6
Ax = 1cm, the unit time step is on the order of 10~ sec.
IB. 2 Outline of Models Developed
Note that the basic approximation given by Eq. (1B.1) allows
considerable freedom of choice in the number of terms to be used on
the right-hand side and in the expressions used to define some of
the individual terms. One of the objectives of this thesis is to
evaluate various options, basing comparisons on the accuracy of
computed solutions and on computational efficiency. In the next few
paragraphs we outline some of the models to be developed and tested in
subsequent chapters.
Three representative fixed-distribution models and one variable-
distribution model are developed for line geometry in Chapter 2.
Among the fixed-distribution models are Model M, the "midpoint
approximation", in which neutrons born in region J are assumed to have
been emitted from the midpoint of region J, and Model F, the "flat
approximation", in which neutrons are assumed to have been born with
Note: All quantities on the right-hand side are known before the
quantity on the left-hand side is to be computed. B( J,t-T(I,J) ) is
computed by linear interpolation between stored values when
T(I,J)/At is not an integer.
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a uniform distribution in region J» In the variable-distribution
model, Model FS, the spatial dependence of the birth rate density in
region J at time t-T(I,J) is approximated by superimposing weighted
flat and slope-correction modes The computer code 0VRR4, written
for Models F and FS, is described in Appendix A.
Three models are developed for slab geometry in Chapter 3«
These models, designated Model F, Model FS and Model FSC, are
characterized by the use of the first term, the first two terms or
all three terms, respectively, on the right-hand side of Eq, (1B.1).
The expressions for the delay times are based on the flat approxi-
mation The applicable computer code, TCVSR, is described in
Appendix B.
The three slab models are applied in Chapter 4 to solve for
time-independent birth rate distributions in sub-critical systems
in which the neutron populations are supported by external sources
The method used to extend the applicability of the slab models to
infinite systems in which properties, external source distributions
and birth rate densities are periodic functions of x, i e , infinite
systems of repeated unit cells, is described in Chapter 4, The
finite-integral approximation, Eq» (1B 2), is simplified considerably
for time-independent problems; from the set of N simplified equations,
the birth rate distribution is computed using a non-iterative reduction
procedure in lieu of time-consuming iteration. The applicable computer
code, SLBCEL, is described in Appendix Do
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Some suggestions for improving our line and slab models, based on
evaluation of test results, are included in the summaries of Chapters 2
and 3 5 respectively. Some recommendations for further work in
extending the basic methodology developed in this thesis to treat
higher-dimensional problems are given in Chapter 5«
IB. 3 Testing and Evaluation of Models
As will be evident in the subsequent chapters, each model is
initially tested on relatively simple problems for which computed
solutions may be checked either analytically or by comparison with
results reported in the literature for other methods. Convergence
properties of the model are checked by repeatedly solving the same
problem using different values of N. Results of these convergence
calculations also give an indication of the accuracy of the solution
obtained with a particular N. Although the simple test problems do
not exploit the full capability of the model for generating space-
time transients, they prove to be useful tools for evaluating the
various approximations that are made in formulating the model.
The following factors affect the accuracy of the computed
solutions and will be studied in some detail;
a) Deviation of the assumed spatial distribution of the
birth rate in source region J from the actual distribution.
b) Growth rate of the birth rate in source region J for
problems in which B(J,t-T) has varied smoothly with y
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c) Discontinuities in B(J,t-T) caused by discontinuities in
the time-dependence of external source rates or
secondary emission coefficients.
d) Optical width of region J,r(J)Ax, in mean free paths.
To compare directly one model with another, each model is used
to solve the same problem, in some cases for several values of N.
The more satisfactory model for the particular problem is the one
which yields a more accurate solution using less computing time.
1C. RELATION WITH PREVIOUS WORK
With this section we conclude our introduction by comparing
some of the characteristics of our models with those of models
developed previously by other workers, and by pointing out areas
where our efforts contribute to the state of the art.
1C.1 Finite-Integral Models
In recent years, numerical models based on time-independent
integral-transport equations have been developed by a number of
workers. Numerical models for computing neutron distributions in
infinite slab systems of repeated unit cells have been developed by
1-3 4-5 6 4-
Honeck , Judge , and Church . Honeck's slab model*" includes
a multigroup treatment of energy-dependence and allows for linearly
-———— ——-.._>.....-_»«.—«..-».„-„——<.—«>————»«„.„___«>
Note: Honeck has also developed a cylindrical cell model and a
true two-dimensional model for rod lattices with isotropic emission.
In the two-dimensional model, neutrons born in a given region are
assumed to be emitted from the midpoint of the region.
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anisotropic scattering."*" The models of Judge and Church treat neutrons
as monoenergetic. In all of these models, neutrons are assumed to be
born with a uniform spatial distribution (flat approximation) in
source region J, and the set of numerical equations is solved by an
iteration scheme.
Comparative results presented in Chapter 4 demonstrate that, for
equivalent accuracy, a net savings in computing operations can be
obtained by using a variable-distribution model in lieu of the flat
approximation for slab cells greater than one mean free path thick.
The advantage grows with cell thickness. Additional savings are
obtained through the use of a non-iterative reduction scheme for
solving the set of numerical equations. It should be mentioned
here that the use of a variable -distribution model for treating the
spatial dependence is not incompatible with either a multigroup
formulation or the inclusion of linearly-anisotropic scattering in
the numerical model.
As regards previous work in which finite-integral models have
been developed to study systems with time-varying neutron fluxes,
7Judge and Daitch have developed finite-integral models having
N < 3 to solve for the inverse periods associated with stationary
(space-time separable) solutions of time-dependent integral-transport
equations. The slab equation approximated by Judge and Daitch is
equivalent to Eq. (1A.1) as modified by first dropping the external
--—"-"- ""*————————————————————.
—
Note: Accounting for linearly-anisotropic scattering in slab
geometry requires twice the number of discrete variables needed for




source term and the x- and (x,t) -dependence of the nuclear properties,
and then recasting the equation into stationary form by introducing
the restriction of space-time separability on the solution. The
resulting stationary equation is time-independent. The finite-integral
model is then formulated by treating the flux as spatially uniform
within a given region (flat approximation). These few-region models
are effective tools for calculating inverse periods in very sub-
critical, optically-thin slabs.
The author has found no evidence of previous attempts to develop
numerical models which are formulated from time-dependent integral-
transport equations in the manner outlined in Section IB. Given the
system parameters and the past history of the birth rate distribution,
these models are capable of generating space-time transient solutions
directly.
1C.2 Finite-Difference Models
Existing methods for computing time-dependent transport
solutions in slab geometry have been based, for the most part, on
spherical-harmonics and discrete-ordinates approximations, e.g., the
well-known P
T
and S_ approximations , for the angular dependence of
the angular flux in an integro-differential transport equation such as
that equivalent to Eq. (1A..1). These methods are discussed in
-----————————.—.—_—„—.-—_—...—_—_—._...„.
Note: The integro-differential equation is replaced by L+l linked
differential equations in L+l unknown functions of x and t.
Numerical models are normally formulated by replacing partial




standard textbooks. " Here we shall point out only some general
differences between finite-integral models for Eq. (1A.1) and finite-
difference models for the integro-differential equation equivalent to
Eq. (1A.1):
a) For equivalent numbers of spatial intervals, the
number of discrete variables which must be computed at
each time step is given by N for the finite-integral model
and by LN-tW for the finite-difference model. This
apparent advantage of the finite-integral model is offset,
however, by the fact that the algorithm for computing one
of the LN-tN variables in the finite-difference model
O -l
-|
contains only a few terms ' , whereas the number of
terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (1B 2) is an integer
times N. For a multiple-delay-time model, the number of
terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (IB. 2) is multiplied
by the factor N , the number of angular intervals.
b) The finite-integral model is a past-history
formulation requiring storage of the N birth rates at
several previous times to have available the data needed
to compute the birth rates at time t„ The finite-
difference model is an initial-value formulation
requiring storage, in the usual case, of the values of
X\Noteg For large (optically-thick) systems, the number of terms
in Eq. (IB. 2) can be reduced since only a negligible fraction of the
neutrons born in region J survive the flight to region I when regions
I and J are separated by several mean free paths.
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the LN4N discrete variables at the previous time step only.
Additional storage requirements to permit computing
several time steps before transferring results from the
computer core to output tapes are considerably less for
the finite-integral model with its fewer discrete variables.
c) The major disadvantage of our method relative to
finite-difference approximations is the requirement for
storage of the two-dimensional arrays G. Q . , G and° v
' sip' crv
t,* These parameters are stored because the expressions
from which they are computed are fairly complex and it
is therefore not desirable to recompute them each time
they are used. Coupling coefficients in the finite-
difference models, on the other hand, are easily computed
from "local" properties which are given by one-dimensional
arrays of length L or N at most.
Considering the differences pointed out in the preceding dis-
cussion, one might justifiably question our interest in expending
further effort to develop and program finite-integral models.
Recall, however, that the comparisons were based on the assumed
equivalence of the number of spatial intervals used with each type
model. If we change the basis for comparison to be equivalent
accuracy of the solutions for a given problem, we will find that
the number N needed with a typical finite-integral model is usually
"^Note; For systems in which 21 is independent of x, the magnitudes
of the transfer parameters are functions of 1 1-J I only; therefore,
storage is needed only for one-dimensional arrays having N elements.
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much smaller than the number N needed with a finite-difference model.
For example, we might point to the previously-mentioned work of Judge
7
and Daitch , who obtained excellent results in calculating the funda-
mental stationary solutions (asymptotic solutions) for the flux in
very thin, very subcritical slabs using N=l or 3« Since the spatial
distribution of the asymptotic flux is known to be fairly uniform in
one of these systems, the use of a single flat mode or three flat
regional modes is an excellent approximation. Finite-difference
models developed from P_ or S_ approximations to the equivalent
stationary integro-differential equation would require a much larger
number of spatial mesh points in addition to large L. Other examples
illustrating the smaller values of N needed with finite-integral
models are given in Chapters 2 and 3«
The number of angular intervals N needed to obtain accurate
solutions with a finite-integral model for Eq. (1A.1) depends on
the rates of growth of the birth rates in the various source regions J,
We shall first examine the limiting case of time-independent problems.
For time-independent problems, in which the birth rates do not vary
with time, no additional accuracy can be obtained by using N > 1;
for these problems, the use of N =1 in the finite-integral model is





approximations to the equivalent integro-
differntial equation. Although this equivalence is not true for
time-dependent problems, it is reasonable to expect that discrete-
Note: In Chapters 3 and 4 several comparisons are made between
finite-integral results and published, high-order S_ and P.. results.
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delay-time (N =1) models for Eq. (1A..1) will yield satisfactory
solutions for time-dependent problems in which the birth rates in the
various source regions do not change too rapidly with time. The
growth rate limits indicated by the test results in Chapter 3 are
broad enough to include reasonably fast space-time transients, e.g.,
a transient having local growth rates equivalent to doubling times
of 200 microseconds or more in a system with v=2xl0 cm/sec and
r -1
2_=1 cm . To accurately compute very fast transients, e.g., system
responses to localized initial sources, one would need to use a
multiple-delay-time model with suitably large N • For this reason,
we include in Chapter 3 a method for formulating multiple-delay-time
models. Although we have not coded the multiple-delay-time models,
we expect that the accuracy of fast-transient solutions computed for
slab systems thicker than one mean-free-path using a high-order
multiple-delay-time model would be similar to the accuracy of fast-
transient solutions to Eq. (1A.3) computed using the corresponding





Introduction to Chapter 2
In this chapter we develop, test and evaluate numerical models
for Eq. (1A.3), the simplified integral-transport equation for line
geometry. In the hypothetical line reactor, there are only two
discrete directions of particle motion; with the simplifications of
isotropy, half of the particles born are emitted towards the left
and half are emitted towards the right, the direction of increasing
13
x. Wing J used line geometry (his "rod model") to illustrate
effectively some of the physical and mathematical characteristics
of integro-differential and invariant-imbedding formulations „
Here we use line geometry to illustrate basic methodology associated
with finite-integral models and to evaluate some alternative
approaches for formulating finite-integral models
.
The physical interpretation of Eq. (1A..3) and the relation
between the integral-transport equation and the finite-integral
approximation are discussed in Section 2A» Three representative
fixed-distribution models are described in Section 2B. A variable-
distribution model with superimposed flat and slope-correction modes
is developed in Section 2C. Computational characteristics of the
corresponding numerical equations, such as convergence, explicitness,
Notet The set of two coupled differential equations equivalent to
Eq. (1A.3) is given in Appendix Eo In addition a finite-difference
model is formulated and an analytical constraint for testing some of




memory requirements and computing times, are discussed. Some brief
remarks concerning the computer programs written to test the line
models are included in Section 2D<,
Computed asymptotic solutions for source-free systems with time-
independent properties are reported and analyzed in Section 2E
These problems are particularly convenient for evaluating the various
models because the solutions can be checked analytically In addition,
errors due to the discrete-delay-time approximation and the population
growth rate can be substantially isolated from errors due to the
approximation for the space-dependence by solving an auxiliary
problem,-^ Computed space-time transient responses to short-lived,
localized external sources are studied in Section 2F e These solutions
illustrate the effects of discontinuities in the time-dependence of
the parent birth rates A procedure for computing importance distri-
butions is described in Section 2G; an example distribution for a
small, slightly supercritical system is reported,, Finally, examples
of problems with time-varying external sources and time-varying
secondary emission coefficients are given in Sections 2H and 21,
respectively,
2A. INTERPRETATION OF INTEGRAL-TRANSPORT EQUATION AND RELATION WITH
FINITE-INTEGRAL APPROXIMATION
Let us multiply Eq» (1A<>3) by the element dx and, for convenient
referencing, rewrite the equation,




i./ i\j c(x,t) 5L(x)dx f , ,,, , lx-x'l Nb(x,t)dx = o — dx*b(x*,t- L )
.«pj-l£3l] f dx" I(x») I + s(x,t)dx. (2A.1)|x-x
X
Eq. (2A.1) has a simple physical interpretation. Consider the
infinitesimal source element dx» about x'; b(x' jt-jx-x*
|
/v)dx*
is the birth rate in dx' at a time which is earlier than t by an
interval equal to the flight-time required for a particle to travel
from x' to x. One-half of the particles born are emitted towards the
receiver element dx. The fraction of these that reach dx is given by
the exponential term. The fraction of those reaching dx that collide
in dx is given by the factor £(x)dx. The product of the four factors
gives the contribution to the collision rate in dx at t from particles
born in dx'. The integral over all source elements in the system then
gives the collision rate in dx. The progeny birth rate is equal to
the product of the secondary emission coefficient and the collision
rate. Adding the external source rate, one obtains the birth rate.
Figure 2A.1 chows tiie relation between a receiver point (x,t)
and the contributing source points (x',t*) in the space of the













Figure 2A.1 Relation between Receiver
and Source Points in (x,t)-Space
Equation (2A.1) relates the birth rate in the infinitesimal
receiver element dx with the parent birth rates in an infinite number
of infinitesimal source elements dx' . For numerical purposes we want
to approximate Eq. (2A.1) by a model relating the birth rate in a
finite receiver region I with the birth rates in a finite number of
finite source regions J. Figure 2A.2. shows the relation between
the integral-transport equation and the finite-integral model.
As described in Chapter 1, we subdivided the system of length
W into N regions, each having the length Ax=3tf/N, and treat the
nuclear properties as homogeneous within each region. Then,
splitting the integral over x» in Eq. (2A.1) into N distinct
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integrals, and integrating both sides of the equation over the interval




-jiSl1 / dx«I(x«)i^ +S(I,t), (2A.2)•exp
where the sura over J gives the collision rate in region I. With the
exception of the terms in the summation, Eq. (2A.2) is identical to
Eq. (IB. 2), the finite-integral approximation.
We now focus our attention on the integral expression which gives




Ca*)j L *' J(2A<3)
By analogy with Fig. 2A.1 , the hatched area in Fig. 2A.3 contains
all possible birth positions in (x,t)-space of parent neutrons which
were born in J and which collide in I at time t. With the discrete-
delay-time approximation, b(x',t-|x-x'| /v) is replaced by b(x* ,t-T(I,J))
.



















Figiore 2A.2 Relation between the Integral Equation

















In the next two sections, specific models are formulated by approxi-
mating the x*-dependence in b(x» ,t-T(I, J)) as indicated by Eq. (1B.1),
where the various functions retained in Eq. (1B.1) are defined
explicitly. Expressions for the t(I,J) are derived independently.
2B. FIXED-DISTRIBUTION MODELS
In this section we develop three fixed-distribution models. For





Similarly, Eq. (IB. 2) reduces to
N
B(I,t) = c(I,t) )T[G(I,J)B(J,t-T(I,J))] + S(I,t). (2B.2)
J=l
The models to be developed are designated Model I, Model M and
Model F, respectively. A detailed description of each model follows.
2B.1 Model I: Simple Nodal Approximation of the Integral Equation
For Model I, we focus attention of the N discrete points x. which
are the midpoints of their respective regions, I. We assume that the
birth rate density at the midpoint of each region is equal to the mean
birth rate density in the region and that particles which were born at
x. and which collide at x. at time tf' represent, in the mean, all
particles which were born in region J and which collide in region I at
time t. Model I can then be formulated directly from Eq. (2A.2) simply




I dx = / dx» = Ax,
(AX)I (ax) j
and identifying terms^
The transfer coefficients are given by
x.





0(1, J) = ^fL e , (2B.3a)
where P(I) is the optical width (in mean free paths') of region I and
Pb(I,J) is the sum of the optical widths of all regions lying between
regions I and J; for I = J,
g(i,d .aa^E.Kji (28.3b)





= II-JI ^ . (2B.i*a)
Special attention need only be given to approximating t(I,I) by a
realistic, non-zero expression. We assume that the mean distance
Note: Model I differs from all other models developed in that it is
essentially a midpoint-to-midpoint formulation rather than a midpoint-
to-region formulation, as is Model M, or a region-to-region formulation,
as is Model F. We have, in effect, arbitrarily specified the collision
distribution in region I. For this reason, the method used above to




travelled by particles born at x. and colliding in region I is Ax/4,
or half of the distance to the edge of the region. In this case,
t(I,I) =£E
. (2B.4b)
The convergence of the Model I formulation to the integral
equation (2A.1) in the limit as N*x> and Ax>0 is fairly obvious. For
systems with optically-wide regions, however, it can be shown that
Model I violates the principle of conservation of particles. Consider
for example, a homogeneous system subdivided into thirty regions, each
of which is 0.5 mean freepath wide. Since the systems extends at
least seven mean free paths on each side of region 15, only a minute
fraction of particles born in region 15 will leak from the system; the
sum over all I of the G(I,15) should therefore be slightly less than
unity. We find, however, that the partial sum over regions 6 to 24
is equal to 1.012. Model I predicts more collisions, and subsequent
births, than conservation permits. Because of this excess production,
birth rates computed with Model I tend to grow too fast.
2B.2 Model M: Midpoint Approximation
For Model M, we treat all particles born in region J as if emitted
from the midpoint x.. The expression for G(I,J), the fraction colliding
in region I, is then derived rigorously. Model M is therefore consis-
tent with the conservation of particles. Assuming an arbitrary distri-
bution for the parent particles, however, is equivalent to repositioning




With the midpoint approximation, the function u (x*) in
Eq. (2B.1) is given by the Dirac delta function; i.e.,




Substituting Eqs. (2B.1) and (2B.5) into Expression (2A.3),
and factoring B( J,t-T(I,J)) out of the integral expression, the
integral expression reduces to













G(I,J) =\ [1-e ]e (2B.6a)
for I ^ J, and
G(I,I) = 1 - e
P(D/2
(2B.6b)
For very small P(I), it can be shown that Eqs. (2B.6) reduce to
Eqs. (2B.3). The delay times used with Model M are the same as those
used for Model I, given by Eqs. (2B.4).
The following two characteristic errors of Model M will be
apparent in the results of test problems reported in Section 2E. First,
in comparison with models which treat the distribution of births in
region J as a smoothly-varying function, Model M overestimates
G(J,J) and therefore underestimates the net leakage from region J of
particles born in region J. For large P(J)> parent particles and their
progeny tend to be trapped in region J. Second, the midpoint-to-

midpoint delay times, t(I,J), are overestimated. Consider a uniform
source distribution in region J. For non-zero P(J), most of the
particles which escape from region J in the direction of region I
were born in that half of region J which is closer to region I.
Similarly, most of the particles which collide in region I collide
in that half of region I which is closer to region J„ The mean
delay time between births in J and collisions in I is clearly less
than |x.-x.|/v. Due to the overestimated t(I,J), population growth
or decay rates predicted by Model M tend to be smaller than the
correct values.
2B.3 Model FS Flat Approximation
For Model F, we assume that the birth rate in source region
J is distributed uniformly over region J such that
Vx*)=s- (2B- 7)
Substituting Eqs. (2B.1) and (2B.7) into Expression (2A..3), and
factoring B( J,t-T(I,J)) out of the integral expression, we obtain
8(I,J) = / dx-SSl /dx-ji exp _I^lJ"to-I(s»)























gives the fraction of the particles born in J that leak past each
boundary of region J; the expression in the second set of brackets
gives the probability that a particle will not collide along the
flight path between regions I and J; the expression in the third set
of brackets gives the probability that a particle entering region I
will collide in region I.
To obtain the delay times, we assume a uniform source distri-
bution, l/<4x, in region J and derive the expression for the mean
distance travelled by source particles that collide in region I.
Dividing this expression by v, we obtain the mean delay time between
















e^ 1 ) |Ux
[l-e-P ( I >]. l(
(2B.9a)
for I ^ J, and

.(Ifl) U \HH - 2 +[2 + P(J)] e





The three dimensionless expressions denoted by the brackets in Eq.
(2B.9a) give the mean distances, in subregion lengths, travelled in
region J, in the regions between I and J, and in region I,
respectively, by particles which are born in J and collide in I.
In Table 2B.1 we list some characteristic values of the transfer
parameters computed with Models I, M and F. These numbers illustrate
the differences between the various models.
2B.4 Some Computational Characteristics of the Finite Approximation
In applying Eq. (2B.2) for numerical computations, the birth
rates are computed only at discrete times and then stored. The unit
time step, At, is set equal to the smallest of the t(I,I) in order
that the resulting numerical equation will be explicit ; at time t,
then, all birth rates needed on the right-hand side of Eq. (2B.2)
are either known or can be obtained by simple interpolation between
known values. The birth rate in region I at time step K, where K is
an integer, is given by
N
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In Models I and M, the t. (I, J) are integers; in Mcdel F, they are non-
integers and B(J,K-t. (I, J)) is obtained by linear interpolation between
stored values. The number of time steps of memory required is given
by the largest of the t. (I, J), t. (1,N), for Models I and M and by the
integer just larger than t. (1,N) for Model F.
Since t, (1,N) is nearly proportional to N, the storage capacity
required for the birth rate memory, as well as for the transfer-
2
parameter arrays G and t, is proportional to N . In the computing
algorithms, the argument K is dropped from c and S in Eq. (2B.10);
at time steps when changes are scheduled to be made, the c(I) and
S(I) are appropriately altered. Storage is not required for the past
history of these parameters.
From Eq. (2B.10), it is clear that the number of computing
operations required to compute all B(I,K) at time step K is approxi-
2
mately proportional to N . The computing time for our IBM-709^ codes
can therefore by estimated be the relation
2
T = a,N seconds per time step, (2B.12)
where a. is equal to .0002 for Models I and M and .0005 for Model F.*"
If we allow twenty seconds for reading in the program and problem data
and computing the transfer parameters, approximately one minute is
required for a 200 time-step, twenty region, Model F calculation.
%otes For optically-thick systems, in which contributions to B(I,t)
from source regions optically-distant from region I may be neglected,
the required number of time steps of memory is reduced.
^"%ote: The values of a. have been determined experimentally from the
computing times for several problems.
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From Table 2B.1, t(I,I)v/ax does not vary greatly from 0.3 for
P(I)<2. Since ^x = W/N, t(I,I)Nv/w is nearly constant. For a given
system, then, the unit time step At is approximately inversely propor-
tional to the number of regions into which the system is subdivided.
In order to compute a transient having a given time duration, then,
the required number of time steps is approximately proportional to N;
3the total computing time is therefore approximately proportional to N ,
For a typical problem with v = 2x10 cm/sec and Ax - 1 cm, the
unit time step is approximately 1,5 microseconds. To compute a
transient lasting 1.5 milliseconds requires that we compute the
birth rates at 1000 time steps. If Model F is used with N = 20, the
total computing time is [(1000) (.0005) (^00) + 20] sec, or 220 sec.
From this, it is clear that computing time sets a practical limit on
the time duration of transients which can be studied using the finite-
integral method.
The strong dependence of both storage requirements and computing
efficiency on N justifies the development of more sophisticated models.
When comparing two models for computing a given transient, the better
model is the one that yields a more accurate solution with a smaller
3




2C. MODEL FSs VARIABLE DISTRIBUTION MODEL WITH SUPERIMPOSED FLAT
-rOPE-CCRP:!5CTION HSDE
In this section we develop a variable-distribution model,
Model FS, in which the birth rate distribution in source region J,
b(x»,t-T(I,J)), is approximated by a sum of a flat mode and a
linearly-varying slope-correction modes
b(x%t-T(I,J)) a B(J,t«T(I,J)) j~ + C1(J,Ut(I,J))u1(x 8 ) . (2C.1)
Since the integral of b(x',t-T(I,J)) over region J is, by definition,
equal to B(J,t-r(I, J)), the slope-correction mode must be antisymmetric
with respect to the midpoint of region J in order that its integral
over region J be equal to zero» Therefore
u^x 9 ) = A[x» - x..] (2C.2)
and C. (J,t-T(I,J))/A is the computed slope of the birth rate
distribution in region J„
To get an expression for the slope C../A, we take advantage of
the continuity of the flux distribution from one region to the next*
The nuclear properties c and J_ may be different in each region of
the system; for convenience, however, they are assumed to be
independent of time.*' We assume that the gross slope of the flux




^Notes For the variable-distribution models developed for slab geometry
in Chapter 3» c and 1. must be homogeneous across groups of three
successive regions, but c may vary with time.

^7
where $(J+l,t-T) is the integral of the flux in region J+l and
$(J+l,t-T)/Ax is the mean flux in region J+l. From Eq. (1A..2),
b(x,t-T) = cCxOKx'MxSt-T) + s(x»,t-<r)
= Z (X»)?i(x»,t-T) + S(x',t-T)
=b°(x , ,t-T) + s(x»,t-T)
,
(2C.3)
where Z is the production cross section and b is the progeny birth
rate density. The gross slope of the progeny birth rate distribution
in region J is thus given by the product of £ (J) and the slope of
the flux distribution. We assume that the external source rate
S(J,t-T) is distributed uniformly over region J; the slope of the
birth rate distribution is then equal to the slope of the progeny
birth rate distribution.
Noting that the integral of b (x,t-r) over region J+l is
















Note: In future sections we adopt the notation 0(1, t) to indicate
the mean flux in region I at time t.
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a) Unit flat mode b) Unit slope-correction
mode vs. x.
Figure 2C.1 Unit Modes for Model FS
The modal coefficient for region 1 is computed using the progeny-
birth rates in regions 1 and 2;
CjU.t-Td,!)) = 2
Similarly,
C1(N,t-T (I fN)) = 2





Substituting Eqs. (2C.1) and (2C.6) in Eq. (2A.2) as modified by
the discrete-delay-time approximation, subtrating S(I,t) from each side,








B°(I,t) = c(I) WG(I,J)[B°(J,t-T(I,J)) +S(J,t-T (I,J))
j=iL
+ G
slp(I,J)C1(J ft-T(I t J))> , (2C.8)
where the G(I,J) and t(I,J) are the Model F values, given by
Eqs. (2B.8) and (2B.9). The numerical model is obtained by replacing
the arguments t and t(I,J) in Eqs. (2C.5»7,8) by K and t. (I, J)
respectively. Memory is provided for both the progeny birth rate
and the external source rate; the coefficient C, , however, is computed
each time it is needed, using Eqs. (2C.5»7a» or 7b). The transfer














c a n [I-J1 1 1 + e-P(J > 2 v P e-p(j)jG
slpCI ' J) - H-J| 8P(J) 1 * P(J) j. —
.
r -Pbd,J)'
e 1 - e
for I £ J, and
sip :i,d = .
(2C.10a)
(2C.10b)
With Model F, the computed leakage from region J of particles born
in region J is the same in both directions. By adding the slope
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correction in Model FS, we redistribute the leakage, increasing the
fraction leaking from region J in the direction of increasing! birth
rate density and decreasing by an equal amount the fraction leaking
in the opposite direction. The importance of the slope correction
increases both with the deviation of the flux distribution from a
uniform distribution, as reflected in the value of C, (J,t-T), and
with the optical thickness of region J, as indicated by the ratios
|G
gl
(I,J)|/G(I,J) given in Table (2C.1).
The IBM-709^ computing time for Model FS is given by





















2D. COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR THE LINE MODELS
The computer programs developed for testing the line models are
14 l 1!
written in FORTRAN II language ,x^ for the IBM-7094 computer. The
program 0VRR4, for use with Models F and FS, handles up to thirty-
regions; nuclear properties may be assigned independently for each
region. 0VRR4 is described in Appendix A. Included are an input form,
definitions of the input and output variables, a FORTRAN listing of
the program liberally annotated by comment statements, and the
printed output from a simple example problem.
The problems have been designed for flexibility, both in the
types of problems which can be solved and in selective rewriting for
special purposes. In 0VRR4, for example, the values of 21 different
integer control variables, which must be specified in the input,
regulate the logical flow of the program and the printed output for
a specific problem. Some options for simple types of changes in
sources and properties with time are already incorporated into the
program. In addition, user-written subroutines SOURCE and TDEP may
be called at various points in the program to change the source and
property distributions in any desired manner consistent with the
model being used. In order to facilitate selective reprogramming of
any of the subroutines, all important variables, as well as some
additional dummy control variables and arrays, are included in COMMON




2E. TESTS OF ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTIONS
Perhaps the most convenient class of solutions for testing and
comparing the various models are the asymptotic (t^<=«) solutions for
isolated, source-free systems with time-independent properties. An
asymptotic solution, which describes the fundamental natural mode
for the particular system, conforms to the following simple relations
b(x,t+r) = b(x,t)eXT
, (2E.1)
where \ is the asymptotic inverse period, sec" . The relative x-
dependence (shape) of the asymptotic birth rate distribution is
independent of time.
2E.1 Computational Procedure for Generating Asymptotic Solutions
The asymptotic solutions are obtained by setting up an arbitrary
initial memory distribution in the array B(I,K), setting the elements
of array S(I) equal to zero, and performing the computations specified
by Eq. (2B.10) or Eq. (2C.8) for all regions 1 < I < N and for as
many time steps as required for higher modes to decay substantially.
We test for asymptoticity at each time step K using the following
procedure. Three regions (I-,=l, I?=^/2, and I^=^J-3) are arbitrarily
















As the higher modes decay, the values of R,(K),R2 ,(K) and R~(K) tend
to become equal and not to change from one time step to the next. We
therefore compute the value of Y, where
Y = |R2(K) - R^K)! + fR3 (K) - R^K) | + [R-^K) - R^K-l)/ +
+ |R2 (K) - R2(K-1) | + |R3 (K) - R3 (K-1) | , (2E.3)
and compare it with the convergence criterion y» a number read into
the computer with the problem data. Values used for y ranged from
-6 -710" to 10 . If Y > y ^e program proceeds to the next time step.






and is printed out along with the normalized asymptotic birth rate
and flux distributions.
2E.2 Small, Nearly Critical, Homogeneous System
For systems which are nearly critical, the ratio R? (K) is very
close to unity. Over an interval of several time steps, the population
level changes only slightly. Consequently, slight errors in the
t(I,J) and errors due to the discrete delay-time approximation have
negligible effect on the computed solutions. These systems are there-
fore particularly useful for evaluating the relative performance of




In Table 2E.1 are given the inverse asymptotic periods computed
for a 6.375 cm. homogeneous line reactor with Z= 0.5 cm" , c=1.4,
and v=2xl0 cm/sec. Although the data available for this particular
system is somewhat sparse, the results illustrate some of the model
characteristics which were discussed previously in Sections 2B and
2C. We would expect the more sophisticated Model FS to yield the most
accurate results. The close agreement of the two Model FS results
supports confidence in their accuracy. In the following paragraphs,
the directions of the errors in the Model F and Model M results are
explained.
Table 2E.1
Inverse Periods Computed for
6.375 cm Reactor





The asymptotic birth rate distribution has a cosine shape,
symmetric with respect to the midpoint of the reactor.'*' Consider the
distribution of births in any source region J which lies off-center.
The fraction escaping from region J in the direction of the midpoint of
-x-~
••—•"«•»•— «•«»««•• —
Note; The possible functional forms of asymptotic solutions for
homogeneous systems are derived in Appendix E. Results of shape
analyses of some distributions computed with the finite-integral
models are given in later subsections. The normalized asymptotic
flux distribution, </) (I), computed by Model FS with N = 13 is given
in Table 2G.1. °
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the reactor is greater than the fraction escaping in the opposite
direction. Model F, however, equates the two fractions and thereby
overestimates the net leakage from the reactor. This accounts for
the smaller growth rate predicted by Model Fo
Model M also equates the two escape fractions. As noted
previously, however, Model M overestimates G(J,J) and thus under-
estimates 1-G(J,J), the total fraction escaping from region J. The
trapping error more than offsets the error due to the equality of
the two escape fractions, thus underestimating the net leakage from
the system and resulting in the larger growth rate predicted by
Model M.
From the data given in Table 2B.1, Model I would predict a
still higher growth rate.
While the percentage differences in the various values of X
might seem to indicate that Models M and F are unsatisfactory, this
is not so. The point is that in a very small system, X is extremely
sensitive to factors that affect the fraction of particles born that
escape from the system. Here we have exploited this sensitivity to
illustrate errors in the midpoint and flat approximations. In Sub-
section 2E.5 we study a system which is identical to the system
studied here except that the width is 10 cm. For the 10 cm. system,
X = 21140 sec" . Compared with the 300-fold increase in X for a 57
percent increase in system width, the one-fold increase in X due to




In later subsections we report results obtained for highly super-
critical systems, for which errors in the approximations involving
time dependence have a noticeable effect on the numerical solutions.
In the next two subsections, methods for testing the accuracy of the
computed inverse periods are described,
2E.3 Theoretical Constraint Relating the Asymptotic Inverse Period
and the Spatial Distribution in a Homogeneous System
In Appendix E, the functional forms of asymptotic solutions for
homogeneous line reactors are derived. Of the three possible forms,
the following one is of interest to us in this chapters
b(x,t) = A cos (a[x - W/2])eXt , (2E.5)
where A is a constant depending on the initial population level
(arbitrary, for our purposes), and a[cm" ] and X[sec~ ] are constants
for a particular system. In the rigorous asymptotic solution of the




2[c - 1] + $ Z[c - 2] - [$]
2
. (2E.6)
Eq. (2E.6) is a useful tool for testing the accuracy of
asymptotic solutions computed using our line models. In Subsection
(2E.5)> the method for analyzing the N normalized asymptotic birth
rates B (I), which are printed out by the program, to obtain the
corresponding value of a is described and illustrated by an example.
We ask the questiong "Is this value of a consistant with the value of
\ printed out by the program?" To answer this question, we assume for
the moment that the value of a is correct for the system studied and
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which follows from Eq. (2E.6) by straightforward algebra. The
closeness of X to the computed value of X is a measure of the
accuracy of the computed asymptotic solution. Results in Sub-
section 2E.t show that the values of X and X converse with
s
increasing N, illustrating the convergence with increasing N of
the computed asjonptotic solutions to the rigorous asymptotic
solution of the transport equations.
2E.4 Solution of Auxiliary Problems—A Method for Isolating Errors
Due to the Discrete-Delav-Tir.e Approximation
*-
- - - -
-
In this subsection, we develop a method for isolating errors due
to the combination of a fast-growing population and the approximations
involving time-dependence that are included in our models.
Let us rewrite Eq. (2E.1) in a somewhat different form:
b(x',t-0 = b(x',t)e"XT
-\ a t -X*~t
=b(x',t)e es ° e (2E.8)
where X is the true value of the asymptotic inverse period, X , is an
estimated value, and X = X-X , . Substituting Eq. (2E.3) into
Eq. (1A.3), as modified for source-free systems with time-independent
properties, we obtain
"Note: Only one of the two values given by Eq. (2E.7) is admissible.
For the systems studied in this chapter, the value obtained using the
positive value of the square root is applicable.
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b(x,t) = c(x)£(x) | dx» ii^iSl exp J - ^ |x-x'| I •
•exp<J .-SSfe |M .| - jfffq1 | dx«Rx»)
x" j





b^t t ? exp J - ^ {x-x'| > •









Substituting Eqs. (2E.11) into (2E,10), we obtain








Equation (2E.12) describes the asymptotic brith rate distribution
in both the reference system with properties 2.(x), c(x) and X and
the auxiliary system with properties 2l(x), c (x) and X , where W and
v are the same for both systems. The distribution shapes are the same.
Note that if X
.
were equal to X, the system with properties L(x)
and c (x) would be a critical reactor, i.e., a steady state system.
In any case, the inverse period of the auxiliary system is X
.
This sug^sts the following procedure. Estimating the inverse
period of the reference system from the results of a run, we compute
the properties Z^x) and c (x) using Eqs. (2E.11). A run is then
made to find the asymptotic solution of the auxiliary system. The
predicted asymptotic inverse period is a close approximation of X .
If the auxiliary systems is nearly critical, errors due to neglect
of population growth rate in formulating the model are negligible.
An improved value of X for the reference system is obtained by
adding X
,
and the predicted X . Furthermore, the shape of the
auxiliary system solution better represents the true shape for the
reference system.
Thus, we have a procedure which is useful in three ways? to
evaluate the errors incurred by the neglect of population growth
rate; to improve the predicted asymptotic solution for a system with
a rapidly growing or decaying population by solving just one auxiliary
problem; and to test both the consistency of the method and accuracy
of the program, since the properties of the auxiliary system differ
from those of the reference system.
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We verify that the asymptotic inverse period for the 10 cm
system studied in the next subsection is 211/40 sec
-
" by solving one
auxiliary problem. It is easy to show that this same basic procedure
is also applicable for slab systems. In Chapter 3, the procedure is
used extensively in the evaluation of the discrete-delay-time approxi-
mation.
2E.5 Small, Very Supercritical, Homogeneous System
In this subsection we report the results obtained for an isolated
«r -1 5 /homogeneous system with W=10 cm, 2. =0.5 cm * c=1.4, and v=2xl0 cm/sec,
This system is classified as "small" because it is only five mean
free paths wide. The nuclear properties are identical to those of the
nearly critical 6.375 cm system discussed in Subsection 2E.2.
Figure 2E.1 shows the N-dependence of the asymptotic inverse
periods computed with Models D, I and M^T The unit time step used
with Model D was set equal to &x/4v, consistent with that used with
Models I and M. Figure 2E.2 shows the results obtained with
Models M, F and FS. Note the reduced range and expanded scale of
the ordinate. The broken curves in each figure are plots of \
S
versus N.
Each of the runs yielded an asymptotic distribution which
conforms very closely to a cosine shape, cos ay, where y=x-W/2.
The data in Table 2E.2 illustrate the shape analysis of the 16-region
* Note: Model D is based on an implicit, first-order, finite-difference
approximation to the differential equations for line geometry. It is
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Figure 2E.1 Asymptotic Inverse Period vs. N for 10 cm. Homogeneous
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Figure 2E.2 Asymptotic Inverse Period vs. N for 10 cm. Homogeneous
System. Models M, F and FS.
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distribution computed with Model I The normalized asymptotic birth
1 1
rate, B (I), is assumed equal to the birth rate density, [/\x]° sec
,
at the midpoint of region I. It is necessary to estimate the birth
rate density at the midpoint of the system, i.e., at y=0. Note the
consistency of the computed values of a, particularly for regions near
the edge.
-1 ^^ i
Using a=.238985 cm in Eq. (2E.7), we obtain X =2g±4£ sec
.
A similar analysis on the thirteen-region distribution computed with
Model I yielded X =21145 sec" . Since \ , as well as X, must converge
with increasing N, the closeness of the two values indicates that
they are not far from the correct value of the asymptotic inverse
period.
Table 2E.2
Example of Shape Analysis, Model I, N=l6
B (I), CosCay^s yi' a,





8.5 (est.) 1.283410 1
9 1.279836 o997215 .074651 -3125 .23888
10 1.251335 .975008 .224038 .9375 .238974
11 1.194969 .931089 •373W 1.5625 .238981
12 1.111993 .866436 .522776 2.1875 .238983
13 1.004254 .782489 .672143 2.8125 .238984
14
.874151 681116 .821510 3*4375 .238985
15 .724583 . 564576 .970877 4.0625 .238985
16
.558878 .435464 1.120243 4.6875 .238985
The most accurate computation, Model FS with N-30, yielded
°°1




Model FS for the nearly critical 6.375 cm system in Subsection 2E.2, we
postulate that the small errors in X and X are largely due to our
having neglected the growth rate in formulating Model FS„ In order to
pin down the correct solution for the 10 cm system, then, an auxiliary
system is defined for X .=21130 sec" . From Eqs B (2E 11),
^*=.60565 cm and c =1„15578. A thirty-region Model FS solution of
*K —1
the auxiliary system yielded X = 9«8 sec™ , from which the inverse
period of the reference system is 21130 + 9«8 = 21140 sec~ . Shape
analysis of the asymptotic distribution computed for the auxiliary
-1 -1
system yielded a = .23899 cm , from which X = 211^0 sec . The
S
asymptotic solution of the reference system is therefore given by
b(x,t) = A cos(.23899[x - 5])e2nZl0t ,
where x is measured in centimeters and t, in seconds.
Having established the correct solution, we can now analyze the
results presented in Figs. (2E.1) and (2E.2). Note that all X and X
computed with the integral models converge smoothly, with increasing
N, towards the correct solution.
Whereas Model M overestimated the inverse period of the nearly
critical 6.375 cm system, it underestimates X in this very super-
critical system. The errors due to the trapping effect and to the
overestimated t(I,J) act in opposite directions for supercritical
systems and tend to cancel in this particular case. Model M thus
appears to be a more effective approximation than it actually is.
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The excess production due to non-conservation of particles in
Model I is clearly evident in the \ vs N curve for Model I„ Considering
the partial cancellation of errors due to the overestimated t(I,J) and
the equivalence with Model M as regards storage requirements and
computing times, we conclude that Model I merits no further attention
for one-dimensional geometries » Although the accuracy of the \
results for Model I may have some significance, the large deviation
of \ from X does not promote confidence in the use of Model I for
computing space-time transients. Furthermore, Model I shows no
significant improvement over Model D, which is approximately twice
as fast (a+« .0001 sec) as Model I.
The marked improvement of the results obtained with Models M,
F and FS over those obtained with Model D is a second example
supporting the point made in Chapter 1 concerning the smaller N
usually needed with finite-integral models. The greater speed of
the Model D program for a given N is attributed in part to the fact
that the program was designed to solve a restricted class of problems,
permitting shortcuts, and in part to the fact that the program for
Model D does not have to compute or search for the argument t. (I, J)
for each J—^1 computation. From Fig. 2E.1 , we see that the Model M
result for N = 7 is considerably more accurate than the Model D result
2
for N = 13; comparing computing times per time step, a,N , we obtain
.010 sec for Model M and .017 sec for Model D. Although somewhat
larger unit time steps may be used with Model D and the performance
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of Model D for different values of vAt/^x is a suitable area for
investigation, no further Model D calculations were made.
The reason that the X computed with Model F are less than those
computed with Model FS was discussed in Subsection 2E.2. A second
characteristic of the flat approximation, also due to underestimating
the fraction escaping from region J in the direction of increasing
birth rate density, is the generation of distributions which are
flatter than the correct solutions „ For the system studied here,
Model F underestimates a, and therefore overestimates \ - as is
* s'
evident in Fig. 2E.2>.
As regards the more accurate Model FS, all sources of error
which we have uncovered act in the same direction for this system.
From the accuracy of the solution for the auxiliary system described
previously, it is clear that most of the error in the inverse period
computed with Model FS is a consequence of our having neglected the
growth rate in formulating the model. From Fig. 2A.3 one can see
that if the birth rate increases with time, and if the birth rate
density in region J is spatially uniform at any given time, the
birth density in J of particles which can collide in region I at time
t is largest at the edge of region J which is closer to region I and
decreases with distance. If we had accounted for this non-uniform
* Note: oMany- options are available for formulating finite-difference
models. * ' For example, explicit, first-order approximations will
be faster than Model D for a given N and do not require a matrix
inversion. Further studies comparing efficient finite-difference
models with the finite-integral models, as regards accuracy per unit
of computing time, are recommended.
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source distribution, the t(I,J) would be smaller or the contribution
G , (I,J)C, (J,t-T(I,J)) would be more positive. Either correction
would result in larger values of X than were obtained with Model FS.
A third source of error is due to the neglect of the curvature of the
birth rate distribution in region J. Since the distribution is convex,
addition of a curvature-correction mode would reduce the fraction of
particles escaping from region J and, by analogy with Model M, result
in a larger value of \. The curvature correction is studied in the
next two chapters in connection with slab geometry.
Considering the rapid growth rate, the Model FS solutions are
quite good. The error of the inverse period computed using only 10
regions [P(I)=C.5] is less than 0.5 percent. For equivalent accuracy,
16 regions are required with Model F and 20 with Model M. The
3
corresponding values of the model evaluation parameter, a.N , are
0.9 for Model FS, 2.0 for Model F, and 1.6 for Model M. For this
problem then, the superiority of Model FS with respect to
computational efficiency is established.
2E.6 Large, Supercritical, Homogeneous System
In this subsection we study a homogeneous system with W = 100 cm,
^1 = 0.5 cm" , c = 1.1 and v = 2x10 cm/sec. The optical widths of
the regions range from 2.5 mean free paths for N=20 to 7.143 for N=7.
The inverse periods computed with Models M, F and FS are plotted vs N
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Figure 2E.3 Asymptotic Inverse Period vs. N for 100 cm.
Homogeneous System. Models M, F and FS.
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First, the results obtained with Model M are particularly poor
due to the large region widths. From Table 2B.1, the errors in the
Model M delay-times grow rapidly with P(I) and P(J).
Second, the computed distribution shapes are quite consistent.
Shape analyses on the Model FS results for both N=13 and N=20
yielded X = 9665 sec" . Based on this, we conclude that the
asymptotic solution is very closely approximated by
b(x,t) = A cos(.03028[x - 50])e9665t .
Third, the error of the Model FS results, as well as that of the
other models, is much larger for the 100 cm system than for the 10 cm
system. This is due to the greater effect in the larger system with
P(J) > 2.5, of the neglect of curvature and growth rate in the
expressions for the transfer parameters. Although the inverse period
is less than half that of the 10 cm reactor, the growth rate effect is
more important here because the ratio R2 of Subsection 2E.1 is much
larger (R2 = 1.053357 for the 20-region Model FS run), the number of
time steps required for a particle to cross one region is somewhat
greater, and the relative importance of the slope correction increases
with P( J) . In the summary of this chapter, we suggest a simple
modification of Model FS to account for the growth rate in region J.
Fourth, the accuracy of the 10-region Model FS result is equiva-
lent to the accuracy of the 20-region Model F result. The advantage





The systems studied thus far have been homogeneous. In this sub-
section we report the asymptotic solutions obtained for an inhomo-
geneous system with W = 10 cm and v = 2x10 cm/sec. The collision
cross section is 0.5 cm" over the entire system. In the interval
< x < 5 cm» c = 1.4; in the interval 5< x<: 10 cm, c = 0.9.
Runs were made using Model FS with 10 and 20 regions. From the
10-region run we obtained \ = 506 sec" ; from the 20-region run,
X = 533 sec" • The normalized asymptotic flux and birth rate distri-
butions are plotted in Fig. 2E.4 . The curves are drawn through the
N = 20 data. The discontinuity of the birth rate density is a
consequence of the discontinuity of c. The apparent continuity of
the flux derivative at the interface is a consequence of the homo-
geneity of the collision cross section. The closeness of the two
solutions is consistent with the results obtained for the homogeneous
systems and indicates a high degree of accuracy for the N = 20 solution.
Summary
From the results presented in this section, it is clear that Model
FS is preferable for problems in which the flux varies smoothly with x
and t. In those cases where model comparisons have been made, Model FS
has yielded more accurate solutions for less computing time. As
regards the other models, we have already discarded Models I and D.
Based on the Model M results for the 100 cm system, the applicability
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2F. TEST OF TRANSIENT RESPONSES TO LOCALIZED INITIAL SOURCES
In the previous section we tested the finite-integral models on
the simplest, least demanding class of time-dependent problems—the
generation of asymptotic solutions. In this section we study a more
interesting class of solutions—the space-time transient responses
to short-lived external sources localized to a small section of the
system.
The transient responses are generated by reading an external
source distribution and its duration in seconds, or number of time
steps, into the computer and setting the initial memory distribution
equal to zero. The birth rate distribution is then computed for a
specified number of time steps.
2F.1 Restrictions on External Source Localization in Space and Time
Figure 2F.1 shows the computed variation of the birth rate
with time in region 6 of the 10 region, 6.375 cm system treated in
Subsection 2E.2$. Model M was used for these computations. For each
run a unit external source rate was placed in region 3.
The da shed-line curve shows the predicted response for the case
in which the unit source rate persisted for only one time step,
.797 M--sec. The oscillations are a consequence of our attempt to treat
a source localized to a smaller region of (x,t) -space than is
compatible with the approximations inherent in Model M. Referring
* Note: Models F and FS have the same basic characteristics as those
shown for Model M in this subsection. Because the t(I,J) are non-
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Figure 2F.1 Model M Transient Response to Localized Source
in 6, 375 em* System. B(6,K) vs, K<,
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to Fig. 2A.3 , the birth rate B(I,K) receives contributions from
parents which were born in region J over a time interval equal to the
time required for a particle to cross two regions. With the discrete-
delay-time approximation, we assume that the birth rate in region J
during the contributing time interval is nearly constant and is
satisfactorily sampled by the birth rate at the discrete time
corresponding to K-t. (I, J). Since Lx/v=kLt for Model M, Model M
treats all external source particles colliding in region 6 as
colliding at time step 4(6-3) +1=13 » rather than over the range of
time steps extending from 11 to 15 for a discrete source in the
center of region 3> or from 9 to 17 for a uniformly distributed
source. The birth rates at time steps Ik to 20 are the progeny of
the births at time step 13 resulting from successive collisions within
region 6. Note that the peak-to-peak separation is eight time steps.
The peak at time step 21 consists of second and higher generation
births due both to collisions of first-generation parents born in
regions 2 and 7 and to higher-generation parents born in regions 3 to
5, the latter characterized by reversals of direction in adjacent
regions of two successive generations, for example, 3 -^ 5 —w-6—^5—»6.
The third peak includes contributions from first generation births
in regions 1 and 8. The fourth peak includes contributions from first
generation births in region 9> the decrease in magnitude is due to the
leakage from the system of those external source neutrons emitted
toward the left, prior to time step 37-t, (6,1) = 17. Similarly,
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the decrease in magnitude of the sixth peak, as compared with the
fifth peak, is due to the leakage of external source neutrons out of
the right side of the system.
Understanding the limitations imposed by the discrete-delay-
time approximation, we can generate physically meaningful solutions.
The solid curve in Fig. 2F.1 shows the response for a run in which
the external source was maintained for eight time steps. The major
peak and the decreases at time steps 37 a*id 51 a^e physically
meaningful for the reasons stated above. The dips in the response
near time steps 29 and 47 are non-physical, later generation conse-
quences of "chopping off the edges" of the major peaks in the
various regions by starting their buildup too late and stopping it
too early. Note that the solution for the problem with the eight
time-step source duration could also be obtained by superimposing
the dashed-line curve with seven others just like it, but
successively displaced one time step to the right.
It is obvious that additional numerical oscillations would be
superimposed on the solid curve of Fig. 2F.1 if the external source
rate were maintained for nine or ten time steps. Such numerical
oscillations are characteristic of all line models for systems having
regions small enough that the great majority of particles born in a
region escape from the region. For an external source localized to
one region or spread out over several adjacent regions, we have found
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2F.2 Transient Response in Small System
In this subsection we report the transient responses computed with
Models F and FS for the 6.375 cm homogeneous system of Subsection 2E.2.
The system is subdivided into 20 regions. An external source is main-
tained in regions 5 and 6 for three time steps. Since -Ax/[vAt]=3.08,
the external source localization in (x,t) -space is nearly compatible
with the relations (2F.1).
Figure 2F.2 shows the time dependence of the progeny birth
rates B (I,K) for regions 2, 6, 12 and 18. The points marked by dots
represent the Model F results; the points marked by "x" give the Model
FS results. Only a representative few of the Model FS data are
plotted since their differences from the Model F results are negligible;
both models treat the external source rate as part of the flat mode
and the ratio |G
sl
(I,J)| /G(I,J) is very small for P(J) = .159^-.
Note that numerical oscillations are relatively small.
The major peaks include all first-generation progeny of the
external source particles. Upon emission, half of the source particles
travel to the left and half to the right. The two groups of directed
particles, or waves, separate and move across the system in opposite
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attenuation of the waves with time and distance. The attenuation
occurs because c = 1.4 <C 2; for n collisions of particles in the wave,
only 0,7n particles are emitted in the direction of the wave motion.
Neglecting the uvdetotood numerical fluctuations, note that after the
source wave has passed a given region I, the birth rate varies smoothly
for a time and then decreases rapidly for a few time steps. The dip
in the curve is the reflected result of the leakage of one of the
two source waves from the finite system. The change is fairly large
and sudden because the contribution to the flux in region I of
particles born earlier due to collisions of parent particles belonging
to the source wave is lost as the wave leaves the system.
For computing the response to a localized external source in a
small system such as this, a large value of N is desirable to show
the detail of the response and to minimize numerical oscillations by
satisfying Eq. (2F.la) with the largest possible integer. Comparing
Models F and FS, Model F is preferable since the Model F solution is
almost identical to the Model FS solution and computing time and
storage requirements are less for Model F. Comparing Models F and M,
Model F will yield better solutions because the non-integer t. (I, J)
will serve to dampijil out numerical oscillations caused by discon-
tinuities or steep ramps in the t-dependence of B(J,t-T). Since
Model M is more than twice as fast as M del F, however, the question
of which model is better for a particular problem is left unresolved.
In the next subsection, we study a large system in which the
source is spread out over several mean free paths and has a much
longer duration than the source in the 6.375 cm system.
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2F.3 Transient Response in Large, Supercritical System
In this subsection we treat a 100 cm homogeneous system with
<=r -1 S /Z = 0.5 cm , c = 1.05 and v = 2xHr cm/sec Models F and FS were
used to compute the transient response to an external source located
in the interval 10 < x<i20 cm and lasting for 32.97 microseconds.
Runs were made for N=20 and N=30.
For the runs with N=20, the source was located in regions 3 and
k and lasted for six time steps, 6At, where At = 5.49577usec. The
birth rates were computed for 100 time steps.
The runs with N=30 were made in order to test the convergence
with N of the transient responses computed with each model. The
source is located in regions 4, 5 and 6, which cover the same portion
of the system as regions 3 and 4 in the twenty-region problem. The
unit time step, At, was arbitrarily set equal to 3»66345usec, which
is two-thirds that of the 20-region runs and is less than the t(I,I).
Therefore, the external source lasted for nine time steps and the
birth rates were computed for 150 time steps.
For the appropriate values of I and K, the external source rate
S(I,K) was set equal to unity for both the 20- and 30-region problems;
it is here interpreted as the mean source rate density, cm" sec"
,
in region I at time step K. Since the computed values of B (I,K) or
B(I,K) must be assigned the same units as S(I,K), the transient




The solid curves in Fig. 2F.3 show the 30-region, Model FS
birth rate distributions at time steps 15, 45, 90 and 150» It is
obvious that the system is very supercritical. Note the gradual shift
of the peak birth rate density towards the right. Compared with the
transient responses reported for small systems in the previous sub-
section, the lack of a source wave separation may be somewhat
startling at first. The reason for it is that the source in the 100 cm
system is spread out over five mean free paths while that in the 6„375
cm system is localized to a region only O 319 mean free path wide.
The great majority of external source particles in the large system
collide in the regions containing the source, as do their progeny.
Furthermore, the source duration in the 100 cm system is 21.2 times
longer than that in the system of the preceding subsection.
The dashed-line curve in Fig. 2F.3 shows the birth rate
distribution at time step 150 which was generated by the 30-region,
Model F run. Note that the propagation rate is greater, the distri-
bution is flatter, and the total population is smaller than predicted
by Model FS. All of these effects are consequences of the excessive
leakage away from the peak of the distribution, an error which is
characteristic of the flat approximation.
The points circumscribed by circles are the 20-region, Model FS
results. The points surrounded by squares are the 20-region, Model F
results. Each set of data is for time step 100 of the 20-region
problem, which corresponds to time step 150 of the 30-region problem.
Note that the degree of convergence of the Model F results is poor but








Figure 2F.3 Response to Localized Source in 100 cm, Reactor.
B(I,K) vs. I for K = 15, 4-5 » 90, 150 for 30-Region
Model FS Run. Comparison of Birth Rate Distributions at
t = 5^9.5 p,sec Computed with Models F and FS, N = 20 and 30,
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The convergence of the Model FS results is rather good, indicating
that the Model FS curves closely approximate the correct solution. An
important conclusion supported by the data is that the errors of the
30-region, Model F results are several times greater than those of the
20-region, Model FS results. Furthermore, the 20-region run was
completed in less than two-thirds of the computing time required for
the thirty-region run.
The direction of convergence of the Model FS results makes sense.
First of all, the slightly greater population in the 30-region problem is
consistent with the increasing A vs N convergence curves reported for
supercritical systems in Section 2E. Second, note that the greatest
errors occur near the peak of the curve where the shape is convex.
A curvature correction would reduce the leakage out of those sub-
regions where the curvature is convex, thereby increasing the magnitude
of the peak.
Figure 2F.4 shows the birth rate distribution shapes assumed
by Models F and FS at time steps 10 and 150 for the purpose of
computing the transfers ( J,10)-»(I,104r. (I, J)) and
(J,150)-»(I,1504t, (I, J)). The superiority of the Model FS fit is
obvious. Note that the slope-correction modes are dynamic modes in








SOURCE REGION, J —
->.
Figure 2F<,^ Transient Response in 100 cm. System,,
Distributions Assumed in Source Regions J by Models
F and FS for Source Time»steps 10 and 150.
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2G. COMPUTATION OF AN IMPORTANCE DISTRIBUTION
The capability of our numerical models to handle external sources
localized in space and time permits the "brute-force" computation of
importance distributions for systems of the type studied in Section 2E.
For these systems, the asymptotic flux distribution, the asymptotic
adjoint flux distribution and the x-dependence of the importance of
an isotropic external source are identical. Thus we have another
method to test the validity of our numerical models; the computed
importance distribution should agree with the computed asymptotic flux
distribution.
In this section, we describe the method and report the results
obtained with Model FS for the 6.375 cm homogeneous system of Sub-
section 2E.2. The system was subdivided into 13 regions. Seven
transients were computed, each of which is the system response to a
unit external source in a different region L, where L ranges from 1
to 7. In each run, the source in region L was set to last for 10 time
steps and the transient was computed for 300 time steps. By time
step 300, the higher natural modes in the response had substantially
decayed, leaving only the slowly growing asymptotic distribution,,




is a measure of the importance of the external source that was
located in region L<, Since Model FS treats S(L) as uniformly
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distributed over region L, the sum is proportional to the mean
importance in region L. By eomput|ing the sum of the B(I,300) for
each of the seven runs and by taking advantage of symmetry, we obtained
the relative importance distribution for the system. The normalized
importance distribution, $ (I), is compared with the asymptotic flux
distribution, (I), in Table 2G.1. The agreement is excellent.
Table 2G.1
Comparison of Computed Importance and Flux Distribution
in 6. 375 cm System











2H. COMPUTED RESPONSE TO AN EXTERNAL SOURCE VARYING SINUSOIDALLY
WITH TIME
Systems with time-varying sources or secondary emission
coefficients are easily handled with the finite-integral method.
Example problems are now discussed.
A Model F run was made for the twenty-region, 6.375 cm homo-
geneous system with a sinus oidally-varying source in region 3*
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S(3,K) = sin 2&=H . (2H.1)
The source period is 24 time steps or 12.415 microseconds. The
program was run for 400 time steps.
For this run, a special version of subroutine SOURCE was needed
to control the time dependence of S(3). By setting the 0VRR4 control
variable NSRC equal to 4, subroutine SOURCE is called at each time
step and the source distribution is altered according to Eq. (2H.1).
The birth rates in regions 5 a *id 18 are plotted versus time step
in Fig. (2H.1). The response settles out after a few periods, with
peaks separated by 24 time steps. Note that the mean birth rate is
greater than zero, due to having started with a positive source con-
tribution. The response in region 5 lags the source in region 3 by
6.8 time steps and the response in region 18 lags the source by 47.5
time steps. The corresponding flight times from the center of region
3 to the centers of regions 5 and 18 are 6.162 and 46.215 time steps,
respectively. Note the attenuation in the peak-to-peak amplitude
with increasing distance from the source. This effect is also evident
in Table 2H.2, which gives the regional birth rates at time step 385>
at which time the external source rate is zero. The spatial
oscillations reflect the fact that the period of the source is less

















3 -.0380 13 -.042?
4 -.0734 14 -.0011
5 -.0802 15 .0^7
6 -.0300 16 .0707
7 .0424 17 .0580
8 .0917 18 .0190




21. COMPUTED RESPONSE TO A TIME-DEPENDENT SECONDARY EMISSION
COEFFICIENT
For this problem we start with the 20-region, 6.375 cm homo-
geneous system having "2.- 0.5 cm" and c = 1.4. By setting the
0VRR4 control variable NMEM equal to 3» the known asymptotic distri-
bution and inverse period (see Table 2E.1) are read in by the program;
the program then fills the storage- locations reserved for the initial
memory with the asymptotic solution. At time step 1, the secondary
emission coefficient c is set equal to 2.0 in regions 1 through 6; at
each subsequent time step it is reduced by 0.012 until the value
reaches 0.812 at time step 100. At time step 101, the secondary
emission coefficient in regions 1 through 6 is restored to its
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original value of 1.4 and is not changed thereafter. The program is
run for 150 time steps. Model F was used for the computations.
This problem illustrates the use of the subroutine TDEP. A special,
but very simple, version was written in order to control the time
variation of c(l). By setting the 0VRR4 control variable KTDEP equal
to 2, subroutine TDEP is called from subroutine CALC4 at each time
step.
Figure 21.1 shows the time response of the flux in regions 3,
8 and 15. Recalling that the original system is nearly critical,
note the delays in the propagation to regions 8 and 15 of the effects
of the discontinuous increase in c at time step 1. Similar delays
are evident in the propagation of the effects of the discontinuous
increase at time step 101. Slight numerical oscillations result from
the large discontinuous changes in c. These appear to have a period
of approximately three time steps; 3»08 time steps are required for
a particle to cross one S^region.
Figure 21.2 shows the asymptotic birth rate distribution at
time step and the subsequent distributions at time steps 2M-, 75 and
120. The discontinuities at time steps 2k and 75 are due to the
spatial discontinuity of c. The K=24 birth rates in regions 14 through
20 are less than .0002 greater than those at K =0, illustrating again
the propagation delay. Similarly, the dip in the distribution at
region 13 of the K=120 curve is due to the fact that additional

















































































Figure 21.2 Transient Response to Time-dependent c.
B(I,K) vs. I for Time Steps 0, 24-, 75 and 120,
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Summary of Chapter 2
The results presented in this chapter clearly demonstrate that
that finite-integral approximation is an effective tool for computing
time-dependent transport solutions „ The discrete-delay-time approxi-
mation is seen to be satisfactory for line geometry. All models
developed and tested have the desirable computational characteristics
of explicitness and convergence
»
Due to the small unit time step, the method is best suited
for computing fast space-time transients of short duration. Due
both to the growth of errors with increasing P(I) and to limitations
imposed on N by limited storage capacity, the method is best suited
for treating relatively small systems. Space- and time-dependent
external sources and secondary emission coefficients are easily
handled with the finite integral approximation,,
Detailed comparisons of the various models were made at appro-
priate points in the chapter,. To summarize, the unit computing time
per [(J+I)] transfer computation is .0002 sec for Model M, .0005 sec
for Model F and .0009 sec for Model FS The usefulness of the fixed
distribution models is limited to relatively small systems with
optically-thin regions [P(I)^0.5]o Where a large N is desirable for
a detailed solution, such as the fast transient computed for the small
6.375 cm system in Subsection 2F„2, the fixed-distribution models are
sufficiently accurate and have an advantage over Model FS with respect
to both storage requirements and computing time. For problems in
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which there is no compelling reason for limiting the region size,
however, we have found Model FS to be more efficient in all cases
studied
Concerning the further improvement of the numerical models, the
addition of a slope correction to account for the growth rate in
source region J would be helpful. One simple way to incorporate
this correction into Model FS is to use the progeny birth rates
B°(J+1, K-Tk(I,J+l)) and B°(J-l,K~Tk (I,J»l)) in lieu of
B°(J+l,K-Tk(I,J)) and B°(J-l,K-Tk(I,J)) in Eqs„ (2Co5,7) for
computing C,(J,K-t, (I, J)). The value of adding a curvature correction
mode will be investigated for slab geometry in the next two chapters
„
Understanding the physical significance of the approximations
involved in the various models, one can readily see that the models
developed have analogues for multi-dimensional geometries and even





THE TIME-DEPENDENT, MONOENERGETIC SLAB REACTOR
Introduction to Chapter 3
In this chapter we develop, test and evaluate numerical models
for Eq« (1A.1), the integral-transport equations for slab geometry.
The basic methodology illustrated in Chapter 2 is adapted to
accomplish these purposes The integral equation for the progeny
birth rate, B (I,t), is derived from Eq„ (lAol) in Section 3A«
Three numerical models for solving the integral transport
equation, Models F, FS and FSC, are developed in Section 3B. Models
F and FS are extensions of the analogous models developed for line
geometry. A curvature-correction is included in Model FSC The
final expressions for the transfer parameters are linear combinations
of exponential integral functions c The procedure used to compute
numbers from these expressions is described in Section 3Co Some
features of the applicable computer program, TOVSR, are discussed
briefly in Section 3Do
Asymptotic solutions computed with the numerical models are
studied in Section 3E« As demonstrated in Chapter 2, these solutions
are useful for isolating and evaluating the various approximations
incorporated in the models » The accuracy of the models for nearly-
critical systems is established by the asymptotic solutions computed
for systems reported to be critical in the literature o The technique
of solving auxiliary problems to determine errors in the asymptotic
solutions for very supercritical and very subcritical systems is used
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to evaluate the discrete-delay-time approximation. In order to test
the accuracy of computed distributions, the classical Milne problem
for a pure scattering medium is solved; the results are compared with
published data in Section 3Fo The transient response computed for a
system with an initial, localized external source is studied in
Section 3G<> Finally, importance distributions computed for homo-
geneous and inhomogeneous systems are reported in Section 3Ho
Since the slab regions are unbounded in the (y,z)-plane, the
discrete-delay-time approximation is found to be inadequate for
treating systems with rapidly growing or decaying populations.
In Section 5J» we formulate a multiple-delay-time model by sub-
dividing angular space into N angular intervals; this model is
characterized by improved sampling of the time-dependence of the
birth rate in source region J„
3A, THE INTEGRAL EQUATION FOR THE PROGENY BIRTH RATE, B°(I)
As with Model FS for the line reactor, the progeny birth rate,
B (I,t), is used as the fundamental dependent variable in the slab
models. This permits discontinuities in the external source distri-
bution at interfaces between regions, while retaining the capability
to superimpose flat, slope-correction, and curvature-correction modes
to approximate the spatial distribution of the progeny birth rate in
source region J,
To obtain the integral equation for B°(l,t), we first substitute
b(x,t) as b°(x,t) + s(x,t) (3A.1)
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into Eq. (1A.1) and subtract s(x,t) from each side. Then following
the procedure of Section 1B S we obtains
N 1




f dx» t , . x-x»K . / [x-x'1 f dx" t HN
— b(x»,t= —~~—
)
9 exp U-^ '' —~y(xM )
J p. ' pv ' ^ I |x-x°| J p ^^ '
(Ax) j \ x°
(3A.2)
3B. FORMULATION OF THE NUMERICAL MODELS
3B»1 The Discrete-Delay-Time Approximation
For the discrete-delay-time approximation, we make the following
substitution in the integrand of Eq. (3A,2)s
b(x«,t- J~~~L) = b(x»,t-T(I,J)) • (3B.1)
As for Models F and FS for line geometry, r(I,J) is the mean delay
time between birth and collision of neutrons from a uniformly-
distributed source in region J that collide in region I«
Because the regions are unbounded and the transfer parameters
account for neutrons emitted at all p in the interval < p < 1,
the errors introduced with these approximations are greater than for
line geometry. Referring to Figo 2A„3 » the hatched area in the
figure applies only for neutrons emitted at p = 1; in an analogous
diagram for slab geometry, the hatched area would extend back to
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-co along the time ordinate. Slab geometry thus offers an extreme
test for the discrete-delay-time approximation
„
3B.2 Approximation of the Birth Rate Distribution in Region J
Here we derive expressions for the terms in the three-mode
approximation for b(x 9 ,t~T(I,J)), Eq (1B 1) An external source in
region J is assumed to be distributed uniformly over region J; i 8 e c
,
s(x» f t~T) «
S(^-T) , ( 3Bo 2)
where t is understood to mean t(I,J) c The x° -dependence of the progeny
birth rate density, b (x 9 ,t~T), in source region J is approximated by
superimposing flat, slope-correction and curvature-correction modes
»
In deriving the three-mode expression for b (x 9 ,t-T), we require that
the properties c and 2 be homogeneous across three successive regions
which include region J» The progeny birth rate density is then
continuous across the three regions and is, in most cases, a smoothly-
varying function,, In contrast with Model FS for line geometry, pro-
duction cross-sections are not needed in the expression for b (x,t-T);
computing time is thereby reduced and the secondary emission coefficient
is permitted to vary with time,,
In the computer program TOVSR, the value of the input variable
KTRL(J) is used to identify the relative position of region J with
respect to a property-discontinuity interface,, KTRL(J) is set equal
to 1 if there is a discontinuity at the left boundary of region J;
B (J,t-*r), B°(J+l,t-T) and B°(J+2,t-T) are then used to compute the
modal coefficients for region J. KTRL(J) is set equal to -1 if there
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is a discontinuity at the right boundary of region J; the progeny
birth rates in regions J, J-l and J-2 are then used to compute the
modal coefficients,, If there are no discontinuities at the boundaries
of region J, KTRL(J) is set equal to zero and the progeny birth rates
in regions J-l, J and J+l are used to compute the modal coefficients.
Consider the case for KTRL(J) = 1<> We define
B°(x«,t»T) - b°(x',t~T)Ax, (3B„3)
_ p -I °i
where B (x,t~T) has the units [(cm)~~(Ax)~ sec™ ]. We next introduce
the coordinate variable
(3B.4)
which has its origin at x., the center of region Jo We next assume
that the progeny birth rate distribution in regions J, J+l and J+2 can
be fit by the following quadratic expression?
B°(w,t-T) = a + a_w + a^w « (3B.5)
The computed progeny birth rates in regions J, J+l, and J+2 are then
given by
(3B 6a)
^NlNotes After the expressions for a , a and a„ in Eq« (3B«,5) have been
derived, Eq. (3B«5) is used to describe the birth rate distribution












dw[a + a_w + a w 1L
o 1 2 J (3B,6c)
Equations (3B<>6) are solved algebraically for a ,a and a2 in terms
of the three progeny birth rates. Subsituting the resulting expressions
into Eq. (3B.5) a*id rearranging some of the terms, we obtain the
following expression for the progeny birth rate distribution in
region J;
B°(w,t-T) = B°(J,t-T) +
+ [^B°(J+l,t-T) - 3B°(J,t-<r) - B°(J42,t«T) w
B°(J-tt,t-r) | B°(J,t-x) m Bo (J+1)t„T) , w2 J.12 (3Bo7)
Substituting Eqs (3B«3»*0 into Eq (3B„7), dividing by Ax,
adding the source rate density to each side, and applying Eq. (3B«2),
we obtain












where the expressions in the three brackets define the unit flat,
slope-correction and curvature-correction modes, respectively; the
modal coefficients are given by
B(J,t-T) = B (J,t-T) + S(J,t-T)
,
(3B,9a)












Only the expression (3Bo9a) is independent of the value of KTRL(J).
For KTRL(J) = -1, we obtain
OjUjt-T) = -4B°(J-l,t-T) + 3B°(J,t-T) + B°(J-2,t-T) (3Bol0a)
and
Co(J.t-T) = . B
°
( J-2 tt-T) +B°(J Tt-T)
_ B
o(J^1>t^T) m ( 3B.10b)
For KTRL(J) = 0, we obtain





B°(^l,t-T) 2+ B°(J-l tt-T ) , Bo(J>t„T) e (3Bollb)
Note that C, is positive when the birth rate density increases with x
and that C2 is positive when the curvature is concave. The integrals
*Note; u (x»), u^x 9 ) and u2(x°)> respectively, of Eq, (1B„1)
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Dver region J of the unit siope-correction and curvature-correction
nodes are equal to zero*
3B.3 Derivation of Expressions for the Transfer Parameters
Substituting Eqs„ (3B„1) and (3B.8) into Eq. (3A.2), we obtain
N
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Eqs. (3B.13) and (3B.14) may be integrated rigorously, yielding
closed-form expressions in terms of exponential integral functions.
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The exponential integral function of order n is defined as follows?
E
n (P)




where y = l/|i, n > 0, and p is a dimensionless parameter equal, for
our purposes, to an optical width in mean free paths parallel to the
x-axis o The limiting value of E (p) as p approaches zero is l/[n-l]
for n > 1.
We elected to follow the more physical approach, by analogy with
the line reactor, of integrating first over x 9 and x and then
expressing the integrals over u. as exponential integral functions,,
Figure 3B„1 shows the physical model corresponding to the kernal in
the integrals over the spatial coordinates for neutrons emitted
towards the right at the angle cos" u..
In order to check the derived expressions, we replaced the
integrals over u. in Eqs e (3B 13) with appropriate E™(p) kernals and
then carried out the integrations over regions J and I. For this
procedure, the following two relations, given in the "Handbook of
Mathematical Functions" , were needed?
"W^ Ejp) , n > ; (3Bol6)dp n
«E
n+1(p)
= e"p - pE
n(p) ,
n> 1 . (3B.17)















Figure 3B*1 Physical Interpretation of Transfer Kernel
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As in Chapter 2, P(l) is the optical width of region I, X(I)Ax,
in mean free paths parallel to the x-axis; P,(I,J) is the sum of the
optical widths of all regions lying between I and J. The expressions
derived for the transfer parameters are then given by Eqs c (3B„ 18-19);
for purposes of brevity, P. is suligltulud for P(I), P. for P(J) and
Pb for Pb(I,J). For
IsJj
:(!,!) =1 - p







W^ = ^7 [~ ' 5 + E3 (Pi)] +3 Cl + 3V Pi )] +
(3B.18b)
t(I,J) =
+ -i5 C-0-5 +2E,(P.)] ;
?i
1









The expressions for I^J are as follows!
G(I,J) = ^- [E
3
(Pb ) - E3







WJ ' J) = 8P7fer CW + E3 (W " E3 ( pb+YPi> - E3 < Pb+Pi^
+^ [- E^(Pb ) +E4(Pb+P.) - V Pb+Pj+Pi> + E4(Pb+Pi> ] 5(3Bol9b)
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W1'^ =12FT CE3<Pb) - tyVty + E3(Pb+P;.+P. ) - E3(Pb+Pi)] +
+
-^ [-W - Vpb*j' +WW + V pbwi» +2p
d
+
-3 [E5(Pb ) - E5(Pb-tf\.) + E^Pj+P.+P^ - E5(Pfe+P.)] ; (3B.19C)
i
T < I ' J) 2PJ(I,J) M + Fv>CW " E3 (W + E3 (VW) "
E
3








3B»k The Numerical Equation
As in the line models, the unit time step, At, is set equal to,
or less than, the smallest of the t(I,I). The delajr times expressed




Associating time step K with time t in Eqs„ (3B.12), we obtain
N










where B, C, and C2 are computed according to the relations (3B.9-11)
and the transfer parameters, according to the relations (3B. 18-20).
In program TOVSR, the transfer parameters are computed once and
then stored, B, C, and Cp are recomputed each time they are used, i.e.,
for each J-^I transfer computation; memory storage is provided only
for the arrays B and S The argument K is dropped from the array
c and the c(I) are altered at time steps for which changes are
scheduled.
3C COMPUTATION AND ANALYSIS OF TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS
To compute accurate values for the transfer parameters requires
accurate values of the exponential integrals in Eqs. (3B.18-19).
In order to obtain these values, two 250-element tables of E«(p)
data are read into the computer,, The one table includes the values
of E«(p) for arguments in the range 0.01 < p £ 2 o 50, with a spacing
of 0.01; the second covers the range of arguments 0.1 < p <_ 25.0,
with a spacing of 0.1, The E~(p) data for p < 2.0 were obtained
16from the "Handbook of Mathematical Functions" . The values for
p > 2.0 were computed with a program written by the author, which
uses a 401-point Simpsons Rule formula, to numerically integrate the
second form of Eq. (3B.15). The computed integrals are accurate to
six digits.
The value of E~(p) for an argument lying between the tabulated
arguments is obtained by third-order polynomial interpolation, using
the tabulated values for the argument just less^than the desired • .
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argument and for the three successivly larger arguments. Test
calculations showed that the third-order interpolation scheme yields
results consistent with the six-digit accuracy of the tabulated data.
Having found the value of E (p) by interpolation, the values of E?(p),
Ek(p) and E^Cp) are computed according to the recursion relation,
Eq. (3B.l?)o The operations described in this paragraph are performed
in subroutine TABLE of the program TOVSR. The values of the exponen-
tial integrals are then used in subroutine TPARAM to compute the
transfer parameters.
Note that the expressions for G, G , , G . and tv/ax inr y sip 7 crv
Eqs. (3B.18-19) are dimensiorQ.es s functions of various optica,! widths
only. Table 3Col contains some sample values obtained for the (I=J)
transfer parameters. The numbers in the second column, tv/ax, are the
mean flight paths, in units of Ax, of neutrons which are bcrn in
region I and collide in region !<, In contrast to the line reactor,
for which tv/^x approaches l/3 as P(I) approaches zero, the para-
meter assumes very large values for small P(l) in the slab reactor.
In optically-thin regions, the great majority of the emitted neutrons
that collide in the same region were emitted at large angles with
respect to the x-axis. One consequence of the longer mean flight paths
is a unit time step which is much larger than that for a line reactor
of equivalent width and number of regions. The third and fourth
columns contain the flat-mode collision and leakage probabilities
The fifth column gives the net increase in the collision rate in




Slab Parameters in Region I vs, Optical Width of Region
—
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-G (1,1)CIV V ' '
Ax 1-G(I,I)
.005 30.6 .01631 .98369 1 r.6l587~l
.010 18.0 .02766 .97234 1 -.00384
.020 10.3 .04841 9 51 59 1 -0 00031
j
.030 7.44 06659 .93341 1 -. 00020
|
.075 3.68 .13267 086733 i ~.00052_[ .00052 0.0006
.100 2.97 .16292 .83708 -.00067 .00067 .0008
.125 2. 52 .19020 .80980 -. OOO83 .00083 .0010
,20 1.80 .25973 .74027 -.00128 ,00128 .0017
.25 1.54 ,29874 .70126 -.00157 .00157 .0022
.50 .962 ,44321 .55679 -0 00286 .00286 .0051
1.0 .602 .60969 .39031 -.00475 .00475 .0122
2.0 .371 .76507 .23493 -.00674 .00674 .0287
4.0 .215 .87569 .12431 -.00748 .00746 .0602
7.0 .132 .92858 ,,07142 -.OO656 .OO656 .0918
curvature-correction mode. Since the net birth rate in the curvature-
correction mode is equal to zero, -G (I»J) in column 6 describes
the net increase in the leakage rate from the region. The ratio
given in column 7 clearly shows the increasing importance of the
curvature correction with increasing P(I).
The computed values of G
_
w (1,1) for P(I) < 0.1 are incorrect.
Consider the third term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3B.l8c).
•a
Errors in the value of E^P.) are magnified oy the factor 2/p. ,
which is very large for small P. . The tabulated exponential integral
data and interpolated values do not have a sufficient number of digits
of accuracy to yield accurate values of G (1,1). The same
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difficulty is evident in Eq. (3B 19c) for G (I,J)o Consequently
OX V
the curvature correction should not be applied for source regions
less than 0.1 mfp thick; the analogous lower limit for the slope
correction is 0.02 mfp„
The transfer parameters computed for source region 9 and
receiver regions I in a 15-region inhomogeneous system are given
in Table 3C.2.
3D. THE COMPUTER PROGRAM TOVSR
The FORTRAN II program TOVSR is described in Appendix B. This
program is very similar to the line reactor program 0VRR4 as regards
both general format and flexibility features.
Either Model F, Model FS or Model FSC can be selected for a
particular calculation. These models correspond to the use of one,
two or three modes, respectively, in Eq. (3B.21) C An option is
available for specifying the level of approximation separately for
each source region J. Computing times per time step are given by
Eq. (2B.12), where a. isO.0005 sec for Model F, 0.0006 sec for FS,
and 0.0007 sec for FSC.
As in 0VRR4, an option is included to permit more efficient
computation of steady™state distributions and to compute time-
independent generation»to~generation transients. With this option,
all t. (I, J) in Eq. (3B.21) are set equal to unity. This option was
used to compute the solution of the Milne problem reported in Section
3F. All other solutions reported in this chapter have been computed




Transfer Coefficients for an Inhomogeneous Slab System
W = 3»75 cm. N = : ' 15 Ax = 0.25 cm.
E(D -o .5, P(I) * 0.125, I = 1-10 j
id) =io0, P(I) = • 0.25, I = 11-15.
t = 1.7529 M-sec. v - 2 e 2xl05 cm/sec.
Ay
-ig = 0.648 = No. of i
vAt
ime steps to ?ross&x
Transfer Coefficients for J •= 9
I P(D G(I,9) WIj9) W1 '*) rk(I,9)
1 .125 .013772 -.000120 .000003 8.6701
2 .125 .017070 -.000156 .000003 7.9260
3 .125 V0Q21392 -.000207 .000003 7.1670
4 .125 .027199 -.000282 .000006 6.3873
5 .125 .035286 -.000400 000010 5c 5789
6 .125 .047198 -.000610 .000019 4.7263
7 .125 .066607 -.001061 .000048 3.7949
8 .125 .108533 -. 002890 000316 2 6391
9(I=J) .125 190203 -0 000829 1.6353
10 .125 108533 .002890 .000316 2„6391
(Interf"ace)
11 .25 .113805 .001671 .000066 3.4297
12 .25 .062485 .000682 .000016 3.9669
13 .25 .038462 .000363 .000006 4.6198






3E. COMPUTATION OF ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTIONS
As with the line models, we begin the testing of the slab models
by using them to generate asymptotic solutions for source-free systems
with time-independent properties The procedure used to generate
asymptotic solutions was described in Section 2E.
3E.1 Tests of Reported Critical Thicknesses
17
In an early paper on the SN Method, Carlson and Bell reported
"exact" critical slab half-thicknesses in mean free paths (mfp) for
several values of the secondary emission coefficient, c. These values
are best estimates based on error analyses and convergence trends of
several methods used to compute the critical half-thicknesses.
Carlson and Bell conclude that the "exact" values are accurate to
within one or two places in the fourth decimal place. We have
tested TOVSR on the "exactly" critical systems having c = 1.4 and
c = 1.02, treating each problem as an (x,t) -dependent problem and
generating the approximate asymptotic solution.
Table 3E.1 gives the asymptotic inverse periods computed for the
c = 1.4 case, for which the "exact" critical thickness, P , is
1.4732 mfp. The first six runs listed demonstrate the convergence
of the computed values of X with increasing N for Model FSC. The next
two runs permit comparison of Model FSC with Models FS and F. Note
that the results of Models FSC and FS for N = 26 differ only slightly,
whereas Model FSC with N = 5 predicts a more accurate inverse period




Tests of Critical Slab Thickness for c = 1.4
c = 1.4 1=0. 5 cm v = 2 2x10^ cm/sec
Tested P
c










2.9464 1 FSC 5 - 28.7 1.4740
2.9^64 1 FSC 7 ~ 15.3 1.4736
2.9464 1 FSC 10 - 6.8 1.4734
2.9464 1 FSC 13 - 3.6 1.4733
2.9464 1 FSC 16 - 2,2 1.4733
2.9464 1 FSC 26 - 0.7 1.4732
2.9464 1 FS 26 - 0.9 1.4732
2.9464 1 F 26 - 40.1 1.4743
(Off-Critical)
2.9170 .990 FSC 26 -550.
2.9317 .995 FSC 26 =274.
2.9464 1.000 FSC 26 - 0.7
2.9611 1.005 FSC 26 270.
2.9758 loOlO FSC 26 537.
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The last group of runs are for systems with thicknesses slightly-
greater or less than the "exact" critical thickness. Note the approxi-
mately linear relation between the inverse period and W for nearly
critical systems. Using the results of the 26-region, Model ESC runs
forXW/P = 0.995 and 1.005 to estimate the coefficient of linearity,
6W/6\, we may calculate the critical thickness which we would predict
from the values of W and X for any particular run. For example, for
the 5-region, Model FSC run we obtain
Predicted P =0.5 2.9464 + 28.7 ^'li^+z^17 ) = 1.4740 mfp
The predicted critical thicknesses are tabulated for the first eight
runs listed in Table 3E.1. The closeness of the predicted P and the
"exact" P is a good measure of the accuracy of the asymptotic
c
solution computed in a particular run. Note that the results for the
26-region runs with Models FS and FSC are in complete agreement with
the "exact" critical thickness.
The normalized asymptotic birth rate (or flux) distributions
computed with Model FSC for N=13 and N=26 are given in Table 3E.2.
The equivalence of the distributions to within one part in 10,000
both illustrates the fact that B (I) is an integral over region I
o





Birth Rate Distribution in Critical Slab having c = 1.4







2 B (I) I
1,26 .64591 .69327 .69322 1,13
2 .74064
3 .81910 .85349 .85343 2
4 .88788
5 .94876 .97561 .97562 3
6 1.00246
7 1.04933 1.06941 1.06943 4
8 1.08949
9 1.12299 1.13641 I. 13644 5
10 1.14983
11 1.16999 1.17672 1. 17676 6,8
12,15 1.18345
13 1.19018 1.19018 1.19022 7
14 1.19018
Results for the critical system having c = 1.02 are given in
Table 3E.3; the "exact" critical thickness for this system is
11.3310 mfp. Again, the results of Models FS and ESC agree closely
and are considerably better than the results of the flat approxi-
mation. In order to find the predicted critical thicknesses, one
additional Model FSC run was made with N = 25 and W = 11.38766 cm,
0.5 percent greater than the "exact" critical thickness. The inverse
period computed for this system is 37.4 sec . Using the two 25-




Tests of Critical Slab Thickness for c = 1.02
c = 1.02 X = 1.0 cm v = 2.2x10^ cm/sec
W = 11.3310 cm Tested P = 11.3310 mfp

















Predicted P„ = 11.3310 + 11.7




The critical thicknesses predicted by our models are compared
with the published results of other methods in Table 3E.4. Note
that the number of dependent variables in the finite-integral models
is considerably less than the number required for equivalent accuracy
in P. and SL Models.
The results obtained for the two critical systems demonstrate
the effectiveness of the slope- and curvature-correction models in
treating the spatial distribution of the birth rate in region J.
With confidence in the accuracy of solutions computed for nearly
critical systems, we will next study a very supercritical system.
With the aid of accurate auxiliary system solutions, we can isolate
and evaluate errors introduced with the discrete-delay-time approxi-





Comparison with Critical Thicknesses














"Exact" (17) „_„_ 1.4732 11.3310
Model FSC 26 1.4732 25 llo333
n ft 5 1.4740 10 11.345
Model FS __— 26 1.4732 10 11.348
EP (17) 1.4768 11.3310
Pomraning 18 _— 1.4768 11.3318
S16 17
272 1.4744 272 11.3388
S8 17





17 112 1.5036 112 11.3446
17 64 1.5586 64 II.3656
Notes: (1 ) EP is the «"Extrapolatec1 End-Point Method."












3E.2 Small, Supercritical. Homogeneous Slab
In this subsection we report the results obtained for a 10 cm
system with c=1.4 and ^_^O.k<, As was shown in the previous subsection,
the critical system having these properties is only 2.9^64 cm thick.
The data in the top half of Table 3E.5 are the asymptotic inverse
periods computed by Models F, FS and FSC for several values of N.
Note that, in contrast with results obtained for line systems and for
the critical slab system, the data for N ^ 25 do not converge rapidly





Computed Inverse Periods for 10 cm Supercritical Reactor
W = 10 cm c = 1.4 £= 0.5








7 30004 30618 30693
10 30593 30952 30973
13 30856 31088 31096
16 31035 31196 31200
19 31146 31264 _
25 — 31321 (-6.35)
Auxiliary Prob! 5 /Lemss W = 10 cm v = 2.10 cm/sec















X ,sec 2135 (-0.4) -7.4
Corrected
\ . + X*
est
X =





in parentheses are percentage errors based




In order to check the accuracy of the results, we first observe
that, for source-free systems with time-independent properties, the
same operations may be applied to the slab integral equation,
Eq. (IA.,1), as were applied to the line integral equation in
Subsection 2E.4. Auxiliary systems defined by Eqs. (2Eoll), which
have the same asymptotic spatial distribution as the reference system,
may be studied. If the auxiliary system is nearly critical, its
asymptotic solution can be found very accurately, based on the results
of the previous subsection. In this way, the correct asymptotic
solution for the reference system may be determined and the errors
resulting from the combination of the discrete-delay-time approximation,
the uniform source assumed in deriving the expression for t(I,J) and
the population growth rate may be evaluated. For the 10 cm system,
two successive auxiliary problems were solved, each using the best
information available for selecting X . . As can be seen from
Table 3E.5> the second auxiliary system is sufficiently close to
critical that we may be confident in the accuracy of its solution.
We conclude that the inverse period of the reference system is
33^-3 sec" , from which we calculate a 6.35 percent error in the
inverse period predicted by the best reference system run. This is
considered unsatisfactory.
To obtain some useful conclusions from the above result, we
first note that the 6.35 percent error is due to our having neglected
the growth rates in the individual source regions J in formulating
the model. For the asymptotic solution ,the computed contribution
to B(I,t) from parent neutrons born in region J has an unacceptable
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error when B(J,t«)/B(J,t») = \ = 334^3 sec"1 for t» <£ [t- [|I-J| -1]ax/v],
where B is the rate of growth of B. For a growing space-time transient
in a system having the same 2 , W and v as the reference system but
space-time dependent c and S, we can conclude that the computed
contribution to B(I,t) from parent neutrons born in region J would
have an error at least as large as for the asymptotic solution if
\(J,t») = B(J,t)/B(J,t) > 33*^3 sec"1 for all t" <c [t- [II-J| - l]Ax/v];
conversely, if B(J,t»)/B(J,t') < 33W3 sec , the error would be smaller.
The actual error depends on the history of X(J,t°), with greater weight
assigned to more recent history. The error in B(I,t) depends of
course on the errors in the contributions from all J.
The conclusions of the preceding paragraph may be generalized
to a still broader class of systems by noting that the transfer
parameters G(I,J), &
slp(I»J)» Gcrv( I » J ) and V1'^ ** *!• (3B.21)
are functions of optical distances only and are not explicitly
dependent on Ax or v. For any homogeneous system which has the
same [sw] and c as the reference system, it can be shown that Model FSC
with N=25 will yield an asymptotic inverse period which is low by
6.35 percent. Further, the dimensionless parameter X/[v2] will have
the same value as for the reference system, Oo33^» although^, v
and \ may be different from the reference system values. This
parameter is therefore helpful for correlating errors due to the
neglect of growth rate in the discrete-delay-time models.
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From Table 3E.5» the inverse period computed for the less super-
critical first auxiliary system, 2135 sec" , has an error of only 0.4
percent. From the normalized asymptotic birth rate distributions given
in Table 3E.6, it is evident that errors due to growth rate are
negligible in the spatial distribution computed for the first
auxiliary system. The solution of the first auxiliary problem is
therefore considered to be quite satisfactory. The values of para-
meters of interest are^W = 6.565, c = 1.06626 and X/[vs] = .OI63.
Similar studies for subcritical systems indicate that spatial
distributions having negligible error due to growth rate, and
inverse periods with less than one percent error due to growth rate,
As
can be computed for systems xd.th \\\ /[v£] < 0.02, *s discussed
previously, we can have confidence in the reasonable accuracy of
computed space-time transients if
I ^(J,t»)|/[vS] < 0.02 for t»< t and 1< J < M .
Note that the unsatisfactory convergence of the reference system
inverse periods with increasing N is in marked contrast with the
excellent results obtained for the 10 cm supercritical line reactor
of Subsection 2E.5. In the line models, the neutrons born in region J
that collide in region I at time t were born during a finite time
interval; this interval shrinks to zero withkx, In the slab models,
on the other hand, the time interval of parent births in region J
remains unbounded as the width of region J shrinks to zero. To ade-
quately sample the time-dependence of the birth rate in a source region
in which the birth rate varies rapidly with time requires use of a





Computed Asymptotic Birth Rate Distributions in 10 cm Reactor












1,25 .38793 .3853^ .38529
2 • 5*K)64 .53853 .53850
3 .67486 .67325 .67322
4 .79762 .79652 .79650
5 .90981 .90924 .90923
6 1.01113 1.01105 1.01105
7 1.10087 1.10126 1.10127
8 1.17832 1.17912 1.17914
9 1.24276 1.24391 1.24393
10 1.29355 1.29499 I.29502
11 1.33021 1.33186 1.33188
12,14 1.35235 1.35^13 1.35^16
13 1.35976 1.36158 I.36161
32.3 Inhomogeneous System
In Table 3E.7, we report the results obtained for a 3.75 cm
inhomogeneous system consisting of a 2,5 cm multiplying region and a
1.25 cm absorbing region. The slight errors are consistent with those
obtained for homogeneous systems. The parameter \/[v2\] is .0278 in
the multiplying region and .0139 in the absorbing region. The




Tests of Supercritical, Inhomogeneous System
W = 3.75 cm N = 15 v = 2.2xl05 cm/sec
Model FSC
Reference Problem Auxiliary Problem
3B:S£}is'*» *est = 3032.8 sec"*1
*£*(i) = .51379
c*(I) = 1.36244 X - I ^ 10
5.(1) = 1.0
c(I)=0.9 11 i I < 1^
X,*(I) = 1.01379
c*(I) = .88776 U^^ 15
X = 3032.8 sec"1 \ = 22.1 sec"
Error = - 0.7 percent Corrected X = 3055 sec"1
Computed Flux Distributions, $ (I)


























3F. APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OF THE MILNE PROBLEM FOR c =1.0
In order to evaluate the accuracy of flux distributions computed
by the program TOVSR, we applied the program to the Milne problem for
9
a pure scattering medium. Weinberg and Wigner tabulate the relative
fluxes at various optical distances from the interface which were
obtained by the exact Wiener-Hopf method and by various order P_
Li
approximations. We therefore have a basis for comparison.
The Milne problem treats a semi-infinite, homogeneous medium
having an interface with a Vacuum at x = and an external source at
x =oo. The interesting part of the solution is the steady-state flux
distribution near the interface, where the flux falls below the extra-
polated values of the linearly-varying (for c = 1.0) interior distri-
bution.
In formulating the Milne problem for TOVSR, which treats only
finite slabs and has a limit of thirty regions of equal Ax, the
optical distance between the source and the vacuum interface must be
sufficiently large that effects of the isotropic source and the right-
hand boundary on the spatial and angular flux shapes in the interior
are small. Furthermore, considerable detail concerning the spatial
shape within two mean free paths of the interface is desired. Since
this problem is a steady-state problem and since all of the expressions
for the transfer coefficients involve optical thicknesses only , the
above requirements are met by stretching the medium in the vicinity
of the interface and then treating the system as inhomogeneous . In a
thirty-region run, the twelve regions near the interface cover 0.6 mfp,
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the next six regions cover 3.0 mfp and the final 12 regions cover
2M mfp. The external source was placed in region 30.
The distributions computed by the program are given in Table 3F.1.
Since the rate of convergence towards the steady state solution was
very slow, several successive runs were made with improved estimates
of the solution read in as the initial distribution. The data
given in Table 3F.1 are not a fully converged solution but are close
enough to permit meaningful analysis. The ratios B(I,K)/B(I,K-1)
for regions 1, 3, 11, 16, 25 and 30 are .9999760, .9999761, .9999762,
.9999772, .9999918, and .9999984, respectively. The shape is fairly
well stabilized in regions 1 through 16, which cover the interval
< p< 2.7, where p is the optical distance from the interface.
In order to compare the computed distribution with the numbers
quoted by Weinberg and Wigner, it was necessary to convert the mean
flux values, (I), to a smooth distribution and then to compute the
flux at discrete optical distances from the interface. The unfolding
method used in Subsection 3B.2 to derive expressions for the modal
coefficients was adapted for this purpose. Treating the data in each
of regions 1 through 12 as the integral of the distribution in the
particular region, a program was written to fit the distribution with
an 11th order polynomial and to compute the relative flux at various
optical distances from the interface. The rloative flux values were
then normalized such that $(0.1) is equal to 1.2608. In Table 3F.2
we compare our results with those of the Wiener-Hopf Method and the
* Note: With the program SLBCEL, written at a later date and described





Distributions Computed by TOVSR for the Milne Problem
Model FSC W = 30 cm C; = loO











1 .05 .00236478 .084410
2 .05 .00264078 .094262
3 .05 .00288541 .102994
4 .05 .00311616 .111231
5 .05 .00333824 .119158
6 .05 .00355*69 .126873
7 .05 .00376617 .134432
8 .05 .00397461 .141873
9 .05 .00418041 .149219
10 .05 .00438410 .156490
11 .05 .00458606 .163698
12 .05 .00478663 .170858
13 .50 .0586824 .209^5
14 .50 .0780282 .278520
15 .50 .0971683 .346840
16 .50 .1162269 .414869
17 .50 .1352503 .462773
18 .50 .1542561 .550614
19 2.00 .806928 .720077
20 2.00 1.110568 .991037
21 2.00 1.413972 1.261785
22 2.00 1.717133 1.532317
23 2.00 2.0200^6 1.802627
24 2.00 2.322707 2.072713
25 2.00 2.625121 2.342578
26 2.00 2.927321 2.612252
27 2.00 3.229604 2.881200
28 2.00 3.584196 3.153808
29 2.00 3.853561 3. 438800




















1.0047(^7) 1.0000 1.0064(64) 1.0281(281)
.05 1.1444
.10 1.2608 1.2608 1.2608 1.2608
.15 1.3682
.20 1.4711(-3) 1.4714 1.4774(60) 1.4794(80)
.25 1.5708
.30 1.6682(-3) 1.6685 1.6770(85) 1.6876(191)
.35 1.7639
.40 1.8583 (-4) 1.8587 1.8683(96) 1.8882(295)
.45 1.9516
.50 2.0439(-4) 2.0443 2.0547(104) 2.0831(388)
.55 2.1356
.60 2.2267(-4) 2.2271 2.2383(112) 2.2739(^68)
.70 2.4084(7) 2.4077 2.4199(122) 2.4618(541)
.80 2.5860(-8) 2.5868 2.5999(131) 2.6473(605)
.90 2.7633(-19) 2.7652 2.7789(137) 2.8312(660)
1.00 2.9402(-l?) 2.9419 2.9607(188) 3.0137(718)
2.00 4. 6890 (-12) 4.6902 4.7152(250) 4.8108(1206)
Note: Nuiabers in parenthesis are e<lual to [</)1 u
*appr -0 .3x10 .ox. exact
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P- and P, - approximations. The relative fluxes for p > 0.6 were
obtained by fitting the local distribution by a quadratic, in the
manner of Subsection 3B.2. Basing comparisons on the exactness of
the Wiener-Hopf Method results, note that the small errors in our




The results obtained for the Milne problem demonstrate that
integral regional birth rates B (I) can be computed very accurately
by our method and can be successfully unfolded to yield a continuous





3G. FAST TRANSIENT RESPONSE TO A LOCALIZED INITIAL SOURCE
In This section we present results obtained for the space-time
transient response to an external source localized in space and time.
The system studied is a 4 cm homogeneous slab having "£ = 0.5 cm"
and c =1.4. The particle velocity is 2xl0"? cm/sec. The system is
subdivided into 15 regions and a unit external source rate is main-
tained in region 4 for one time step. The problem studied here for
slab geometry is analogous to the first problem studied for line
geometry in Section 2F, in that we compute the transient response to
an external source rate localized to only one region and lasting for
only one time step.
The birth rate distributions computed at time steps 2, 4, 6, 8,
12 and 30 are tabulated in Table 3Gr a l« Features to note in the data
are the existence of a propagation front, the smoothing out of the
predicted distribution by time step 8 and the onset of asymptoticity
by time step 30. Note that the computed response does not have the
violent numerical oscillations obtained for the analogous line
problem and shown in the dashed-line curve of Fig. 2F.1. This
difference is due to the following factors. First, in the slab reactor,
the x-dependence of the neutron distribution, including the original
external source neutrons, smears out with time because the neutrons
are emitted at various angles with respect to the x-axis. In the
line reactor, on the other hand, smoothing results from successive
collisions only. Second, as can be seen from the parameter v&t/Ax,
the unit time step is approximately eight times larger than it would




Transient Response to Localized Initial Source
w = 4.0 cm N = 15 v = 2x10"
3
cm/sec
2 = 0.5 cm" L c = 1.4
&t =: 3.209 M-sec ~ = 2.407
Unit external source rate in region 4 for 1 time step.
I Tk(l,D B(I,2) B(I,4) B(I,6) B(I,8) B(I,12) B(I,30)
1 1.000 — .0713 .0479 .0356 .0321 .0609
2 1.626 ... .0816 .0555 .0440 .0405 .0776
3 2.353 .0586 .0766 .0538 .0499 .0468 .0909
4 2.941 .2783 .0523 .0529 .0534 .0517 .1017
5 3.480 .0586 .0767 .0539 .0547 .0553 .1102
6 3.992 — .0817 .0573 .0545 .0576 .1163
7 4.487 — .0713 .0541 .0530 .0584 .1200
8 4.969 — .0258 .0534 .0496 .0579 .1213
9 5.442 — .0003 .0420 .0473 .0563 .1200
10 5.908 — -__ .0306 .0438 .0537 .1163
11 6.368 — .0245 .0360 .0500 .1102
12 6.823 — _„» .0103 .0293 .0456 .1018
13 7.274 — ... .0014 .0201 .0402 .0909
14 7.722 ... „„„ .— .0131 .0341 .0776
15 8.167 —~ „«.- .0102 0O265 .0610
the mean angle of emission with respect to the x»axis of the particles
which are born in J and collide in I decreases as [l-J( increases;
this is evident in the decreasing value of the ratio t, (I, J) /\ I-J\
with increasing \I-J| . All of the above factors contribute to the
rapid propagation and smoothing with increasing K.
It can be shown that the spatial oscillations in the computed
distributions at time steps 4 and 6 are physically impossible for the
slab system studied here. These oscillations are numerical conse-
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quences of the discrete-delay-time approximation and the discontinuities
in the (x,t) -dependence of the external source rate. To compute a
solution having more accurate detail, a multiple-delay-time model
should be used.
The importance distributions reported in the next section
demonstrate that the relative contributions to the total population
at a later time from initial sources located in different regions
of the system may be obtained reasonably accurately from the computed
transient responses to the individual sources.
3H. COMPUTATION OF IMPORTANCE DISTRIBUTIONS
In this section we report the importance distributions computed
with Model FSC for a critical homogeneous reactor and a supercritical
;
inhomogeneous system. As outlined in Chapter 2, the computation of an
importance distribution involves solving several localized-source
problems of the type reported in the previous section.
In Table 3H.1, we report the results obtained for the 2.9^64 cm
critical slab which was studied in Subsection 3E.1. The importance
distribution is compared with the asymptotic flux distribution; percent
deviations are tabulated. In Table 3H.2, we report the results
obtained for the inhomogeneous system studied in Subsection 3E.3«
Note that for both systems the percent deviation of the importance
from the flux is negligible for all regions except those which are
adjacent and next-adjacent to a boundary or an interface. Even for




Importance Distribution in Critical Slab having c = 1.4
W = 2.946^
-1
• cm 2 = 0.5 cm c = 1.4
Model FSC N = 13
Source Life = 3 time steps Zvt =













it13 .69108 .69320 -.306
2 .85564 .853^3 +.259
3 .97558 .97563 -.005
4 1.06933 1.06944 -.010
5 1.13645 1.13644 +.001
6,8 1.17679 1.17676 +.003




Importance Distribution in Supercritical Inhomogeneous System
W = 3.75 cm N = 15 Model FSC
£(I) = 0.5 cm"1 c(I) = 1.4, 1 £ I < 10;
2.(1) = 1.0 cm"
1
,
c(I) = 0.9, 11^1^.15.
Source Life = 3 time steps. At = 1.753 M-sec.











1 .79W .79211 -.350
2
.99206 .99511 +.304
3 1.14137 1.14140 +.003
4 I.25398 1.25392 -.005
5 1.33129 1.33138 +.007
6 1.37299 1.37310 +.008
7 1.37838 1.37840 +.002
8 1.34656 1.34662 +.004
9 I.27563 1.27758 +.153
10 1.15765 1.15542 -.193
(interface)
11 .92408 .92788 +.412
12
.72154 .71719 -.603
13 .56730 .56728 -.004
14
.43W .43675 +.535
15 .30784 .30585 -.648
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31. FORMULATION OF A MULTIPLE-DELAY-TIME MODEL
From the results obtained for the first auxiliary system of
Subsection 3E.2, for the inhomogeneous system of Subsection 3E.3 and
for several subcritical systems, we have concluded that the slab
models can generate very accurate asymptotic distributions, and
inverse periods accurate to within one percent, for systems in which
the dimensionless parameter I M /[vg] < .02. This conclusion was
extended to space-time transient solutions by use of the local
parameter \(J,t l ). For slab systems with much larger growth or
decay rates, however, the discrete-delay-time approximation is not
satisfactory. Recall that, with this approximation, the mean flights-
time of neutrons which are born in region J and collide in region I
is a weighted average for neutrons emitted over the entire angular
range, < u- < 1.
In this section we propose a multiple-delay-time model which can
better sample the time dependence of the birth rate in source region J.
The model is formulated by subdividing the angular range into N
P>
intervals of width A p. = l/N . Sets of transfer parameters having
the arguments (I, J,I ) are then computed for neutrons emitted in each
M<
angular interval, identified by the integer I . For isotropic
,/
emission, it is not necessary to introduce angular-dependent birth
rates since the angular dependence of the birth rate is separable
and is accounted for in the transfer parameters.
In deriving the expressions (3B. 18-19) for the transfer para-
meters used in TOVSR, we integrated first over the spatial variables
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for neutrons emitted at a fixed angle cos" \i. We then weighted
this expression by the angular dependence of the birth rate distri-
bution and wrote down by inspection the final expressions for the
integrals over p in terms of exponential integral functions. We could
have just as easily expressed integrals over the limited angular
interval identified by I in terms of what we shall call "partial-




dp, p, e r/ ^ (31.1)
W).
Each of the expressions (3B«19), for I^J, is valid for neutrons emitted
in the angular interval identified by I if we merely add I to the
arguments of G, G - , G , t and the exponential integral functions.
The appropriate expressions for I=J are the following;
G(I,I,y = E2(0,I^) - ^ [E3(0,y - E3(Pi,I|x)]; (31. 2a)
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Equations (31.2) reduce to Eqs. (3B.18) for N = 1.
The finite-integral approximation for the multiple-delay-time
model is given by the following extension of Eq. (3B.21):
N \x
B°(I,K) = c(I,K) Y, Y, [G(I» J»V B( J »K-Tk (I » J»V ) +




It may be readily seen by comparing Eqs. (3I«3) and (3B.21) that both
computing time per time step and transfer-parameter storage require-
ments are greater by a factor of N in the multiple-delay-time model.
Mich greater accuracy is expected for time-dependent problems, however,
with this more complex model.
In order to evaluate the convergence properties, we recommend
that the multiple-delay-time model having flat and slope-correction
modes be coded and that this model be tested for various N on such
simple problems as the computation of the asymptotic solution for the
very supercritical system in Subsection 3E.2 and the transient
response problem of Section 3G. We also recommend testing the growth-
rate slope-correction proposed in the summary of Chapter 2. With
this correction, the expression for C,(J,K-t. (I, J,I )) for
KTRL(J) - is




Equations (3B.9b) for KTRL(J) = 1 and (3B.10a) for KTRL(J) = -1
are similarly modified.
Table 3I»1 gives some representative values of the E- (p,I ) for
N =6, which were obtained by numerical integration with a 201-point
Simpson , s formula. Whether simple recursion relations exist for




Partial-Range Exponential Integrals, E (p,I ) ,
for N =6












































































































Summary of Chapter 3
In this chapter we have described the development and testing of
time-dependent finite-integral models for computing transport
solutions in slab geometry. The results for the Milne Problem and
for nearly critical systems demonstrate the effectiveness of the
variable-distribution models. Although the problems studied have
regions less than two mean free paths thick, the effective optical
widths are much larger for neutrons emitted at large angles with
respect to the x-axis„ Where model comparisons have been made, the
slope-correction model was found to be far superior to the flat
approximation, whereas the curvature correction added little
additional accuracy. Where solution accuracy was compared with
that of other approximate methods, the finite-integral method was
found to be competitive.
The discrete-delay-time approximation is satisfactory for
systems in which the local population growth or decay rates are
relatively small, i.e., where U(J,t»)l/[v^] < 0.02 for t° < t and
1 6l J £r N« For such systems, it has an advantage over the proposed
multiple-delay-time approximation in that less storage is required,
computing time per time step is much smaller and the unit time step
is larger.
The multiple-delay-time model formulated in Section 31 both
improves the sampling of the time dependence of the parent birth
rate and bounds the time intervals of eligible parent births in
in region J for all I > 1. As this model is a more detailed
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approximation of Eq. (1A.1), we expect that the model will be





APPLICATION OF SUB MODELS
FOR STEADY-STATE CELL CALCULATIONS
Introduction to Chapter 4
In this chapter we extend the slab models to treat infinite
systems consisting of repeated, symmetric unit cells c The steady-
state neutron population in one of these basically absorbing systems
is supported by an external source distribution, which may represent
a slowing-down source in a thermal-speed problem or a fission source
in a fast-speed problem. Because the unit cell is symmetric, we
focus attention on the half-cell and subdivide it into N regions.
The boundaries of the half-cell are planes of symmetry for both
the properties and the source distribution and, consequently, for
the flux distribution also. Since the angular flux
(
(x,«u.) =
0.(x, ,-u.) at each boundary, the boundary planes are treated as per-
fectly reflecting surfaces.
Our purpose in treating these systems is to study further the
worth of the slope-correction and curvature- correction models intro-
duced in Chapter 3« Recently published papers report and compare
certain integral parameters obtained for certain two-region slab cells
using a wide variety of transport methods, both differential and
integral. We have, therefore, a basis for comparison. Furthermore,
finite-integral models developed and coded in the past have for the
Note: In the statement above, (£(x, ,p,) refers to neutrons moving
towards the right and 0(x, ,-ji.) refers to particles moving towards the
left, consistent with the interval previously defined for u., <- [i s 1,
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most part dealt with the cell problem,, The slab formulations of
3 4 6
Honeck , Judge and Church are characterized by the flat approximation
and iterative solution schemes By making comparisons with Model F
for given limitations on computer time and storage, we show that
Models FS and FSC, coupled with an efficient non-iterative solution
procedure, extend the usefulness of the integral approach to larger
cells and significantly improve the accuracy of distributions
computed for half-cells thicker than one mean free path.
In Section 4A, we describe how the expressions (3B. 18-19) for
the spatial transfer coefficients in an isolated slab reactor are
used to compute the spatial transfer coefficients in the half- cell.
In Section 4B, we describe the two optional procedures used in
program SLBCEL to compute birth rate distributions; these procedures
take advantage of the unique simplicity of the time-independent
equationso In Section 4C, we describe briefly some features of the
program SLBCEL.
In Section 4D, we test the models on cells of various sizes
and compare the results with those reported for other methods. From
the birth rate and flux distributions computed by the program, such
integral parameters as source multiplication, disadvantage factor
and thermal utilization are readily obtained „ In Section 4E, we
report the steady-state distributions computed for a large, isolated,
subcritical slab reactor containing an external source a To obtain
these results, a special version of Subroutine PARAM1 was written
for the case of non-reflecting boundaries; we were then able to
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exploit the greatly improved computational efficiency of SLBCEL over
that of TOVSR for this class of problems
.
ZlA. COMPUTATION OF THE SPATIAL TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS
The isolated half-cell shown in Figo 4A 1, with its perfectly
reflecting boundaries, is equivalent to the infinite system of
repeated symmetric cells The hypothetical reflections at the cell
boundaries account for parent neutrons born in image source regions J„
Focussing attention on the isolated half-cell, note that there are
two groups of particles which we must consider separately; those
emitted towards the right follow the path 1-3= 5- » and those emitted
towards the left follow the path 2-if*.
.
A spatial transfer coefficient for the half- cell is then given
by the sum of all of the collision contributions 1, 2, 3» 4, etc
from a unit modal source distribution in region J„ Each of these
angle-integrated contributions can be computed directly from
Eqs. (3B.19) for I^J provided that P, is redefined as the sum of the
optical widths of all regions traversed by the particles after
escaping source region J and before entering region I on the pass
in which they collide in L A modification is required in Eq. (3B.19b)
for G
si D(I»J)> regardless of the relative positions of I and J, the
expression [I-J]/|I-J| is replaced by +1 for particles emitted towards
the right and by -1 for those emitted towards the left For I=J,
Eqs. (3B»18a,c) are used to compute the contributions to G(I,I) and
G (1,1) of collisions occurring before the particles can escape




• Source in Region J
O Collisions in Region I




contributions in subsequent passes through region I, Eqs, (3B.19) are
applicable. Note that G , (1,1) is not normally equal to zero in the
cell formulation.
In computing the transfer coefficients with Eqs. (3B.19a~c) we
take advantage of the linearity of the expressions in the E (p)
„
Note that Eq, (3B.19c) contains all twelve E (p) terms required for
a particular collision contribution. These twelve terms are identified
successivly by the elements F(l) through F(12) of array F for
particles emitted towards the right and by the elements F(13) through
F(24) for particles emitted towards the left. Consider the case of
the particles emitted towards the right in Fig, (4A,1) and their
contribution to the transfer coefficients for J->I, P. and P, are
fixed for all contributions 1, 3» 5» etc. For the collision contri-
bution denoted by 1,
pb
1-1
Y P(L) , (4A,1)
J+l
The value of each of the 12 E (p) is found and is stored in the
n
appropriate element of F, Then P, is increased by
N
APbl -P± +2 £ P(L) ; (4A,2)
1+1
The corresponding E (p) values for collision contribution 3 are found
and added to the appropriate elements of F, For collision contribution
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which include region J Because the external sources normally
represent fission or slowing-down sources, we treat the external source
distribution as continuous and smooth across the same regions., B(I,K)
is used as the fundamental variable in program SLBCEL; slope and
curvature corrections are applied to the external source as well as to
the progeny birth rate. The generation»tc-generation finite-integral
approximation is then given by the following set of equations %
N




(I,J)C2(J,K-l)] +S(I) ; (4B.la)
C
o
(J,K~l) = B(J,K-1) ; (4Bdb)
for KTRL(J) = + 1,





MJ^L^l±^Mzll m B(J+1,K-1) ; (4B.ld)
for KTRL(J) = -1






^^^L±Ml^Ml m B(J-1,K-1) ; (4Bolf)
finally, for KTRL(J) = 0,

C^JjK-l) = B(J+1,K-1) - B(J-1,K-1) , (4B.lg)
and
C2
(J,K-1) = B(J+l tK-l) 2
+ BXJsJjfcll m B(J>K„1) m (i+Balh)
Since the generation agrument is the same for all terms in Eqs,
(4B.lb-h), we can directly substitute these expressions into Eq.
(4B.la) and generate the following matrix equations
B(K) = eTB(K-l) +S
,
(4B.2)
where B and S are column vectors, c is a row vector and T is square
matrix N elements on a side* If we now compute the matrix,
H = cT, (4B.3)
we obtain the simple iterative operational form





B(I,K) = ^T H(I,J)B(J,K-1) + S(I) . (4B.4b)
J=l
In SLBCEL, the transfer coefficients are nted in Subroutine
PARAML, the arrays T and H are computed in Subroutine PARAM2, and an
option is available for computing the solution by iteration (4B.4) in
Subroutine CLCITN. Our purpose for including the iteration option
into SLBCEL was to check the solutions computed by the more
efficient non-iterative scheme described below.
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4B.2 Non-Iterative Computational Procedure
If B(K-l) in Eq. (4B.4a) is the correct solution vector, the
computed B(K) will equal B(K-l). The converged steady-state solution
B for K-»«> is then given by
[I-H]B = S , (4B.5)
where I is the identity matrix, with elements on the principal
diagonal equal to unity and all other elements equal to zero. The
vector B is the only unknown in Eq. (4B.5)« The equation therefore
represents a set of N linear, inhomogeneous, algebraic equations.
In order to solve these equations, the M.I.T. Computation Center
19
Library function XSIMEQF 7 was used in Subroutine CLCMEQ. XSIMEQF
uses a reduction procedure to solve the set of N equations. For all
problems in which the XSIMEQF-computed solutions were tested by
iteration, the iterated solutions agreed to within 3 units in the
seventh digit. The non-iterative solutions are therefore as accurate
as can be desired, considering the approximations in our method.
4C. THE COMPUTER PROGRAM SLBCEL
The FORTRAN II program SLBCEL is listed in Appendix C. The
-it-
program may be used with N ^- 40. Inputs are P(I), c(I), and S(I).
The locations of property-discontinuity interfaces are specified by
KTRL(J), as in TOVSR. The model to be used for approximating the
birth rate distribution in region J is specified by KMDC(J), as in




TOVSR. The use of either the iterative or the non-iterative solution
procedure is optional* With Model F, all N regions may be assigned
different properties. With Model FS or FSC, properties must be
homogeneous over intervals of at least three regions.
Program output includes the unnormalized birth rate distri-
bution, the normalized flux distribution, and the cell multiplication,,
The relative flux distribution (mean flux in region I) is computed
according to
««-*&B$ 8 (/,ca)
it is then normalized such that
N
^ 0(1) =N . (4C.2)
1=1
The cell multiplication is given by
N N
Multiplication = Y B(I)/ Y S(I) (4C.3)
1=1 1=1
The major portion of the required computing time is used for
computing the transfer coefficient arrays G, G , and G ,
particularly in the case of optically-thin cells for which NRFL must
be large. Note that the transfer coefficients depend only on the
set of N optical region widths P(I). Once a set is computed, it can
be used for efficient parametric studies or problems with varying
property-discontinuity interfaces (consistent -with discontinuities in
P(I), of course), models (F, FS or FSC in a particular region J),
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secondary emission coefficients, and source distributions. This
flexibility has been incorporated into the program. To solve successive
problems having identical arrays G, G _ and G but different sets
of KTRL(J) and KMDC(J), the program recomputes the elements of array
T according to the new discontinuity-interface locations and model
assignments for the various regions. Further, the program logic
permits the successive solution of problems having the same array T
but different arrays c and S and different solution procedures. In
addition, options are included for punched-card output of the
coefficient arrays and for reading the arrays back in on a later job,
in lieu of recomputing them.
iJD. RESULTS OF CELL CALCULATIONS
In this section we report the results obtained in test calcu-
lations on simple, fuel-moderator type cells reported in the
literature. Optical thicknesses of the tested half-cells range
from 0.2208 to 12.22 mean free paths.
Jffl.l Very Small HaIf-Cell .2208 Mean Free Path Thick
In this subsection we report the results obtained for a very
small cell. The half-cell properties and input data are given in
20
Fig. (4D.1). This cell was studied by Meneghetti using the DSN,
P, and double-P_ methods and by Church using his HGI method—an
approximate integral formulation useful for half-cells less than






















Figure 4D.1 Parameters for Small Half-Cell Problem
The distributions computed by SLBCEL using Models F, FS and FSC
are given in Table 4D.1. The advantage factor, equal to the mean
flux in cell section I divided by the mean flux in cell section H,
is computed from the output distribution. The source in cell section I
represents a fission source; the cross-sections are those of a fast
group. Note that the results of Models F and FS are nearly identi-
cal; the small deviations of the Model FS results have the correct
directions for a slope correction. The comparative results demon-
strate that the flat approximation is quite satisfactory for small
cells with fairly flat distributions and regions with very small
P(I). Based on the similarity of the Model F and Model FS results,
there should not be a detectable difference between the Model FS
and Model FSC results. The Model FSC results demonstrate the effects
of errors in the computed elements of the array G for very thin
source regions J. We refer the reader to the comments in Section 3C.

Table 4D.1
Results of Small Cell Problem
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In Table 4D.2, we compare the SLBCEL advantage factor with those
reported for other methods . Meneghetti analyzes the DSN , P_ and
double-P- results. Our result agrees with the HGI and double-P-
values to within 0.5 percent.
Of all systems solved using SLBCEL, this small cell required the




Advantage Factors for Small Cell by Various Calculations







4 1.038 5 1,042
7 1.053 1 1.054
9 1.065
8 1.074 11 1.076








Notes; a) DSN, P
L ,
double^ i





c) Numbers given above
published graphs
were estimated from L
this time was used in computing the transfer coefficients. Fifty-six
double reflections were treated; this value of NRFL is equivalent to
following those particles emitted parallel to the x-axis for 25 mean
free paths. NRFL and the computing time could therefore have been
reduced by one-half without noticeable changes in the computed
distributions. In addition, the closeness of the Model F and
Model FS solutions shows that a much smaller N would be satisfactory
with either Model F or Model FS. (Computing time for computing the
2
transfer parameters for any particular model is proportional to N .)
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This problem requires the use of N > 6 for Model FS, at least
three regions for the fuel section and three for the moderator section.
We suspect, based on the N = 15 results and the relative flatness of
the overall flux distribution that the Model F and Model FS solutions
for N = 6 would agree closely. In this case, Model F would be prefer-
able for this problem since it would require computing only the
coefficients G(I,J) and may yield satisfactory solutions for N < 6.
For very small cells, then, we claim no advantage for Models FS and
FSC over the flat approximation.
Ten solutions were computed during the 2.89 minute job. The
three non-iterative solutions given in Table 4D.1 were checked by the
iterative method; in addition, non-iterative and iterative, Model F
and Model FS solutions were computed for an altered source distri-
bution in which S(I) = for 1^5 and S(I) = 1.0 for I > 6. These
latter solutions yielded a disadvantage factor of 1.0741, which is
the ratio of the mean flux in cell section II to that in cell section I,
The fact that these ten successive solutions were computed illustrates
the program flexibility.
^D.2 Intermediate Cells
In this subsection we study a group of four fuel-moderator cells
having the properties given in Fig. (4D.2). Half-cell optical widths
range from 0.8872 to 3.5^88 mfp. Disadvantage factors for these cells











2, = .717 cm"
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2 = 2.33 cm"
2Q = .0195 cm"1
c = .996131
- Uniform Source -
Figure 4D.2 Physical Parameters
of Intermediate-Size hall -cells
The input data, computed multiplications, and computed disad-
vantage factors for eight runs are tabulated in Table 4D.3. In runs
1, 5 and 7, different approximation models are used in the fuel and
moderator regions. Comparing runs 4, 5 and 6, note that the curva-
ture correction has negligible effect on the solutions for the
largest cell of this group. Comparing runs 7 and 8, note that the
use of the slope correction in the moderator regions gives a small
but significant improvement over the values obtained with the flat
approximation.
The relative flux distributions for runs 1, 2, 3, 4 and 8 and the
birth rate distribution for run k are given in Table 4D.4-. Comparing
runs 4 and 8, note the tendency of the flat approximation to produce
a distribution which is too flat; this effect is general. The
increasing spread between high and low flux values with increasing




SLBCEL Runs for Intermediate Cells
Run
No.












1 0.1 18 F 4 .017925 FS 14 .05825 24.464 1.0979
2 0.2 18 FS 4 o03585 FS 14 .1165 26.633 1.2317
3 0.3 2 FS 6 .03585 FS 14 .17475 29.311 1.4075
4 0.4 27 FSC 6 .0478 FSC 21 .155333 32.463 1.6283
5 FS FSC 32.463 1.6283
6 FS FS 32.463 1.6283
7 F FS 32.464 1.6284
8 Jr \t F i ' \ > F < f \ > 32.406 1.6241
factors. Fig. 4D„3 shows the flux distribution in the half-cell with
the 0.4 cm fuel region.
The calculated values of the disadvantage factors for the four
cells are compared with values reported in the literature in Table 4Do5°
Note the scatter in the results obtained by different workers. The
SLBCEL values fall within the range of the results of the more
rigorous of the other methods—the Sg ccac</
/<*"*/
*7tf and the methods
of Weiss and Ferziger/Robinson.
In order to check the SLBCEL value of 1.628 for the 1.8 cm half-
cell, further Model FSC tests were made with varying numbers of sub-
regions in the fuel and moderator sections. These tests were expected
to point out any inconsistencies in our cell formulation or to estab-
lish the degree of convergence of the solutions with respect to the
number and disposition of subregions. The results, given in Table




Computed Distributions for Intermediate Cells
Normalized Mean Flux in Region I B(I)
Run 4Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 8 Run 4
I a = 0.1 a n 0.2 a a 0.3 a = 0.4 a = 0.4 a = 0.4
Model F Model FSC Model FSC
1 .92246 .83498 .75927 .6499 .64863 3.11204
2 .92553 .83938 .76211 o6534 .65213 3.12884
3 .93015 .84885 .76795 .6607 .65933 3.16339
4 .93895 .86606 .77719 .6721 .67070 3.21795















8 I.OO677 1.00856 .94519 .8460 .84540 24.6064
9 1.01456 1.02719 .99217 .8952 .89491 25.9886
10 1.02088 1.04295 1. 030*0 .9371 .93704 27,1651
11 1.02627 1.05637 1.06305 .9743 .97434 28.2067
12 1.03069 1.06774 1.09110 1.0078 1.00797 29.1456
13 1.03434 1.07725 1.11531 1.0383 1.03854 29.9992
14 1.03733 1.08504 1.13604 1.0660 1.06643 30.7780
15 1.03960 1.09119 1.1535^ 1.0914 1.09188 31.4887
16 1.04135 1.09576 lo 16795 1.1145 1.11506 32.1359















22 1.2102 1.21108 34.8172
23 1.2194 1.22032 35.0753
24 1.2268 1.22770 35.2814
25 L2323 1.23323 35.4356
26 1.2360 1.23691 35.5383
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Disadvantage Factors for Intermediate Cells by Various Calculations *
Method Reference
Disadvantage Factor
a=0.1 a=0.2 a=0.3 a=0o4 cm
pi
21 lo02 1.11 1.24 1.45
Pomraning
and Clark 23 1.06 1.18 1.34 1.56
Theys 24 I0O8 lo20 1.37 1.59
(Perkins) 22 I.O69 1.203 1.382 1.605
Weiss 21 1.097 1.215 1.382 1.601
SLBCEL _- lo098 1.232 1.408 1.628
Ferziger and
Robinson
22 1.099 1.239 1.422 1.650
t CHT) 24 1,09 1.23 1.42 I.65
Pomraning 18 1.24 1.3^ 1.48 1.68
The footnote referenced by Table 4D.5 indicates discrepancies
in the exact values of c used by different workers. In order to
check the variation of the disadvantage factor with different
combinations of c in the fuel and moderator, four additional runs
were made using the transfer coefficient arrays previously computed
and punched out on cards „ The results are given in Table 4D.7,
* Note: In Table 4D. 5, all references use Z = .717 cm in the fuel
and 2 = 2.33 cm" in the moderator. It seems that there are some dis-
crepencies, however, in the values used for-c in the various calcula-
tions. Reference 22 specifies Z = .32 cm" in the fuel and2 =
.0195 cm" in the moderator, where 2 ^s the absorption cross section.
From these values we calculated our values of c. References 18^21
and 23 specify c = 0.554 in the fuel and c = 1 or 1.000 in the
moderator. With the latter values of c, SLBCEL solutions yield some-
what larger disadvantage factors than those given in Table 4D.5. (See -





Disadvantage Factors for the 1.8 cm Half-Cell with
Various Arrangements of Regions
Optical Width of Fuel = .2868 mean free path
Optical Width of Moderator s 3° 262 mean free paths
N No. of Fuel Regions No. of Moderator Regions
Disadvantage
Factor
U 4 7 1.627
22 8 14 1.6280
27 6 21 1.6283
30 3 27 1.6283
28 8
f 9 covering .699 mfp
20 i nearest interface
J
11 covering the
^ remaining 2,563 mfp
1.6284
Table 4D.7
Variation of Computed Parameters with c in the 1.8 cm Half-Cell







.553696 0.991631 32.^3 1.6283
.553696 1.0 43.968 1.6374
.554 1.0 43.987 1.6370
.554 0.99 30.898 1.6262
from which it is clear that the disadvantage factor does not vary-
greatly with c. Note, however, the sensitivity of the cell
multiplication.
The job time for the four runs of Table 4D.7 was only 0.59
minutes, of which only 17 seconds were used for executing the
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program. Since the arrays^, G, G , are G had been computed
previously, we can conclude that the time required to solve a twenty-
seven region problem by the non-iterative method is approximately
four seconds. The usefulness of the SLBCEL for parametric studies
is evident. Once the value of N and the values of the P(I) are
specified, the arrays G, G , , and G are determined. These arrays
can then be used for successive problems with varying numbers and
locations of discontinuity interfaces, varying c(I) and varying
source distributions.
For the intermediate-size cells, in particular for the 1.8 cm
half- cell, we conclude that Model FS is the more satisfactory Model.
First, note that the 27-region, Model F result in Table 4D.3 is not
as accurate as the 11-region, Model FSC result in Table 4D.6.
Model F with N = 27 requires more computing time and storage than
Model FSC with N = 11. Second, note that the integral parameters
in Table ^D.3 obtained with Models FS and FSC for N = 27 are
identical. From results presented in Chapter 3 a^d in the next
section, it is not likely that Model FS and Model FSC results would
differ by much for smaller values of N.
4D.3 Very Large Half-Cell 12.22 Mean Free Paths Thick
In this subsection we study a representative, very thick half-cell
consisting of a small fuel region and a large moderator region. The
half-cell data are given in Fig. (4D.4), Note that we have split the
moderator region into two sections and have used thinner regions in
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the section adjacent to the fuel. This cell has been studied by
9 18
















Figure 4D.4 Input Parameters for Large-Cell Problem
Calculated parameters of interest for purposes of comparison are
the disadvantage factor,
21




















These parameters, plus the computed multiplications and distributions,
are given in Table 4D.8 for runs made with Models F, FS, and FSC. The
effect of the curvature correction is noticeable but still small.
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Note that the largest region is one mean free path thick. The flat
approximation, Model F, is totally inadequate for this system, as can
be seen from the flattened birth rate distribution in Table 4D.8 and
in the comparison of our results with published data in Table 4D.9.
The integral parameters computed with Models FS and FSC agree with
the exact values, whereas the flat approximation yields poorer results
than diffusion theory. For the Model FS calculation reported at the
bottom of Table 4D.9» eight regions were used for the fuel section
and 32 for the moderator section; of the latter, fifteen were 0.2 mfp
thick and seventeen 0.5 mfp thick.
An interesting feature of the variable-distribution models in
SLBCEL is the capability to treat smoothly-varying source distri-
butions with the same ease as uniform source distributions. For
example, external source distributions having a quadratic shape
between two discontinuity interfaces are rigorously represented by
Model FSC; those having higher-order shapes are approximated by a
sequence of quadratic shapes. An additional run was made with
Model FSC to compute the distribution resulting from a source which
decreases linearly with optical distance from the fuel interface:




The computed integral parameters and birth rate distributions are
given in Table 4D.10, where they are compared with the results for




Results for Very Large Half-Cell
Model F Model FS Model FSC
Disadvantage
Factor 5-0238 5,4900 5.4903
Thermal
Utilization .8666 .85600 .85599
+
Multiplication 143,68 154,93 154,94
I B(I) B(I) B(I) Relative
Flux
1 1. 50577 1.48962 1.48962 .237925
2 1- 53902 1.52229 1.52229 .243142
3 1.60773 1.58973 1.58973 .253914
4 1,71714 1.69695 1,69695 .271039




2 12456 2.09266 2.09259 .334232
13.5664 13.4-331 13.4334 .428331
8 16.6450 16.5643 16.5645 .530447
9 19,3590 19.2919 19,2918 .619393
10 21.9142 21.8323 21.8318 ,702233
11 24.4165 24.2473 24.2457 .780959
(pseudo-interface)-————
—
il 1m 11 1 miUll 1 11 ill iiiim !»————
•
,—.«-—«-
12 95*3673 97.0047 97.0161 ,939435
13 114.1602 119.6497 119.6591 1.16098
14 130,8847 139.5569 139,5652 1.35574
15 145.4443 156.8359 156.8438 1.52480
16 157.8626 171.5524 171,5599 1.66878
17 168.1673 183.7522 183.7594 1.78814
18 176.3823 193.4706 193.4776 1.88323
19 182.5269 200.7355 200.7424 1.95431
20 186.6154 205.5674 205.5742 2.00158













Theory 18 5.108 0.864?
pi 18 5.201 0.8625


















Comparison of Solutions for Flat and Linearly Decreasing
Source Distributions in the Moderator Region of the Large Half-Cell








I P(I) S(I) B(I) S(I) B(I)
1 .12 1.48962 1.51376
2 .12 1.52229 1.54717
3 .12 1.58973 1.61620
4 .12 1.69695 1.72598
5 .12 1.85454 1.88755
6 .12 2.09259 2.13233
7 .3 .3 13.4334 .468 13.87^
8
.3 .3 16.5645 .459 17.0212
9 .3 .3 19.2918 .450 19.7039
10 .3 *3 21.8318 .441 22.1526
11 .3 .3 24.2457 ,432 24.4347
In^flnfl^-'i v»+ awP* ne ^
12 1.0 1.0 97.0161 1.375 96.2209
13 1.0 1.0 119.6591 1.275 215.8524
14 1.0 1.0 139.5652 1.175 131.9220
15 1.0 1.0 156.8438 1.075 144.8158
16 1.0 1.0 171.5599 .975 154.8878
17 1.0 1.0 183.7594 .875 162.4710
18 1.0 1.0 193 «4?76 .775 167.8880
19 1.0 1.0 200.7424 .675 171.4549
20 1.0 1.0 205.5742 .575 173.4335
21 1.0 1.0 209.9863 .475 174.2688
SUMS 11.5 SUM; 11.500
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4E. RESULTS OF ISOLATED REACTOR CALCULATIONS
In this subsection we report the steady-state distributions
computed by SLBCEL for a very large, three-section, isolated reactor.
The special version of Subroutine PARAML for non-reflecting boundaries
was used for these computations. The system studied is shown in
Fig. (4E.1). Runs were made with Models F, FS and FSC for both N = 18














N = 18 •





















Figure 4E.1 Input Parameters for Three-Region Reactor
The regions in this reactor are sufficiently large, considering
the wide variation in the flux distribution, to illustrate the
limitations of our models. The computed values of the multiplication
are given in Table 4E.1. The closeness of the Model FS and FSC results




Computed Values of the Multiplication
in Large Isolated System









trast with the relatively large difference between the 18- and 3°-
region results. The computed flux distributions, given in Tables
4E.2 and 4E.3» show that eighteen regions are inadequate for generating
a correct flux distribution. The quadratic approximations for the
parent birth rate distribution are incapable of fitting a distri-
bution which decreases by two orders of magnitude across three regions
in the absorbing section, By contrast, the 36-region flux distri-
butions computed with Models FS and FSC decrease by only one order of
magnitude across three regions and appear to be reasonably good
solutions. Using the 36-region, Model FSC distribution as the basis
for comparison, it is clear from Table 4E.3 that, in spite of the
negative fluxes, the 18-region distributions computed with Models FS
and FSC are superior to the 36-region distribution computed with
Model F.
The 36-region, Model FSC distribution is shown in Fig. (4E.2).
An expanded view of the relative flux in the regions near the
scatterer-absorber interface, as approximated by the superimposed
modes of Model FSC, is shown in Fig. (4E.3)« Note that the disconti-
nity at the interface is relatively slight for such a wide variation




Relative Mean Fluxes Computed for Large System with N = 36






1 .2017 .2908 .1818 .1818 .2788
2 .3798 .3757 .3757
3 .5550 .6413 •5&J4 .5643 .6565
4 .7275 ,7488 .7487
5 .8966 .9790 .9281 .9280 1.0146
6 1.0614 1,1011 1.1011
7 1.2212 1.2982 1.2668 1.2667 1.3452
8 1.3752 1.4238 1.4237
9 1.5227 1.5929 1.5713 1.5712 1.6397
10 1.6631 1.7082 1.7081
11 1.7957 1.8582 1.8339 1.8337 1.8913
12 1.9206 1.9489 1.9488
(int
13 2.0129 2.0303 2.0253 2.0251 2.0337
14 2.0477 2.0426 2.0423
15 2,0558 2.0480 2.0385 2.0383 2.0264
16 2.0401 2.0146 2.0144
17 2.0013 1.9655 1.9712 1.9711 1.9398
18 1.9396 1.9085 1.9085
19 1.8549 1.8011 1.8265 1.8266 1.7760
20 1.7473 1.7252 1.7253
21 1.6164 1.5391 1o6043 1.6046 1.5343
22 1.4617 lo4635 1.4639
23 1.3811 1.1736 1.3013 1.3021 1.2078
24 1.0661 1.1122 1.1135
(interface)-* - »«__.. t wm tm tm m» . - — -
25 .6951 .5400 .7031 .7019 .5171
26 .3849 .3334 .3322
27 .2129 .1654 .1521 .1520 .1106
28 .1178 .0688 .0691
29 .0651 .0506 .0310 .0314 .0228
30 .0360 .0140 .0142
31 .0199 .0155 .0063 .0065 .0047
32 .0110 .0028 o0029
33 .0060 .0047 .0013 .0013 .0010
34 .0033 .0006 .0006
35 .0017 .0012 .0002 .0002 .0002






C = 1,0 c = „9<
Model FSC
Figure 4S»2 Flux Distribution in Large Isolated System with




































Figure 4E.3 Flux Distribution Assumed by Model FSC for




Relative Mean Fluxes Computed for Large System with N = 18
Model F Model FS Model FSC
Two-Region Two-Region
I N=18 Averages of N=18 N=18 Averages of
Run N=36 Run Run Run N~36 Run
1 .3239 „2908 .2803 .2806 .2788
2 .6382 .6513 .6605 .6604 .6565
3 .9^51 .9790 1.0195 1.0194 1.0146
4 1.2411 1.2982 1.3506 1.3505 1.3452
5 1.5227 1.5929 1.6459 1.6458 1.6397
6 1.7868 1.8582 1.8996 1.8992 1.8913
(int srface) - - ............ „__„_*, . _ . . . - - - »
7 1.9898 2.0303 2 . 0438 2.0426 2.0337
8 2.0458 2.0480 2.0333 2.0324 2.0264
9 1.9905 1.9655 1.9400 1.9396 1.9398
10 1.8275 1.8011 1.7653 1.7658 1.7760
11 1.5562 1.5391 1.5080 1.5099 1.5343
12 1.1681 1.1736 1.1600 1.1640 1.2078
(int srface) - - «.•_«-«, 00 , = ~ « ~ _ - - *>! . m - - -
13 .5688 .5400 »5354 .5323 .5171
14 .2356 .1654 .1430 .1397 .1106
15 .0975 .0506 .0208 O0215 .0228
16 .0402 o0155 -.0023 -.0008 .004/
17 .0163 .0047 -.0029 -.0020 .0010
18 .0058 .0012 -.0009 -.0007 .0002
Summary of Chapter 4
In this chapter, an efficient steady-state code, SLBCEL, was
developed in order to evaluate more thoroughly the worth of the flat
approximation and the variable-distribution models. SLBCEL treats
both half-cells with perfectly reflecting boundaries and isolated
systems with non-reflecting boundaries.
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In Section 4D, the models were tested on cell systems having
widely varying dimensions „ For all systems, computed integral para-
meters agree closely with the best published results For the very
small cell having regions less than O0OI6 mean free path thick, the
flat approximation is satisfactory; the slope correction does not
alter the results significatnly, and use of the curvature correction
introduces errors due to large numerical errors in the coefficients
G (I,J)o For the 1.8 cm intermediate call having o155 mfp
CI »
regions in the moderator section, Models FS and FSC yield nearly
identical results;' the flat approximation is less satisfactory.
For the large cell having regions 0.3 and 1.0 mfp thick in the
moderator, the Model FSC result is only slightly better than the
excellent Model FS$ result; the flat approximation, on the other hand,
is totally inadequate. Only in the very large system studied in
Section 4E do we encounter upper limits on the applicability of the
variable-distribution models as regards permissible regions widths,,
For all of the larger systems, the curvature correction has
little effect on the solution This characteristic is consistent
with the results reported in Chapter 3» Computing time and, more
significantly, storage requirements can be reduced by neglecting
the curvature correction.
It is clear that the use of the slope-correction adds greatly
to the power of the finite-integral method. First, for a given
problem, the required number of regions is considerably reduced, as
can be seen from the comparison of Run 8 of Table 4D.3 and the
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eleven-region run given in Table 4D 6 o Computing time for a given
2
model is proportional to N ; for a given N, Model FS computing time
is less than twice that of Model Fo Second, for a given maximum
number of regions, our method extends the usefulness of the integral
approach to much larger cells and isolated systems „ Coupled with
the non-iterative solution procedure, accurate solutions for such
systems can be generated very efficiently
We recommend the use of Model FS for half-cells and isolated
systems which are greater than one mfp thick „ For all such systems
tested in this chapter, as well as in Chapter 3» a significant
advantage over the flat approximation has been noted
„
The accuracy of the integral parameters reported in this chapter,
coupled with the evidence of accurate cosine solutions for homogeneous
line systems in Section 2E and the accurate results obtained for the
Milne problem in Section JF 9 gives cause for confidence in the
reasonable accuracy of the computed B(I) « This confidence is
reinforced by several examples in which the closeness of distributions
computed for different values of N indicates a high degree of convert
gence towards the correct solution,, From a set of integral regional
birth rates B(I), for I in a particular homogeneous section of the
system, a smoothly-varying solution distribution may be obtained by
approximating the distribution by a polynomial with unknown
coefficients and using the B(I) to determine the values of the
coefficients
. With accurate B(I), the polynomial solution cannot be
very far from the correct solution of the transport equation, as the
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integral of the polynomial over each region in the homogeneous section
•will be accurate. Recall that the technique just described was used
successfully for the Milne problem in Section 3F.
Extension of the SLBCEL methodology to treat systems of repeated,
non-symmetric cells is far^ly simple., In this case, particles leaving
the cell across the right eell-broundary in Fig. (4A.1) are replaced
by particles entering the cell across the left boundary. The two
formulas (*»A 6 2 and 3) for/iP, are replaced by one simple formulas
N
^ Pb







In this thesis we have developed, tested and evaluated numerical
models for solving the (x,t) -dependent integral transport equations
for line and slab geometries, Eqs. (1A.1) and (1A.3) respectively.
The methodology used to formulate these models was outlined in
Chapter 1,
In Chapter 2, we developed and tested a number of models for
Eq. (1A,3)» the integral-transport equation for line geometry.
We found that, for a given degree of accuracy, the slope-correction
model requires only a fraction of the regions needed with the fixed-
distribution models for systems with relatively smooth flux distri-
butions, and is in most cases more efficient with respect to com-
puting time. The discrete-delay-time approximation proved to be
quite satisfactory in the line models ; this makes possible the
computation of accurate, fast space-time transients, subject only
to slight restrictions on external source localization and rates
of property changes. The results presented in Chapter 2 demonstrate
that the finite-integral method is an effective tool for space-time
studies. The method is best suited for space-time transients of
short duration in relatively small systems.
In Chapter 3, the flat approximation and slope-correction
models developed for line geometry were extended to treat slab
geometry. A curvature-correction mode was added to the formulation.
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Tests made to calculate critical thicknesses and to solve the Milne
problem yielded results which compare quite well with the best published
data. Studies of asymptotic solutions generated by the slab models
indicate that errors due to the discrete-delay-time approximation
and to the neglect of growth rate informulating the models are very
small for problems in which |\(J,t°)| /[v2] «c 0<>02, where X(J,t») =
B(J,t»)/B(J,t»)» t'<t and 1< J < N. For systems in x^hich the
\ X(J,t e )l /[vg»] are very large, on the other hand, the discrete-delay-
time approximation is inadequate for coupling the unbounded slab
regions. We have shown how our models can be extended to a multiple-
delay-time formulation which will yield more accurate results for
(x,t) -dependent problems in such systems.
In Chapter 4, we extended the "bare" slab formulation to treat
infinite systems of repeated, symmetric unit cells. An efficient
program, SLBCEL, was developed which can compute very accurate flux
distributions over the entire range of cell sizes of interest. In the
results obtained with SLBCEL, the value of the slope-correction model
is clearly demonstrated* The curvature correction, on the other hand,
does not significantly improve the accuracy,
5B. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER. WORK
5B.1 Improvement of Slab Formulation for Time-dependent Problems
In any further work with the time-dependent slab models, we
recommend that the curvature correction be dropped from the formulation
and greater attention be given to accounting for the time dependence
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of the parent birth rate distribution. To this end, the multiple
delay-time model, minus the curvature correction, should be helpful.
In addition, the application of a slope-correction for the time
dependence in computing C, (J,t-T) should yield a considerably
improved model.
5B.2 Kctension to Multidimensional Geomet
A more interesting problem involves the development of finite-
integral models for systems which are finite in two or three
dimensions. With Models F and FS, the transfer parameters are given
by double integrals in the line system and by triple integrals in the
slab; in a two-dimensional plane system, however, the transfer para-
meters are given by quadruple integrals. The expressions are even
more complex for three-dimensional systems.
Consider the two-dimensional plane system. From the analysis of
time-dependent results for the rod and the slab, the discrete-delay-
time approximation should be satisfactory for space-time transients
provided that the regions are bounded and have a fairly -egular
shape. The use of regular shapes, i.e., squares or hexagons, will
also simplfy the computation of transfer coefficients by minimizing
the required number of formulas. The distribution of parent births
in a source region J must be specified; as in the line system, the
distribution may be approximated in several ways. The analogy with
the line models is fairly obvious, and we would expect that the
same characteristics found for the line models would apply for
analogous multidimensional models. With Model M, for example,
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we treated all parent births as if they occured at the center of
region J; we found that particles tend to be trapped in region J,
increasingly so as the optical distance from the center to the
edge increases o With the flat approximation, we found both by
analysis and from numerical results that the computed distributions
tend to be flatter than the true solutions. Limitations on region
sizes for a particular approximation in the imltidimensional
geometry are expected to be quite similar to those found for the
line systems. A procedure for incorporating a slope correction,
for use with square-shaped regions, is to superimpose two slope
correction modes to account for gradients with respect to
coordinates x and y.
Once the birth distribution or unit modal distribution is
specified for region J, the number of neutrons colliding in region I
must be computed. Since the multiple integrals are very complex, a
type of numerical integration is recommended. Dividing regions J
and I into a number of very small subregions, a simple model,
such as that analogous to line Model I, can be used to compute
the subregion-to-subregion transfer. For a given source subregion
in J", the total deposition in I is computed by simple addition over
the subregions of I. The J—* I transfer coefficient may then be
computed by weighting the transfers from the various subregions of J
with the unit modal distribution and adding. An alternative proce-
dure, which may be more efficient, involves the use of multi-




5B.3 Extension to Multispeed Systems
Analogies may also be drawn between the line models and three
possible approaches for treating energy space.
First, by analogy with Models I and M, the neutrons born in
each of Q energy groups are assigned a particular average speed
and, for each spatial region, a particular collision cross-section.
Group-to-group transfer parameters are also specified „ The system
then consists of Q monoenergetic systems coupled by collision events.
Extension of the monoenergetic programs is fairly trivial for this
case, since the monoenergetic expressions for the delay times and
spatial transfer coefficients apply for the neutrons in a particular
parent group.
Second, by analogy with Model F, a fixed, continuous energy
distribution is assumed for the neutrons born in a particular group
and region. By analogy with the numerical integration procedure pro-
posed for multidimensional systems, spatial transfer coefficients
and delay times are computed for a representative number of discrete
energies in the group according to the speeds and cross sections at
those energies. By appropriately weighting these parameters with
the assumed distribution and adding, one may obtain the space-time
transfer parameters for the group.
Third, because the energy-transfer distribution functions are
fairly smooth for most types of neutron-target interactions, the
energy dependence of the birth rate will be smoother than that of the
collision rate in a finite system in which the collision cross
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section, and therefore the leakage probability, varies within an
energy group. This suggests that superposition of flat and variable
slope-correction modes for the energy dependence of the birth rate
in a particular group and region may be feasible „ An analogy may be
drawn with line Model FS e

APPENDIX A
THE PROGRAM CVRR4 (LINE GEOMETRY)
The program 0VRR4 is written in FORTRAN II language for the IBM-
7094 computer. Six subroutines are required for the programs SOURCE,
TDEP, RREAD, RCNTRL, FARAMk and CALC4. The functions of each sub-
routine are described by comment statements in the listings. The short
MAIN program and the six subroutines occupy 5021 (decimal) core
locations. COMMON storage occupies 16139 locations.
An input form is given in Section Al. The input variables are
defined in Section A2; the output variables are defined in Section A3.
The program output for a simple example problem is given in Section A4.
Finally, the FORTRAN listings are given in Section A5.

Al. 0VRR4 INPUT FORM
Notes: (a) Input data cards should be arranged in the order shown.
(b) Numbered cards are mandatory for each problem; inclusion
of alphabetically designated sets of cards is conditional.
(c) FORTRAN II format is given in the brackets.
Card
No. Condition Variables to be Read
— NPROB











G NTYP=1, Add new set of cards 1 through F
NT=-1 for each additional run.
H NTYP=3 (KEXA(I) ,I=1,NT)




















A2. DESCRIPTION OF 0VKR4 INPUT VARIABLES
Notes? (a) Assignable values are enclosed in brackets. Where
different values alter the program logic, the meanings
are defined,
(b) The variables are arranged in the order in which they are
read into the program.
INTEGERS
NPROB = No. of independent problems to be solved [^ 1]
NTXP = Problem Type (See Subroutine RCNTRL) .
1 - General Problem, NT Runs with same PARAM4-computed
properties
o
2 - Homogeneous reactor,, Computations for NT different values
of N.
3 - Initial localized source problem,, NT successive runs with
source in different regions.
4 - Time-dependent properties which are read in at time of
each change. NT sets of properties.
5 - Time~dependent properties controlled or computed by
user»written subroutine TDEP.
TDEP called NT times.
N = No. of subregions [4 1 N 1 30]
NT = No. of successive runs or passes as described under NTYP. [rl 1]
NSTP = Increase in N for each successive run of NTYP = 2 Problem.
[>1, if NTYP = 2]
MHOM =
MODC
1 - For homogeneous reactor.
2 - For homogeneous reactor.
= fl - Model F (Flat approximation)
2 - Model FS (Slope correction)

0VBR4 INPUT VARIABLES ( cont'd)
NMEM = Control variable for setting the LIM time steps of initial
memory.
1 - Sets B(I,K) = l.o, I = 1, N; K = 1, LIM.
2 ~ Rfeads in B(I,1), I = 1, N; Sets B(I,K) = B(l,l), 1=1,
N; K = 2, LIM.
3 - Reads in B(I,1), I = 1, N; Sets B(I,K) in accordance with
inverse period EIGA for I = 1, N; K = 2, LIM.
4 - Sets B(I,K) = 10"25 , I = 1, N; K = 1, LIM.
NCOT = Control variable for asymptoticity testing and transient print
out.
1 - Tests for asymptoticity at each time step. Does not
print transient results.
2 - No asymptoticity convergence test. Prints transient
results with a spacing of NSP time steps.
3 - Both tests for asymptoticity and prints transient.
NSRC = Source rate control variable.
1 - Reads in S(I), 1=1, N; source constant in time.
2 - Reads in S(I), I = 1, N; source lasts JSC time steps.
3 - Sets S(I) = 0, I = 1, N.
4 - Calls user written subroutine SOURCE at each time step.
DR = 1 - One pass into subroutine CALC4 for a given problem or
run.
- NT passes through CALC^ for same problem or run, where
property changes are made before each pass. Run
continues with new properties. Always use this value
with NTYP = 4 or 5.
MITN = Maximum number of time steps [» 1]. For NTYP = 4 or 5,
MITN = TMITN/unit time step.
NDET = No. of detectors [0 1 NDET * 33 «
Detectors located in regions LID(ID), ID=1,3»
NDET * causes printout of S(LIS) and detector responses,
with a spacing of NSPD time steps.

0VRR4 INPUT VARIABLES (cont°d)
LIS = Region for which source rate S(LIS) is to be printed out if
NDET =• Oo [i * LIS 1 N, if NDET * 0].
JSC = Duration in time steps of initial source distribution.
[0 r JSC, if NSRC ss 2], If JSC = 0, JSC is set equal to
TSRC/unit time step,
KPARA = Print control variable in subroutine PARAMO,
1 - Prints calculated parameters
,
2 - Does not print,
KPARB = Print control variable in PARAMO
1 - Prints array G(I,J),
2 - Does not print,
NSP = Time step spacing in transient print out, [^ 1, if NCOT =2,3]
NSPD = Time step spacing in detector response print out,
1% 1, if NDET > 0]




Control variable for LIM, the number of memory time steps
- LIM computed by program,
»0 - LIM is set equal to MLIM, Useful to reduce computation
time in large reactors. Sometimes needed to get suitably
large LIM when MODR = 2,
1 ~ Time-dependent problem,
2 - Steady state or generation-to-generation problem,
1 - Subroutine TDEP not called from CALC4,
2 - TDEP called from CALC4 at each time step if KTSS = 1.
KXXA, KXXB, KXXC, KXXD, KXXE = Dummy variables included in READ
statement and Program COMMON for user convenience in selective
reprogramming, [any]

0VRR4 INPUT VARIABLES (cont'd)
FLOATING POINT VARIABLES
WD = Reactor length, cm„
SPD = Particle speed, cm„ /sec*
CONV = Asymptotieity convergence criterion,,
EIGA = Inverse period, see" , for setting initial memory if
NMEM = 3c
TSRC = Duration in seconds of the initial source distribution if
NSRC a 2. (See JSC)
TMETN = Time in seconds, after start of problem, until which the
current set of properties are to apply, if NTYP = 4 or 5<>
(See METN)
SIGDM = Maximum collision cross-section expected in a problem with
time dependent properties, if MODR = 2 C Fixes a unit time
step which remains constant and is less than or equal to
every expected time delay t(I,J)o
ARRAYS
SIGD(I) = Collision cross section, cm , in region I.
C(I) = Mean number of secondaries per collision in region I»
LID(ID) = Region in which detector No c ID is located,,
B(I,1) = Birth rate in region I to be used in setting up the initial
memory o (Note that B(I,K) in this program does not include
external source rates These are stored in B(I,K+200)) o
S(I) = Source rate in nodal region Io
KEXA(L) = Region for initial source in run L of an NTYP = 3 problem,,

A3. DESCRIPTION OF QVRR4 OUTPUT VARIABLES
Notes Variables listed in order of appearance. Those described in
the previous section are not included here.
-1
SIGP(I) = Production cross-section, cm , in region I.
Printed if KPARA = l:
-1
DLTX ~ Length of subregion, cm .
TS = Unit time step, sec,
TSMALL = Distance particle travels during unit time step, units of
DLTX.
LIM ~ No. of time steps reserved for memory.
E(I) - Non-attenuation factor for particles crossing region I.
FLT(I) s No. of particles born in region I per unit flat mode which
escape region I in each direction
SLP(I) = No. of particles born in region I per unit slope-correction
mode which escape region I in the direction o.t increasing
birth rate,
TOUT(I) s Mean distance travelled in region 1, in units of DLTX, by
those particles, from a uniformly distributed source in
region I that escape from region I.
GI(I) a Factor proportional to the fraction of particles bom in
region I which collide in region I.
Printed if KPARA = jL and JgMiB,^l;
G(I,J) for J>I = Fraction surviving flight path across
regions between I and J.
G(I,J) for J 1 I = Mean number of time steps delay, Tk (I,J), between




Printed if NCQT = 1 or 3.
= 1 - asymptotic solution,
2 - Solution not asymptotic CONV not satisfied,,
CONVB - Level of asymptoticity convergence attained.
NSC ~ Number of time steps or iterations completed.
EIGB = Inverse period, sec , of the asymptotic solution.
BIRTH RATE = Normalized asymptotic birth rate, including the external
source rate, in region I
FLUX = Normalized flux distribution in region I
B(I,K) = Progeny birth rate in region I at time step K, excluding
contributions from external sources. The values for
I - N+l, N+2, N+3 are the ratios R1(K), R£(K) and B.AK)
of equations (2E.2),

A4, EXAMPLE OF PRINTED OUTPUT FROM 0VKR4
0VRR4 PROBLEM 1 RUN 1 PASS 1
INITIAL INPUT DATA
PAGE 1
NTYP = 1 N = 6 NT = 1 NSTP - MHOM a 2
MODC = 2 NMEM = 4 NCOT = 3 NSRC = 2 MODR a 1
MITN ~ 200 NDET = 3 LIS = 2 JSC = 10 KPARA a l
KPARB a 1 NSP = 10 NSPD a 4 KSRC a MLIM a o
KTSS = 1 KTDEP = 1 KXXA = KXXB a o
KXXC a KXXD = KXXE =
WD = : o50000E 01 CENTIMETERS, SPD a o 20000E 06 CMo/SEC.
CONV = ' l.OOOOOE-06 EIGA a oOOOOOE 00 INVERSE SEC,
TSRC = : eOOOOOE 00 SECONDS
o
TMITN a oOOOOOE 00 SECONDS,
RGN. B(I,1) S(I) SIGD(I) C(I) SIGP(I)
1 ,00000E 00 ,OOOOOE 00 1.000000 1.400000 1,400000
2 oOOOOOE 00 ,10000E 01 1.000000 1,400000 1.400000
3 .OOOOOE 00 , OOOOOE 00 1. 000000 1,400000 1,400000
4 eOOOOOE 00 ,OOOOOE 00 .500000 ,900000 ,450000
5 eOOOOOE 00 oOOOOOE 00 ,500000 ,900000 ,450000
6 , OOOOOE 00 eOOOOOE 00 o 500000 ,900000 ,450000

EXAMPLE PROBLEM (cont'd)
0VRR4 PROB. TYPE 1 RUN NUMBER 1 PASS NUMBER 1 PAGE 2
CALCULATED INPUT PARAMETERS FOLLOW,
N = 6 MITN a 200
DLTX = »8333333E 00 TS = .1207303E-05
TSMALL = .2897528E 00 UNITS OF DLTX. LIM = 20
SIGDM = o00000E 00 JSC = 10
RGN SIGD(I) C(I) SIGP(I) E(I) GI(I) FLT(I) SLP(I) TOUT(I)
1 1,000000 1,400000 1.400000 ,434598 ,568654 ,339241 .031645 ,431346
2 1.000000 1,400000 1.400000 .434598 ,568654 .339241 .011645 .431346
3 1.000000 1.400000 1.400000 ,434598 ,568654 .339241 ,011645 ,431346
4 .500000 .900000 .450000 .659241 .534622 .408911 .007079 .465378
5 ,500000 .900000 .450000 .659241 .534622 ,408911 ,007079 .465378
6 .500000 .900000 .450000 .659241 .534622 .408911 .007079 .465378




1 1.0000000 1.0000000 .4345982 .1888756 .1245145 .0820850
2 2.9773397 1,0000000 1.0000000 .4345982 .28650^*6 .1888756
3 6.4285575 2.9773397 1.0000000 1.0000000 .6592^06 .4345982
4 9.9972258 6.5460079 3.0947901 1.0728039 1,0000000 .6592406
5 13.4484435 9.9972258 6,5460079 3.2122^05 1.0728039 1.0000000
6 16.8996613 13o448ii435 9.9972258 6,6634583 3.2122^5 1.0728039

EXAMPLE PROBLEM (cont'd)
0VRR4 PROBLEM 1 RUN 2. PASS 1 PAGE 4





























































































































0VRR4 PROBLEM 1 RUN 1 PASS 1 PAGE 5



































































0VRR4 PROBLEM 1 RUN 1 PASS 1 PAGE 6
CONVERGENCE RESULTS
NCOT =3 NCN = 1 NSC = 158




















OVRR 4 PROBLEM 1 RUN 1 PASS 1 PAGE 7
CONVERGENCE RESULTS
RESULTS OF LAST FWE TIME STEPS
1 .2777171E 00 o2755496E 00 .2733995E 00 2712666E 00 e 2691504E 00
2 e 3606992E 00 o3578853E 00 •3550927E 00 c3523215E 00 o3495718E 00
3 c3438952E 00 3412112E 00 e 3385488E 00 o 3359076e 00 3332872E 00
4 ,8788142E»01 o 8719585E=01 o 8651542E-01 o 8584015E^01 o85170l6E-01
5 o 7001868E=Ql .6947218B-01 o6893015E-01 o 6839248E»01 .6785899E-Q1
6 e 5256932E°01 .5215927E-01 .5175222E-01 *513^22E~01 o5094740E»01
7 /9921948E 00 o9921953E 00 o9921972E 00 • 992198 SE 00 Q921988E 00
8 <,9921946E 00 .9921953E 00 ,9921971E 00 o9921986E 00 9921988E 00
9 «9921948E 00 «9921953E 00 6 9921971E 00 o9921986E 00 .9921988E 00

EXAMPLE PROBLEM

























































































































































































































DIMENSION SIGDOO) »SIGP(30) »LID(3 ) *B( 33*400) »S( 30) »
1G(30»30)»C(30)»GI(30)»E(30) »TOUT (30),FLT(30)»
2SLP(30)*D(3»200)»NTS(200) » SRC I (200),NXX(200)»BEQ(30)»
3FLX(30)*KEXA(30)»EXB(30)»EXC(2 00)*EXD(2 00)
COMMON NTYP,N»NT»NSTP»MHOM»MODC*NMEM,NCOT»NSRC»
]M0DR»MITN»NDET »L I S » JSC * KPARA , KPARB » NSP » NSPD
»
2KSRC ,MLIM>KTSS,KTDEP»KXXA,KXXB»KXXC>KXXD»KXXE*
3MA »NPAG» INDX, I PASS » NSC NSD » L I
M
»KFL * S I GDM
»
4WD»SPD»C0NV,EIGA,TSRC»TMITN,EIGB»QUAN»TS,DLTX»
5SIGD,SIGP*LID»B,S,G»C»GI *E»TOUT»FLT SLP , D > NTS » SRC I »
6NXX,BEO»FLX,KFXA»EXB*EXC«EXD





























C SUBROUTINE READS IN AND PRINTS OUT INPUT DATA FOR










3MA »NPAG» INDX, I PASS ,NSC »NSD ,L I
M
»KFL » S I GDM
»
4WD»SPD»C0NV,EIGA»TSRC»TMITN»EIGB » QUAN * TS ,DLTX
,







7 FORMAT( 1H1 »5X6H OVRR4»3X8H PROBLEM I3>
13X4H PUN I3»3X5H PASS I3»5X5H PAGE 14)
8 FORMAT* 1H0,20X.,19H INITIAL INPUT DATA/)
9 FORMAT( 1H0»4X7H NTYP =I3»7X4H N =I3»6X5H NT = 13,
14X7H NSTP =I3*4X7H MHOM =I3//5X7H MODC =13*
24X7H NMEM =I3»4X7H NCOT =I3»4X7H NSRC =I3»
34X7H MODR =I3//5X7H MlTN =I5»2X7H NDFT = 13,
45X6H LIS =I3»5X6H JSC =I5,3X8H KPARA =13//
54X8H KPARB =I3»5X6H NSP =I4»3X7H NSPD = 14,
S3X7H KSRC =I4»3X7H MLIM =I4//5X7H KTSS = 14,
72X8H KTDEP =I4»3X7H KXXA =I4»3X7H KXXB =14//
85X7H KXXC =I4»3X7H KXXD =I4,3X7H KXXF =14)
10 FORMAT( 1HC5X5H WD =E12.^»13H CENTIMETERS.,
19X6H SPD =E12.5»9H CM. /SEC . / / 1 0X7H CQNV =E12.5»
210X7H EIGA =E12.5»13H INVERSE SEC.//5X7H TSRC =E12.5»
39H SECONDS. ,7X8H TMITN =El2.5»9H SECONDS.)
11 FORMAT( 1H0»4HRGN. ,4X7H BU»1)»7X5H S(I).5X8H SIGD(I),
13X5H C( I ) »2X8H SIGP( I ) )






READ 1 »NTYP,N»NT,-|STP,MHOM,MODC» NMEM, NCOT »NSRC»
1 MODR »M I TN,N DET, L I o, JSC,< PARA, KPARB »NSP, NSPD,
2KS RC» MLIM, KTSS, KTDEP, KXXA, KXXB, KXXC, KXXD, KXXE
READ 2, WD, SPD * CON V, EIGA, TSRC TMITN
QUAN=N




101 READ 3»SIGD( 1 ) »C ( 1 )
DO 20 I=2»N
SIGD( I )=SIGD( 1 )




102 READ 2» (SIGDU ) tC( I ) »I = 1»N)
106 DO 107 I =1 »N
107 SIGP( I )=C( I )*SIGD( I )
IF (NDET) H0»110tl04
DETECTOR LOCATIONS WHEN DETECTORS ARE USED.
104 READ 5* (LID( ID
)
»ID=1 »NDET)
110 GO TO (60*50) »MODR
MAXIMUM COLLISION CROSS SECTION EXPECTED FOR CASE OF
TIME-DEPENDENT COLLISION CROSS-SECT I ON » SIGD(I).
50 READ 17»SIGDM
60 GO TO ( 120*111 till >120 ) »NMEM
INITIAL MEMORY INPUT.
HI READ 2* (3( I »1) »I = 1»N)
120 GO TO (125*125*130*130) »NSRC
SOURCE DISTRIBUTION.
125 READ 2* (S( I ) *I=1 »N)
PRINT OUT INPUT DATA.
















C THIS SUBROUTINE CONTROLS PROGRAM FLOW FOR FIVE BASIC
C PROBLEM TYPES* IDENTIFIED BY THE VALUE OF NTYP.
C
DIMENSION SIGD(30)»SIGP(30),LID(3)»B( 33 » 400 ) »S( 30)
*







3MA»NPAG»INDX, I PASS ,NSC »NSD » LI
M









GO TO ( 100,200,300,400,500) ,NTYP
C
C GENERAL PROBLEM. FOR NT GREATER THAN 1» THE
C TRANSFER PARAMETERS REMAIN VALID FOR ADDITIONAL










C HOMOGENEOUS REACTOR* COMPUTATIONS FOR NT DIFFERENT









C SUCCESSIVE INITIAL SOURCE PROBLEMS, WHERE SOURCE IS
C LOCALIZED TO ONE REGION AND LASTS FOR JSC TIME
C STEPS, NTYP=3 IS USEFUL FOR IMPORTANCE DISTRIBUTIONS
C AND FAST TRANSIENTS. THE KEXA(I) ARE THE
C SPECIFIED SOURCE REGIONS FOR SUCCESSIVE RUNS,.
C
300 READ 13* ( KEXA( I ) » 1 = 1 »NT )
CALL PARAM4
KZA=NSRC
301 DO 302 1=1,
N
302 S( I )=0.0
L=KFXA( INDX)
LIS = L







C PROBLEM WITH T I ME-DEPENDENT PROPERTIES WHICH ARE READ
C IN AT TIME OF EACH CHANGE. NT IS THE NUMBER OF
C SUCCESSIVE SETS OF PROPERTIES TO BE READ IN. EACH







401 READ 1 6»TMITN» (SIGD( I ) »C ( I ) * 1=1 »N )
DO 402 1=1 »N
402 SIGP( I )=C( I )*SIGD( I )
GO TO 400
C
C TIME-DEPENDENT PROPERTIES ARE CONTROLLED OR COMPUTED BY
C A USER-WRITTEN SUBROUT I NE » TDEP . (SIMPLE FUNCTIONS














C THIS SUBROUTINE CONVERTS iHE INPUT DATA TO THE
C PARAMETERS WHICH WILL BE NEEDED IN THE BIRTH RATE
C COMPUTATIONS IN SUBROUTINE CALC4.
C






1MODR MITN»NDET,LIS» JSC »KPARA » KPARB * NSP »NSPD »
2KSRC»MLIM»KT5S»KTDEP»KXXA.KXXBtKXXC»KXXDtKXXE»
3 MA »NPAG» INDX, IPASS»NSC»NSD » LI
M
























































I ) = ( 1
) = (1.
( I)=l
n = ( a





















,S,G,C,GI ,E,TOUT,FLT , SLP , D
,
NTS , SRC I ,
A,EXB,EXC»EXD
OVRR4,3X10H PROB.TYPF 13,
R I3,3X12H PASS NUMBER I3,3X5H PAGE 13)
6H CALCULATED INPUT PARAMETERS FOLLOW./
15X7H MITN =I6//10X7H DLTX =E14.7,
///5X9H TSMALL =E14.7,2X,
TX.,5-6H LIM =I5///10X7H jIGDM =E12.5,
1X3HRGN»8H S I GD ( I ) , 3X5H C ( I ) ,
5H E(I),?X6H GI(I),3X7H FLT(I),
H TOUT( I )//{ I3»1X,3F10.6»5F9.6) )






.0-E( I ) )/ (2.0*ARGU)
.0 + E( I )-2.0*( 1.0-E( I ) )/ARGU) /( 8.0* ARGU)
0-2.0*FLT( I ) )/(1.0-E( I )
)
.0/ARGU-E( I ) /<1.0-E< I )
)




15 DO 200 1=2 ,N
E( I )=E( 1)
FLT( I )=FLT( 1)
SLP( I )=SLP( 1 )
GI ( I )=GI (1 )
TOUT ( I )=TOUT ( 1 )





G( I ,J) , FOR
ATTENUATION
J GREATER THAN I, CONTAINS THE
FACTOR OVER THE REGIONS BETWEEN I AND J
210 DO 211 1=1 »NM
211 G( I , 1+1 ) =1.0
DO 212 1=1 ,NM2
IP2=I+2
DO 212 J=IP2,N
212 G( I, J)=G( I ,J-1 )*E( J-l
)
G( I ,J ) , FOR J
THE MEAN TIME
COLLISIONS IN
LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO I, CONTAINS
DELAY BETWEEN BIRTHS IN J (OR I) AND




I M = T -
1
DO 213 J = l . IM
0=I-J-1
'13 G( I . J) =0+TOUT ( I ) + TOUT( J)
COMPUTATION OF UNIT TIME STEP. TS SECONDS,
GO TO ( 309.430 ) »MODR
430 ARGU = SIGDM*D|_TX
F=EXPF(-ARGU)








325 DO 330 1=1 .N




340 G( I » J)=G( I »J) /TSMALL
TS=TSMALL*DLTX/SPD
COMPUTATION OF LIM. AN INTEGER GREATER THAN OR EQUAL
TO THE NUMBER OF TIME STEPS FOR WHICH MEMORY IS
REQUIRED.
L I M« QUA NY TSMALL
IF (ML.IM) 344.344.343
343 LIM=MLIM
344 IF (JSC) 350.350.360
350 JSC=TSRC/TS
360 GO TO ( 51 .60) .KPARA
PRINT OUT CALCULATED PARAMETERS.
51 PRINT l.NTYP.INDX.IPASS.NPAG
NPAG=NPAG+1
PRINT 7 .N.MITN.DLTX.TS.TSMALL.LIM.SIGDM. JSC. ( I
»
1SIGD(I)»C(I).SIGP(I).EU)»GI(I)»FLT(I)»SLP(I).
2TOUT( I ) .I=1»N)




DO 53 1 = 1 .N








C THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES THE PROBLEM POSED AND PRINTS
C OUT THE RESULTS.
C
DIMENSION SIGD(30)»SIGP(30)»LID(3)»B( 33*400) »S( 30)
1G(30»30),C(30) »GI(30)*E(30) »TOUT( 30) ,FLT (30 )










FLT ,SLP »D »NTS »SRC I
,
6NXX,BEQ,FLX,KEXA,EXB,EXC »EXD
1 FORMAT( 1H1 »5X6H OVRR4,3X6H PROBLEM I3»
13X4H RUN I3,3X5H PASS I3»5X5H PAGE 14)
2 FORMAT( 1HC5X18H TRANSIENT RESULTS.
15X41H B(ItNSC) = BIRTH RATE - EXTERNAL SOURCE.)
3 FORMAT( 1H0.9HTIME S TEP I 5 , 4 I 1 3 /7H REGION/
1( I3,4X,5E13.7) )
4 FORMAT( 1H0,20X20H CONVERGENCE RESULTS)
t FORMAT( 1H0,5X7H NCOT =I2»10X6H NCN =I2,10X6H NSC =15//
110X8H CONVB =E14.8,10X7H E I GB =E14.8)
6 FORMATf 1H0/20X25H ASYMPTOTIC D
I
STR I BUT I ONS/ /9H REG. NO.,
15X11H BIRTH RATE,11X5H FLUX / ( I 6 » 7XF 1 1 . 8 » F20 . 8 ) )
7 FORMAT( 1H0»20X31HRESULTS OF LAST FIVE TIME STEPS//
1( I5.2X.5E13.7) )
8 FORMAT! 1HC20X26H DE'ECTOR RESPONSE RESJLTS,
110X7H NDET =I2//13X7H SCH "*CE»8X1 1H DETECTOR 1.
25X11H DETECTOR 2»5X11H DETECTOR 3/9H LOCATION 18,
33I16/10H TIME STEP)
9 FORMAT ( I6,4E16.8
)
11 FORMAT( 1H0,9HTIME S T EP , I 5 , 4 I 1 3 /
)
12 FORMAT( I3,4X,5E13.7)
GO TO ( 100,300) ,MA
300 GO TO ( 285,151 ) ,MODR
100 GO TO (2000,2010) iKTSS
C






















c 5ET INITIAL MEMORY IN B(I»K).
c
GO TO ( 110*120 ,130, 140) ,NMEM
110 DO 111 1=1 ,N
111 B( 1,1 ) = 1.0
120 DO 121 J=2,LIM
DO 121 I=1,N









131 B( I»J)=R*B( I ,K1
)
GO TO 150
140 DO 141 1=1,
141 B( I,l) = 1.0E-25
GO TO 120
CLEAR REMAINDER OF B(I,K) ARRAY.
150 DO 119 J=LIMP,400
DO 119 1=1, N3
119 B( I , J)=0.0
151 K=LIM






SOURCE DISTRIBUTION AT T^E STEP NSC.
GO TO ( 160,154,155,157) ,NSRC
154 IF(JSC-NSC) 155, ISO, 160
155 DO 156 1=1 ,N





160 GO TO ( 166*966) *MODC
FLAT APPROXIMATION.
166 GO TO ( 2020*2030) ,KTSS
TIME-DEPENDENT PROBLEM.
2020 GO TO (2021*2022) ,KTDEP
2022 CALL TDEP




163 KT=G( I ,J) .
IF (KT-LIM) 301,162,162
301 TT=KT









164 KT = G( 1*1)
IF (KT-LIM) 302,162,162
302 TT=KT
W = G( I ,1 )-TT
MK=K-KT
SUM=SUM+GI ( I )* ( <1.0-W)*(B( J*MK)+B( J*MK+2 00) )+
1W*(B( J»MK-1 )+B(J»MK+199) ) )
GO TO 162





SUM=SUM+FLT( J ) *G ( I » J)*( ( 1.0-W)*( B ( J »MK ) +B ( J »MK+2 00 ) )+
1W*(B ( J*MK-1 )+B( J*MK + 199) ) )
162 CONTINUE
B( I *KTWO)=S( I )
161 B( I *K)=C( I )*( 1.0-E( I ) )*SUM
GO TO 175
STEADY STATE PROBLEM — GENERATION STEP NSC.




















2161 B( I ,K) =C ( I )*( 1.0-L( I ) )*SUM
GO TO 175
SLOPE CORRECTION.










GO TO ( 2221 ,2222 ) ,KTDEP
CALL TDEP
DO 961 1 = 1 iN
SUM=0.0
IF (1-1) 972,972,971
KT = G( 1,1)
IF (KT-LIM) 304,972,972
TT = KT
W=G( I ,1 )-TT
MK=K-KT
MKM=MK-1
GAM = 2.0*(B(2»MK)*SIGP( 1 )/SIGP(
HAM=2.0*(B( 2»MKM)*SIGP(1 )/SIGP
SUM=SUM+G( 1»I)*(FLT(1)*(( 1.0-W
1W*(B( 1 ,MKM)+B( 1 ,MKM+2 00) ) )+SLP
DO 973 J=2,NM
IF (J-I) 974,973,975
KT = G( I ,J)
IF (KT-LIM) 305,973,973
TT = KT





GAM = SIGP( J )*(B( JP» MO/SI GP(JP)
HAM=SIGP(J )*(B( JP,MKM) /SIGP( JP
SUM=SUM+G( J» I)*(FLT(J)*( i 1.0-W
1W*(B( J»MKM)+3( J,MKM+200) ) )+SLP
GO TO 973









GAM=SIGP( J )* (B
(
JM,MK) /SlGP ( JM
)
HAM=SIGP( J)*(B( JM,MKM) /SlGP ( JM
SUM=SUM+G (I»J)*(FLT(J)*((1 .0-W






)*(B( 1 ,MK)+B( 1 ,MK + 200) ) +




)-B( JM,MKM)/SIGP( JM) )
)*(B( J,MK)+B( J,MK+2 00) )+












IF (N-I) 977, 977*976







GAM = 2.0*(3(NM,MK)*SIGP(N )/SlGP (NM )-B( N,MK) )
HAM=2.0*(3(NM,MKM)*SIGP(N) /SIGP(NM)-B (N,MKM)
)
SUM=SUM+G( I,N)*(FLT(N)*( (1 . 0-W ) * ( B ( N , MK ) +B ( N , MK+2 00 ) )+
lW*(3(N»MKM)+B(N,MKM+2 00) ) )+SLP (N)*( d . 0-W ) *GAM+W*HAM )
)
977 KT = G( 1,1)
TT = KT
W = G( I ,1 )-TT
MK=K-KT
MKM=MK-1
SUM = SUM+GI (I)*((1.0-W)*(B(I,MK)+B(I , MK + 2 00) ) +
1W*(B(
I
»MKM)+B( I ,MKM + 2 00) ) )
B( I ,KTWO)=S( I )
961 B( I ,K)=C ( I )*( 1.0-E( I ) )*SUM
GO TO 175
STEADY STATE PROBLEM — GENERATION STEP NSC.





2°72 DO 2973 J=2,NM
IF (J-I) 2974,2973,2975
2Q74 GAM =SIGP< J)*(8( J+l »Kl )/SlGP( J+l )-B( J-l ,K1 ) /SIGP( J-l )
SUM=SUM+G( J, I )*(FI.T(J)*(B(J,K1)+S(J) ) +SLP ( J ) *GAM )
GO TO 2973





2 976 GAM=2.0* ( B ( NM »K1 ) *S I GP ( N ) /S IGP ( NM ) -B ( N , Kl )
)
SUM=SUM+G( I.N)*(FLT(N)*(B(N»K1)+S(N))+SLP( N)*GAM)
2 9 77 SUM = SUM+GI ( I ) * ( B ( I , Kl ) +S ( I ) )
2961 B( I ,K)=C ( I )*(1 ,0-E( I ) )*SUM
175 IF (NDET) 177,177,171





147 IF (NDET-ID) 176,176,146
146 ID=ID+i
LOC=LID( ID)











177 GO TO ( 180,178,180) »NCOT
C
C DISTRIBUTION SPACE-TIME CONVERGENCE TESTS.
C

















179 IF (200-K) 183,183,152








52 DO 108 J=NNN,KFL,NSP
108 NXX(J)=J+NAF
LLL=NNN
53 I I 1=0










51 IF( I I I ) 55,55,53






(NXX( J) , J = LLL,KFL ,NSP )
DO 57 1=1, N3
57 PRINT 12.1 » (B(
I





NNN=LIM + NSP - NAC
GO TO ( 185,265) ,JAT
185 JAR=1
K5L=LIMK
B(I,K) ARRAY FILLED, RESET FOR NEXT PASS.
277 DO 186 J=1,LIM
L=KSL+J
DO 186 1 = 1 ,N3
186 B( I,J)=B( I ,L)
DO 118 J=LIMP,200






101 B( I, J)=B( I ,L)
DO 102 J=LIMTP,400
DO 102 I=1,N
102 B( I ,J)=0.0
GO TO ( 151 ,285) ,JAR




THE DISTRIBUTION HAS CONVERGED.
250 KFL=K
NCN=1
260 GO TO ( 265,261 ,261 ) ,NCOT
261 JAT=2
GO TO 60
265 GO TO ( 266,270,266) ,NCOT
COMPUTE AND PRINT OUT CONVERGENCE RESULTS.












FLX( I )=B( I ,KFL )/SIGP( I )









DO 133 1=1 »N
BEQ( I )=BEQ( I )/SUM
FLX ( I ) =FLX( I ) /SUM"*
KM7 = KF|_-4











PRINT It NTYP, INDX,IPASS»NPAG
NPAG=NPAG+1
PRINT 4




PRINT OUT DETECTOR RESPONSE READINGS.
JAAA=1
JBBB=45
PRINT It NTYP, INDX»IPASS»NPAG
NPAG=NPAG+1









GO TO (405,275) ,JAD
GO TO ( 285,276) ,MODR
RESET INDICES AND MEMORY IN PREPARATION FOR ALTERED


















THE PROGRAM TOVSR (SLAB GEOMETRY)
The program TOVSR, for the time-dependent monoenergetic slab
reactor, is written in FORTRAN II language for the IBM-7094 computer.
In addition to the short MAIN program, the following seven subroutines
are required? SOURCE, TDEP, READ2, CONTRL, TPARAM, TABLE and TCALC.
The functions of each subroutine are described by comment statements
in the listings,, The program occupies W35 (decimal) core locations
,
COMMON storage occupies 15775 locations,,
An input form is given in Section Bl. The input variables are
defined in Section B2 and the output variables are defined in
Section B3« The program output for a simple example problem, the 5™
region, Model FSCrun of Table 3S«,1, is given in Section B4„ Finally,
the FORTRAN listings are given in Section B5o

EL. TOVSR INPUT FORM
Notes S (a) 126 E«(p) data cards are read-in before card No. 0.
(b) Input data cards should be arranged in the order shown.
(c) Numbered cards are mandatory for each problem; inclusion
of alphabetically designated sets of cards is conditional.
(d) FORTRAN II format is given in the brackets.
Card
No. Condition Variables to be Read FORMAT
[15]— NPROB
Read the following for each problem to be solved;
1 — NTTP,N,NT,NSTP,MH0M,M0DC,NMEM,NCOT,NSRC [915]
2 — MODRjMITN.NDETjLISjJSCjKPARA^PARBjNSPjNSPD [915]















I NTTP~1, Add new set of cards I through F
NT=*\L for each additional run
J NTYP=3 (KEXA(I) ,I=1,NT)
K NTYP=4, Add the following cards for



















B2. DESCRIPTION OF TOVSR INPUT VARIABLES
Notes; (a) Assignable values are enclosed in brackets. Where
different values alter the logical flow of the program,
the meaning of each value is defined.
(b) The variables are arranged in the order in which they are
are read by the program,.
INTEGERS
NPROB -No, of independent problems to be solved [* 1]
NTYP = Problem Type (See Subroutine CONTRL).
1 - General problem, NT runs with same TPARAM-computed
properties,
2 - Homogeneous reactor , Computations for NT different
values of N„
3 - Initial, localized source problem, NT successive runs
with sources in different regions,
4 - Time-dependent properties are read-in at time of each
change, NT sets of properties,




= No, of regions, [4 z n r 30]
= No, of successive runs or passes, as described under NTYP,
C*i]
NSTP = Increase in N for each successive run of an NTYP 2 problem,
[> 1, if NTYP=2]
MHOM =
MODC =
1 - Homogeneous reactor,
2 - Inhomogeneous reactor,
1 - Model F (Flat approximation),
2 - Model fS (Slope Correction)
,
3 <- Model FSC(Slope and curvature corrections).
]

TOVSR INPUT VARIABLES (cont'd)
NMEM ~ Control variable for setting the LIM time steps of initial
memory,,
1 - Sets B(I,K) = 1.0 for 1=1, N and K=l, LIM.
2 - Reads B(I,1) for I=l t N; sets B(I,K) = B(I,1) for 1=1,
NandK= 2, LIM*
3 - Reads B(I,l) for I -= 1, N; sets B(I,K) in accordance with
inverse period EIGA for I = 1, N and K = 2, LIM.





- Control variable for asymptotieity testing and transient print
out.
1 - Tests for asymptotieity at each time step. Does not
print transient results.
I » No asymptotieity convergence test. Prints transient
results with a spacing of NSP time steps,
3 - Both tests for asymptotieity and prints transient.
Source rate control variable.
1 - Reads S(I) for 1=1, N; source constant in time.
2 - Reads S(I) for I = 1, N; source lasts JSC time steps.
3 - Sets S(I) a for I = 1, N.
k - Calls user-written Subroutine SOURCE at each time step.
1 - One pass into Subroutine TCALCo
2 - NT passes through TCALC, where property changes are made
before each pass. Run continues with new properties.
Always use this value with NTYP = 4 or 5«
MITN = Maximum number of time steps [rll]. For NTYP = k or 5>
MXTN = TMTTN/unit time step.
NDET = No. of detectors [0 * NDET * 3], Detectors are located in
regions LID(XD), ID = 1,3« NDET > causes printout of S(LIS)
and detector responses with a spacing ©f NSPD time steps.
LJ£ = Region for tMch source rate S(LIS) is to be printed out if
NDET > 0. [1 - LIS r N 9 if NDET - 0].

TOVSR INPUT VARIABLES_(cCTrtL,_dj i
JSC = Duration in time steps of initial source distribution, .
i—0, if NSRC = 2], If JSC = 0, program computes new value
equal to TSRC/unit time step e
KPARA = Print control variable in Subroutine TPARAMo
1 - Prints calculated parameters,
2 = Does not print.
CPARB Print control variables in TPARAMo
1 - Prints arrays G(I,J), GSLP(I,J), GCRV(I,J) and GTAU(I,J).
2 - Does not print,
NSP = Time step spacing in transient print out, [ — 1, if NCOT = 2,3]
NSPD = Time step spacing in detector-response print out,
[*1, If NDET-0]
KSRC - (Dummy variable not used in listed program), [any]
MUM = Control variable for LIM, the number of memory time steps,
- LIM computed by program,




1 » Time-dependent problem,
2 - Steady-state or generation-to-generation problem,
1 » Subroutine TDEP not called from TCALC,
2 - TDEP called from TCALC at each time step if KTSS = 1.
- Sets KMDC(I) = MODC for I = 1, No
» Reads KMDC(I) for I = 1, N.
KXXA, KXXB, KXXC, FXXD = Dummy variables included in READ statement and
program COMMON for user convenience in selective reprogramming,
[any]
.FLOATING POINT VARIABLES
W s Reactor Width, cm,
SPD s Neutron speed, em, /sec,
CONY =s Asymptoticity convergence criterion.

TOVSR INPUT VARIABLES (cont'd)
-3
EXGA = Inverse period, sec ', for setting initial memory if NMEM = 3.
TSRC ~ Duration in seconds of the initial source distribution if
NSRC = 2. (See JSC).
TMITN = Time in seconds, after start of transient, until which the
current set of properties is to apply, if NTYP = 4 or 5.
(See METN).
SIGDM = Maximum collision cross-section expected in a problem with time-
dependent properties, for MODR - 2 Fixes a unit time step
which remains constant and is less than or equal to every
expected time delay t(I,J) q
ARRAYS
ool
SIGD(I) = Collision cross-section, cm" , in region I„
C(I) = Mean number of secondaries per collision in region I,
KTRL(I) =
KMDC(I)
1 - Property discontinuity at left edge of region I.
- No property discontinuities at edges of region I.
-1 - Property discontinuity at right edge of region I.
1 - Flat approximation for parent neutrons born in
region I.
2 - Slope correction,
3 - Slope and curvature corrections.
LID(ID) = Region in which detector No. ID is located.
B(I,1) •- Progeny birth rate in region I to be used in setting up the
initial memory. (Note that B(I,K) in this program does not
include external source rates. These are stored in
B(I,K + 150).)
S(I) = External source rate in region I.
Ci(X) s= Region for initial source in run I ©f an NTTP = 3 problem.

B3. DESCRIPTION OF TOVSK_OUTPUT VARIABLES
Note! Variables are listed in order of appearance. Those described
in the previous section are not included here.
Printed if KPARA = 1 ;
DLTX = Width of subregion , cm.
TS = Unit time step, sec.
TSMALL = Distance particle travels during unit time step divided by
DLTX.
LIM = No. of time steps reserved for memory.
KSMALL = Integer computed in TPARAM. LIM is set equal to the product
of N and KSMALL if MUM = 0.
PATH(I) = Optical width of region I in mean free paths parallel to the
x-axis.
Printed if KPARA = 1 and KPARB g l;
G(I,J) = Spatial transfer coefficient for the flat mode.
GSLP(I,J) = Spatial transfer coefficient for the slope-correction mode,
GCRV(I,J) ss Spatial transfer coefficient for the curvature-correction
mode.
GTAU(I,J) = Mean delay, in unit time steps, between births in J and
collisions in I.
Printed if NCOT = 1 or 3s
NGN 1 - Asymptotic solution.
2 - Solution not asymptotic. CONV not satisfied.
NSC = Number of time steps or iterations completed.
CONVB ~ Degree of asymptoticity convergence attained,,
-1
EIGB - Inverse period, sec , of the asymptotic solution.
BIRTH RATE = Normalised asymptotic birth rate distribution, including
the external source rate.
FLUX = Normalized flux distribution.

Printed if NCOT = 2 or 3 S
B(I,K) - Progeny birth rate in region I at time step K; it does not
include contributions from external sources. The values for
I = N + 1, N + 2, and N + 3 are the ratios R.,(I), R2(K) and
IU(K) of equations (2E.2).

B.4 EXAMPLE OF PRINTED OUTPUT FROM TOVSR
























WD ss e 29464E 01 CENTIMETERS,
CONV = l.OOOOOE-07










.22000E 06 CM. /SEC.








B(I,1) S(I) SIGD(I) C(I) KMDC(I) KTRL(I)
.OOOOOE 00 .OOOOOE 00
.
500000 1.^00000 3
.OOOOOE 00 .OOOOOE 00 .500000 1.400000 3
.OOOOOE 00 .OOOOOE 00 .500000 1.^00000 3
.OOOOOE 00 .OOOOOE 00 .500000 1.4O0000 3





TOVSR PROB. TYPE 1 RUN NUMBER 1 PASS NUMBER 1 PAGE 2
CALCULATED INPUT PARAMETERS FOLLOW,
N = 5 METN = 50
DLTX = .5892800E 00 TS =
. 3688355E-05
TSMALL = e 1376999E 01 UNITS OF DLTXo LIM = 5















TOVSR PROB. TYPE 1 RUN NUMBER 1 PASS NUMBER 1 PAGE 3
MATRIX G(I,J) FOLLOWS.
MATRIX ELEMENTS
1 .3299258 .1517087 ,0712791 ,o^o5H8 ,0246691
2 • 1517087 ,3299258 ,1517087 ,0712791 0405118
3 c O7I279I ol517087 ,3299258 01517087 0712791
4 ,0405118 o0712791 ,1517087 . 3299258 .1517087
5 ,0246691 .0405118 0712791 .1517087 ,3299258




1 0. -00059650 =..0018119 -.008750 -.0004837
2
.0059650 0, ".0059650 -0001811
9
-.0008750
3 .0018119 0059650 0. -00059650 -.0018119
4 0008750 .0018119 0059650 Oo -.0059650
5 ,0004837 . 00087 «5C ,0018119 .0059650 0.

EXAMPLE PROBLEM (cont'd)


































































TOVSR PROBLEM 1 RUN 1 PASS 1 PAGE 7
CONVERGENCE RESULTS
NCOT =1 NCN = 1 NSC = 24





















TOVSR PROBLEM 1 RUN 1 PASS 1 PAGE 8
CONVERGENCE RESULTS
RESULTS OF LAST FIVE TIME STEPS
1 o 7960513E 00 .7959673E 00 .7958832E 00 o7957990E 00 o7957l49E 00
2 .1067503E 01 d067390E 01 ,1067277E 01 .1067164E 01 .1067051E 01
3 .1156358E 01 e 1156236E 01 .1156114E 01 e 1155991£ 01 1155869E 01
4 e 106?503E 01 .1067390E 01 ,1067277E 01 ol067l6^E 01 „1067051E 01
5 „7960514E 00 »795967^E 00 .7958833E 00 »7957991E 00 .7957150E 00
6 • 999894-5E 00 „99989^5E 00 »9998943E 00 »99989^3E 00 9998942E 00
7 .99989^3E 00 •9998942E 00 .99989^2E 00 o99989^2E 00 „9998943E 00





DIMENSION SIGDOO) »C(30) »KTRL(30) »KMDC(30) *PATh(30)»
1G(30»30) »GSLP< 30*30 ) »GCRV( 30*30) »GTAU (30*30)*












READ 2 » (E3A( I ) »I = 1 »250)





























C SUBROUTINE READS IN AND PRINTS OUT INPUT DATA FOR
C A PARTICULAR PROBLEM.
C
DIMENSION SIGD(30)»C(30) »KTRL (30) »KMDC( 50)»PATH(30)»
1G(30»30) »GSLP( 30*30 ) »GCRV (30*30)* GTAU(30*30)>
2B(33t300)»NXX(150)»LID(3)»D(3»200).NTS(200)»S(30).
3 SRC I (200)*BFQ(30)»FLX(30)»KEXA(30),EXB(30),EXC<150)»
4FXD(1 C 0)»E3A(250)«F3R(250)
COMMON NTYP,N*NT,NSTP»MHOM»MODC»NMEM,NCOT,NSRC»










7 FORMAT( 1H1 »5X6H T0VSR»3X8H PROBLEM I3»
13X4H RUN I3»3X5H PASS I3»5X5H PAGE 14)
8 FORMAT( 1H0*20X,19H INITIAL INPUT DATA/)
9 FORMAT( 1H0»4X7H NTYp =I3*7X4H N =I3*6X5H NT = 13*
14X7H NSTP =I3,4X7H MHOM =I3//5X7H MODC =13*
24X7H NMEM =I3»4X7H NCOT =I3»4X7H NSRC =I3»
34X7H MODR =I3//5X7H MITN =I5»2X7H NDET = 13*
45X6H LIS =I3»5X6H JSC =I5*3X8H KPARA =13//
54X8H KPARB =I3»5X6H NSP =I4»3X7H NSPD =14*
63X7H KSRC =I4»3X7H MLIM =I4//5X7H KTSS =14*
72X3H KTDEP =I4»3X7H KMIX =I4»3X7H KXXA =14//
85X7H KXXB =I4»3X7H KXXC =I4*3X7H KXXQ =14)
10 FORMAT( 1H0*5X5H WD =E12.5*13H CENTIMETERS.*
19X6H SPD =E12.5.9H CM. /SEC ./ / 1 OX7H CONV =El2.5*
210X7H EIGA =E12.5»13H INVERSE SEC.//5X7H TSRC =E12.5*
39H SECONDS. *7X8H TMITN =El2.5»9H SECONDS.)
11 FORMAT( 1H0»4HRGN. >4X7H B(I*1)*7X5H S(I)»5X8H SIGD(I)*










read 1 *ntyp»n»nt,nstp»mhom*modc»nmem, ncot, nsrc*










101 READ ?»SIGD( 1 ) »C<1 )
DO 20 I=2»N
KTRL ( I ) =
SIGD( I )=SIGD( 1 )
20 C( I )=C( 1 )






102 READ 2» (SIGD( I ) »C( I ) » 1=1 »N )
READ 13* (KTRL( I )
>
1=1 »N)
106 IE (<MIX) 108*108»107
C
C KMDC(J) SPECIFIES WHAT APPROXIMATION IS TO BE USED IN
C THE SOURCE REGION* J. FL/ T APPROXIMATION FOR KMDC(J)
C =lt SLOPE CORRECTION FOR KMDCU)=2» SLOPE AND
C CURVATURE CORRECTIONS FOR KMDCU) = 3.
C




108 DO 21 I = 1*N
21 KMDC( I )=MODC
103 IF(NDET) 110*110»',.04
C
C DETECTOR LOCATIONS WHEN DETECTORS ARE USED.
C
104 READ 5* (LID( ID) *ID=1*NDET)
110 GO TO (60*50) *MODR
C
C MAXIMUM COLLISION CROSS SECTION EXPECTED FOR CASE OF
C TIME-DEPENDENT COLLISION CROSS-SECTION* SIGD(I).
C
50 READ 17*SIGDM
60 GO TO ( 120*111*111 »120) *NMEM
C
C INITIAL MEMORY INPUT.
C
111 READ 2* (B( I *1 ) * 1 = 1 *N)








C PRINT OUT INPUT DATA.









PRINT 12»(I*B(I*l)»S(I),SiGD(I),C(I) * KMDC ( I ) »







c this subroutine controls program flow for five basic
c problem types* identified by the value of ntyp.
c
DIMENSION SIGDOO) »C(30) »KTRL(30) »KMDC(30) » PATH (30) »





1m0dr »mitn»ndet »l i s jsc »kpara » kparb * nsp »nspd
*
2ksrc»mlim»ktss,ktdep»kmix,kxxa»kxxb»kxxc»kxxd>












C GENERAL PROBLEM. FOR NT GREATER THAN 1* THE
C TRANSFER PARAMETERS REMAIN VALID FOR ADDITIONAL










C HOMOGENEOUS REACTOR* COMPUTATIONS FOR NT DIFFERENT










SUCCESSIVE INITIAL SOURCE PROBLEMS, WHER I SOURCE IS
LOCALIZED TO ONE REGION Af } LASTS FOR JSC TIME
STEPS. NTYP=3 IS USEFUL FOR IMPORTANCE DISTRIBUTIONS
AND FAST TRANSIENTS. THE KEXA(I) ARE THE
SPECIFIED SOURCE RFGIONS FOR SUCCESSIVE RUNS.
300 READ 13» (KEXA( I ) » I = 1 »NT J
CALL TPARAM
KZA=NSRC
301 DO 302 1=1 *N








PROBLEM WITH TIME-DEPENDENT PROPERTIES WHICH ARE READ
IN AT TIME OF EACH CHANGE. NT IS THE NUMBER OF
SUCCESSIVE SETS OF PROPERTIES TO BE READ IN. EACH






401 READ 16»TMITN» (SIGD( I ) ,C( I ) ,1 = 1 ,N)
READ 13* (KTRL ( I ) , 1 = 1, N)
GO TO 400
TIME-DEPENDENT PROPERTIES ARE CONTROLLED OR COMPUTED BY















C THIS SUBROUTINE CONVERTS THE INPUT DATA TO THE
C TRANSFER PARAMETERS WHICH WILL BE NEEDED IN THE
C BIRTH RATE COMPUTATIONS IN SUBROUTINE TCALC.
C
DIMENSION SIGD(30)»C(30)*KTRL(30) »KMDC(30) * PATH (30) *













1 FORMATf 1H1 »3X6H TOVSR.3X10H PROB.TYPE I3»
13X11H RUN NUMBER I3»3X12H PASS NUMBER I3»3X5H PAGE 13)
2 FORMATt 1H0»15X36H CALCULATED INPUT PARAMETERS FOLLOW./
1//10X,4H N =I3»15X7H MITN =I6//10X7H DLTX =E14.7,
210X5H TS =E14.7///5X9H TSMALL =E14.7,2X,
'15H UNITS OF DLTX.,5X6H LIM =I5///10X8H SIGDM =E12.5»
45X6H JSC =I5»10X9H KSMALL = I 3 / / / 5X4HRGN . » 5X8H PATH(I)//
5(4X» I3»3X»F12.6 )
)
3 FORMAT( 1H0.20X23H MATRIX G<I*J) FOLLOWS. //2H I*20X,
116H MATRIX ELEMENTS )
5 F0RMAT( 1HC20X26H MATRIX GSLP(I*J) FOLLOWS. //
12H I.20X»16H MATRIX ELEMENTS )
6 FOPMAT( 1H0»20X26H MATRIX CCRV(I*J) FOLLOWS. //
12H I*20X,16H MATRIX ELEMENTS )
7 FORMATf 1H0.20X26H MATRIX GTAU(I»J) FOLLOWS. //
12H I»20X,16H MATRIX ELEMENTS )






C MEAN FREE PATHS ACROSS REGION I.
C










15 DO 200 1=2.
N
200 PATH( )=PATH( 1
)

STORE NUMBER OE MEAN FREE PATHS BETWEEN REGIONS I AND J.
210 DO 211 I=1»NM
211 G(I»I+1) =0,0
DO 212 1=1 »NM2
IP2=I+2
DO 212 J=IP2»N
212 G( I»J)=G( I tJ-1 )+PATH( J-l )
IA =










GTAU( I A. IA) = (1.0 + F5+( 2.0*1" 10- 1.0) /PI)/(PI*G(IA*IA) )
GCRV( IA»IA)=(-0.5+FlO) /(6.0*PI )+ ( 1.0+3,0*F15 )
/
l(3.0*PI**2)+(-0.5+2.0*F20)/(PI#*3)





































G( IA, JA) = X/ (2.0*PJ)
G( JA, IA) =X/ (2.0*PI
)
:>=JA-IA-1
GTAU( I A»JA) = ( 2.0*F3-F2-fr 4 + P*( F1-F2+F3-F4))/X+1.0/PI+
1] .O/PJ









A»JA) =-( F6+F7-F8-F9+( 2.0/PJ)*(-Fll+F12-F13+F14) )/
1 (8.0*P.i)
GSLP (JA»IA)=(F6-F7-F8+F9+(2.0/PATH(lA))*(-Fll+Fl2-Fl3
1 + F14) ) /( 8.0*PI )
TF (N-JA) 821,821,800






















GTAIM I A, IA) = (1 .0 + F5+( 2 . 0*F 1 0- 1 . ) / P I ) / ( P I *G ( I A , I A ) )




COMPLETION OF IA LOOP.
HOMOGENEOUS REACTOR.
900 DO 910 I=2»NM
G( 1,1 )=G(1 ,1
)
3TAU( I ,1 )=GTAU(1 ,1
)













GTAIM J, I )=GTAU (L.l )
GCRV( r »J)=GCRV(1 >L)
GCRV( J.I )=GCRV(L»1 )
GSLP( T.J)=GSLP(1 »L)
910 GSLP( Jtl )=GSLP (L»l)
G(N.N)=G( 1 .1 )
GTAU(N»N)=GTAU(1 »1 )
GCRV(N.N)=GCRV(1 ,1 )
COMPUTATION OF UNIT TIME STEP. TS SECONDS.












DO 320 L = 2.N





325 DO 330 1 = 1 ,N
DO 330 J=l »N
330 GTAU(
I
.J)=GTAU { I ,J) /TSMALL
DO 340 I=1.N
340 GTAU( I , I ) = GTAU( I , I )+1.0E-08
TS=TSMALL*DLTX/SPD
COMPUTATION OF LIM. AN INTEGER GREATER THAN OR EQUAL








360 GO TO (51 .60) .KPARA




1 ( I ,PATH( I ) , 1 = 1 ,N)




DO 53 1=1 »N






54 PRINT 10, I » (GSLP( I »J) »J = 1 ,N)
PRINT 1 ,NTYP,INDX, IPASS,NPAG
NPAG=NPAG+1
PRINT 6
DO 55 1=1 ,N














C "'HIS SUBROUTINE USES THIRD-ORDER POLYNOMIAL INTER-
C POLATION TO DETERMINE THE VALUE OF THE THIRD ORDER
C EXPONENTIAL INTEGRAL, BF=E3(ARGU), WHERE THE
C ARGUMENT LIES BETWEEN TABULAR VALUES, RECURSION
C RELATIONS ARE THEN USED TO DETERMINE E2(ARGU),
C E4(ARGU) AND E5(ARGU).
C
DIMENSION SIGD(30) ,C(30) »KTRL (30) ,KMDC(30) , PATH (30) ,
1G( 30,30), GSLPt 30,30) »GCRV( 30,30) »GTAU( 30,30),
2B(33»300),NXX(15O),LID(3)»D(3»2C0),NTS(2O0),S(30),
3 SRC I (200),BEO(30), cr LX(30),KEXA(30)»EXB(30),EXC(150),
4EXD(150),E3A(250),t3B(250)
COMMON NTYP,N,NT,NSTP,MHOr, ,MODC»NMEM,NCOT,NSRC»
1MODR ,MITN,NDET,LIS , JSC , KPARA , KPARB , NSP , NSPD
,
2KSRC,MLIM,KTSS,KTDEP,KMIX,KXXA,KXXB,KXXC,KXXD,

















IF ( ARGU-2.4799) 30»30»60
30 IF (ARGU- 0.0100) 40»40,5C





ARGU BETWEEN 0.01 AND 2.4799.
50 P=ARGU/0.01



















COMPUTATION OF POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS.





RECURSION RELATIONS FOR EXPONENTIAL INTEGRALS OF
( 3DERS 2»4» AND 5.
AF=(Q-2.0*8F) /ARGU
CF= (0-ARGU*BF) /3.0

















































































































































































































S ( 200) ,S ( 30) ,
















ULTS CF LAST FIVE
TI0NS//9H REG. NO.,
.8, r 20.8 ) )
TIME STEPS//
TECTOR RESPONSE R







FOR STEADY STATE PROBLEM.
'010 LIM=4


















SET INITIAL MEMORY IN B(I.K).
GO TO ( 110,120*130*140) ,NMEM
110 DO 111 I=1*N
111 B( I ,1 )=1.0
120 DO 121 J=2»LIM
DO 121 I =1 »N
121 B( I» J)=B( I »1 )
GO TO 150
130 X=EIGA*TS
R= 1. 0+X* ( l.O+X* (0. 5+ X*(1.0/6.0+X*( 1.0/24.0+










1A0 DO 141 1=1 ,N
141 B ( I » 1 )=1.0E-25
GO TO 120
CLEAR REMAINDER OF B(I,K) ARRAY.
150 DO 119 J=LIMP»300
DO 119 1=1 »N3
119 3( I » J)=0.0
151 K=LIM




K = K + 1
KTWO=K+150
SOURCE DISTRIBUTION AT TIME STEP NSC.
GO TO ( 160.1 54* 155*157 ) »NSRC
154 IF(JSC-NSC) 155.160*160
155 DO 156 1=1 *N





















































































































-1 ,MK )+W*B( J-l ,MKM)
-2»MK) + '/*B( J-2,MKM)










( I , J) *C0 + GSLP ( 1 , J)*C1
(I»J)*CO + GSLP<I»J)*C1 + GCRV(I»J)*C2
=sm
I ) *SUM



























A2=B ( J+l ,K1 )














SUM=SUM + G(I»J)*CO + GSLP(I»J)*C1
GO TO 2 96 2
SUM = SUM+G( I »J)*CO + GSLPC»J)*C1 +
CONTINUE
B( I ,K)=C ( I )*SUM
IF (NDET) 177,177,171































GO TO ( 180,178,180) ,NCOT
DISTRIBUTION SPACE-TIME CONVERGENCE TESTS.







































































































































NXX (J ) ,J =























B(I»K) ARRAY FILLED* RESET FOR THE NEXT PASS,
277 DO 186 J=1.LIM
L=KSL+J
DO 186 I=1*N3
186 B( It J)=B( I »L)
50 118 J=LIMP»150
DO 118 1=1 *N3





101 B( I t J)=B( I »L)
DO 102 J=LIMTP,300
DO 102 I=ltN
102 B( I ,J)=0.0
GO TO f 151 .285) tJAR




THE DISTRIBUTION HAS CONVERGED,
250 KFL = K
NCN = 1





265 GO TO ( 266*270.266) tNCOT
COMPUTE AND PRINT OUT CONVERGENCE RESULTS.




DO 132 1 = 1.
FLX(I)=B(I.KFL)/(C(I)*SIGD(I) )













BEQ( I )=BEQ( I ) /SUM
133 FLX( I )=FLX( I )/SUMT
KM7=KFL-4





PRINT 6»( I »BEQ(I) tFLX( I) .:=i,N)
PRINT 1, NTYP, INDX,IPASS»NPAG
NPAG=NPAG+1
PRINT 4




PRINT OUT DETECTOR RESPONSE READINGS.
400 JAAA=1
JBBB=45
85 PRINT 1, NTYP, INDX» I PASS »NPAG
NPAG=NPAG+1
PRINT 8»NDET,LIS.(LID(I) »I=1.NDET )
IF(NSDM-JBBB)81*81»82
81 JBBB=NSDM
82 DO 83 J=JAAA,JBBB




GO TO 8 5
401 GO TO (405,275) ,JAD
275 GO TO ( 285,276) ,MODR
RESET INDICES AND MEMORY IN PREPARATION FOR ALTERED











The program SLBCEL is written in FORTRAN-II language for the IBM-
709^ computer. Along with the MAIN program, nine subroutines are
required* READ1, READ2, READ3, CONTRL, PARAM1, PARAM2, TABLE1, CLCMEQ
and CLCITN. The functions of each subroutine are described by comment
statements in the program listings. The short MAIN program and the
j nine subroutines occupy 3865 (decimal) core locations. COMMON storage
occupies 108^9 locations.
An input form is given in Section CI. The input variables are
defined in Section C2. The program output for a simple example problem
is given in Section C3. Finally, the FORTRAN listings of the program
are given in Section C4. Two versions of Subroutine PARAM1 are
included. The first is the cell version which treats the boundary
planes as perfectly reflecting surfaces; the second is the isolated
reactor version which treats the boundary planes as non-reflecting
surfaces. Only one of these versions should be included in the binary
deck for a particular job.

Clo SLBCEL INPUT FORM
Notes? (a) 126 E^(p) data cards are read in before card No„ 0,
(b) Input cards should be arranged in the order shown
(e) Numbered cards or sets of cards are mandatory for each













(d) FORTRAN II format is given in the brackets,
Condition Variables to be Read Format
NPROB [15]
























((GCRV(I, J) , J=1,N) ,I=0,,N)
«
((T(I,J),J=1,N),I=1,N)
Add the following cards for each additional
run of this problems






















C2. DESCRIPTION OF SLBCEL INPUT VARIABLES
Notess (a) Assignable values are enclosed in brackets. Where different
values alter the logical flow of the program, the meanings
are defined
.
(b) The variables are arranged in the order in which they are








= No. of independent problems to be solved on this job. [!!L 1]
s No. of subregions . [4 ! N * 40]
as Control variable for transfer coefficients.
1 - Computes G, GSLP and GCRV in subroutine PARAKL.
2 ~ Reads arrays G, GSLP and GCRV from input data.
3 - Reads array T from input data cards.
k - Uses G, GSLP and GCRV from previous problem.
as No. of runs for this problem. [^1]
as Control variable for secondary emission coefficients in
successive runs.
1 - Reads new values of the C(I) for each additional run,
if NT =- 1. No changes allowed in approximation model
or in locations of discontinuities (except for Model 4'
2 - Uses the values of the C(I) used in the previous run.
1 - Model F (Flat approximation).
2 - Model F5 (Slope correction)
.
3 - Model F5C (Slope and Curvature Corrections).
KMIX as ;0 - Sets KMDC(J) » MODC for all J,
0 - Reads KMDC(J) for J=l, N.










Number of double reflections to consider in computing the
transfer coefficients G,GSLP and GCRV, if NREAD = 1.
^0 - Program sets NRFL ~ 12.5/TPATH, where TPATH is the
computed optical width of the half-cell.
=-0 - Program uses the assigned value.
Control variable for solution method.
1 - Uses Subroutine CLCITN to get iterative solution.
2 - Uses Subroutine CLCMEQ to get non»iterative solution.
Control variable for setting initial trial distribution if
NCLC a 1.
1 - Sets B(I,1) a TMJLT for all I.
2 - Reads B(I,1) for I = 1, N.
3 - Uses B(I,1) from previous run. Note that the solution
distribution from CLCMEQ is stored in B(I,1). This
solution can then be checked by iteration in CLCITN.
Maximum number of iterations if NCLC - 1.
1 - Prints arrays G, GSLP and GCRV if they are computed in
this problem.
2 - Does not print.
1 - Prints array T if computed.
2 » Does not print
1 - Prints array H in CLCITN or array A = [I-H] in
CLCMEQ.
2 - Does not print.
1 » Punched-card output of arrays G, GSLP and GCRV, if
computed. (Formats 6F11.7)
2 - Does not punch.

SLBCEL INPUT VARIABLES (cont'd)
KPNCH2 = 1 - Punehed-eard output of array T if computed.
(Format: 6F11.7)




il. Dummary variables included in READ statement and program
COMMON for user convenience in selective reprogramming
.
[any]
NEWSRC = Control variable for source distribution in successive runs.
1 - Reads new values of the S(I) for each additional run,
if NT > 1. Source must be continuous between assigned
interfaces.
2 - Uses the source distribution from the previous run.
FLOATING POINT1 VARIABILES
TMULT = Estimated value of cell multiplication used in Subroutine
CLCITN if NMEM = 1.
CONV = Asymptoticity convergence criterion used in CLCITN.
-6 -7(Normally set equal to 10 ' or 10 )
.
PATH(I) = Optical width of
to the x~axis.
ARRAYS




Mean number of secondaries per collision in region I.
External source rate in region I.
1 - Property or source discontinuity at left edge of
region I.
- No discontinuities at edges of region I.
-1 - Discontinuity at right edge of region I.

SLBCEL INPUT VARIABLES (cont'd)
KMDC(J) = 1 - Flat approximation for parent neutrons born in
region Jo (Model F)o
2 - Slope correction (Model FS»
3 - Slope and curvature corrections (Model FSC).
B(I,1) = Initial, trial birth rate in region I c The birth rate
includes the external source rate Q
G(I,J) = Transfer coefficient for the unit flat mode*
GSLP(I,J) - Transfer coefficient for the unit slope-correction mode.
GCRV(I,J) - Transfer coefficient for the unit curvature™correction mode,
T(I,J) ~ Combination of elements of arrays G, GSLP and
GCRV formed according to the values of the elements of
KTRL and KMDCo
B(K) = CTB(K-l) +S «

C3. PRINTED OUTPUT FROM EXAMPLE PROBLEM
Four runs were made in the example problem for which the printed
output is given below. The input arrays PATH, KMDC and KTRL and the
computed arrays G, GSLP, GCRV and T are identical for each run. In
Run 1, the non-iterative solution was found for the six- subregion
system with the specified arrays C and S. In Run 2, the solution of
Run 1 was checked by iteration. In Rim 3> the value of the secondary
emission coefficient in the fuel was reduced from 0.8 to 0.6. In Run 4,
the source distribution in the moderator was altered. Total job time
was 0.38 minute, of which, only 6 seconds were used in the execution
of this problem.
SLBCEL INPUT DATA RUN 1 PAGE 1
N = 6 NREAD = 1 NT a 4 NSUC a 1
MODC = 3 KMIX = NRFL = NCLC a 2
NMEM = 3 MITN = 10 KPRNT1 a 1 KPRNT2 a 1
KPRNT3 - 1 KPNCH1 a 2 KPNCH2 a 2 KXXA a
KXXB = KXXC =
ESTIMATED MULTIPLICATION a 0.
CONVERGENCE CRITERION a l.OOOOOE-07
















NRFL TPATH a 3 . 90000

EXAMPLE OUTPUT (cont'd)
SLBCEL TRANSFER COEFFICIENT ARRAYS RUN 1 PAGE 2
MATRIX G(I,J) FOLLOWS,
MATRIX ELEMENTS
1 .485947 .223550 .111.245 .040692 .009731 .003354
2 ,223550 .373641 .176778 .052481 .011461 .003847
3 .111245 .176778 .348813 088563 .015463 .004923
4 .135641 .174938 .295210 .620146 .160347 .037770
5 .032436 .038269 • 051545 .2.60347 .618080 .184898
6 .011181 .012823 .016410 .037770 .184898 .765208




1 -.006048 -.007875 -.002703 -. 002545 -.000505 -.000095
2 .004222 -.000877 ».006530 -.003583 -• 000613 -.000111
3 000949 .005566 -.000284 -.007543 -.000867 -.000148
4 .000728 .002701 .008571 -.000486 -.012203 -.001310
5 .000116 .000379 .000749 .012141 .000353 -.010509
6 .000033 .000105 .000197 .002016 .013835 .012172





-.001107 .000846 000139 .000300 .000050 .000014
2 .000846 -.001814 .000761 .000490 .000062 .000017
3 .000140 .000761 -.001842 .001521 .000094 .000023
4 .000101 .000181 000903 -.004697 .002175 .000211
5 .000017 .000020 .000029 .002175 -.004709 .002327
6 .000004 .000005 .000008 .000211 .002327 -.002592

EXAMPLE OUTPUT (cont'd)
SLBCEL PARAMETERS RIM 1 PAGE 5
ARRAY T(I,J) FOLLOWS,
I
1 .509203 .210290 .101249 048920 -.000436 .005293
2 .205127 .416858 .151985 .064018 -.002978 .OO6769
3 .102076 .1826 .51 o352108 JLJL^ f JJl, -.015757 .011975
4 .139920 .142381 .323488 0631341 .165955 .02096?
5 .032492 .035671 0.54087 .112957 .708889 .141479
6 .011182 .012149 .017082 .030032 .14432? .813517
SLBCEL MATRIX EQUATION SOLUTION RUN 1 PAGE 6
COEFFICIENT MATRIX. A(1,J), FOR A'B=S, FOLLOWS.
1 .592638 -0 168232 -0080999 -.039136 .000346 -.004234
2 -.164102 .666514 -. 121588 -.051214 .002383 -.005416
3 -.081661 -.146121 .718314 -.090185 .012606 -.009580
4 -. I.39920 ». 142381 -. 323488 .368659 -.165955 -.02096?
5 -. 032492 -.035671 -.05408? -.11295? .291111 -.141479






SLBCEL MATRIX EQUATION SOLUTION RUN 1 PAGE 7
DETERMINANT OF COEFFICIENT MATRIX - .925321E-03















.OOOOOE 00 .3903945E 00
.OOOOOE 00 .4413504E 01
.10000E 01 .2626546E 02
.lOOOOE 01 .3273977E 02















RUN 2 PAGE 8
NEfoSRC = 2
KPRNT3 = 1
SLBCEL ITERATED SOLUTION RUN 2 PAGE 9
ITERATION MATRIX H(I,J) FOR B-HB-fS.
I
1 .407362 .168232 .080999 .039136 -.000348 .004234
2 .164102 .332*86 .121588 .051214 -„ 002383 .005416
3 ,081661 .146121 .281686 .090185 -.012606 .009580
4 .139920 .142381 „ 323488 .631341 .165955 .020967
5 .032492 .035671 .054087 .112957 .708889 .141479
6 .011182 .012149 .017082 .030032 .144327 .813517
SLBCEL ITERATED SOLUTION RUN 2 PAGE 10
RESULTS
THE DISTRIBUTION HAS CONVERGED.
CONVERGENCE LEVEL ATTAINED = .37253E-07
NO. OF ITERATIONS COMPLETED = 5
CELL MULTIPLICATION = 35.60520
I PATH(I) C(I) S(I) BIRTH RATE REL. FLUX
1 .30000E 00 .80000E 00 .OOOOOE 00 .3682532E 01 . 6491763E 00
2 .30000E 00 .80000E 00 .OOOOOE 00 .3903944E 01 .6882081E 00
3 .30000E 00 .80000E 00 .OOOOOE 00 .4413504E 01 .7780360E 00
4 .10000E 01 .10000E 01 olOOOOE 01 .2626546E 02 .1068943E 01
5 .10000E 01 .10000E 01 .10000E 01 o3273976E 02 .134286IE 01
6 .10000E 01 .10000E 01 .10000E 01 .3581040E 02 .1472775E 01

EXAMPLE OUTPUT (cont'd)
SLBCEL ITERATED SOLUTION RUN 2 PAGE 11
RESULTS OF LAST FIVE ITERATIONS
I
1 .3682532E 01 .3682532E 01 »3682532E 01 3682532E 01 .3682532E 01
2 o 3903944E 01 .3903944E 01 .3903944E 01 .3903944E 01 .3903944E 01
3 .4413504E 01 .4413504E 01 .4413504E 01 .4413504E 01 .4413504E 01
4 .2626546E 02 .2626546E 02 .2626546E 02 „2626546E 02 .2626546E 02
5 •3273977E 02 .3273976E 02 »32739?6E 02 .3273976E 02 „3273976E 02
6 o 35810/'^ 02 .3581040E 02 .358104OE 02 .3581040E 02 .358104OE 02
7 1.000C000E 00 l.OOOOOOOE 00 l.OOOOOOOE 00 leOOOOOOOE 00 loOOOOOOOE 00
8 olOOOOOOE 01 1.0000000E 00 1.0OGOOOOE 00 loOOOOOOOE 00 loOOOOOOOE 00
9 .1Q00O00E 01 l.OOOOOOOE 00 loOOOOOOOE 00 loOOOOOOOE 00 loOOOOOOOE 00
SLBCEL INPUT FROM READ3 RUN 3 PAGE 12
NCLC - 2 NEWSRC - 2
NMEM e 3 KPRNT3 = 1
SLBCEL MATRIX EQUATION SOLUTION RUN 3 PAGE 13
COEFFICIENT MATRIX A(I,J), FOR A»B=S, FOLLOWS.
I
1 .694478 -.126174 -.060749 -, 029352 000261 -.003176
2 -.123076 .749885 -•09H91 -.038411 001787 -.004062
3 -. 061246 -,109591 .788735 -0 067639 .009454 -.007185
4 ... 139920 -0 142381 -.323488 o368659 -.165955 -.020967
5 -. 032492 -.035671 -.054087 -.312957 .292111 -.141479
6 -.011182 -.012149 -.017082 -.030032 -.144327 .186483

EXAMPLE OUTPUT (cont'd)
SLBCEL MATRIX EQUATION SOLUTION RUN 3 PAGE 14
DETERMINANT OF COEFFICIENT MATRIX = o 213634E=02
CELL MULTIPLICATION = 9 2i4662E 02
I PATH (I) C(I) S(I) BIRTH RATE REL. FLUX
1 ,30000E 00 ,60000E 00 ,00000E 00 . 1284958E 01 „4681764E 00
2 .30000E 00 .60000E 00 oOOOOOE 00 ,143071?E 01 o5212840E 00
3 .30000E 00 9 60000E 00 „00000E 00 •1784321E 01 .6501201E 00
4 .10000E 01 .10000E 01 •10000E 01 .1781428E 02 .1102736E 01
5 .10000E 01 .10000E 01 .10000E 01 o 2430039E 02 .1528116E 01
6 .10000E 01 •10000E 01 .10000E 01 o 2?3?208E 02 .1729568E 01







SLBCEL MATRIX EQUATION SOLUTION RUN 4 PAGE 16
DETERMINANT OF COEFFICIENT MATRIX = .213634E-02
CELL MULTIPLICATION = .23851E 02
1
1 .30000E 00 .60000E 00 .OOOOOE 00 e 1283l45E 01 „4802877E 00
2 .30000E 00 .60000E 00 9 00Q00E 00 .1429824E 01 „5351905E 00
3 .30000E 00 .60000E 00 .OOOOOE 00 .1787026E 01 .6688932E 00
4 •100Q0E 01 .10000E 01 .12000E 01 .1798377E 02 . 1130805E 01
5 .10000E 01 ,10000E 01 .11000E 01 .2372486E 02 .1524348E 01





DIMENSION PATH(40)tCU0)»KTR|_(40) ,KMDC(40) »S(40) »
1G( 40,40), GSLP(40,40) ,GCRV(40,40) »T (40*40 ) ,H( 40,40 )
,
2Bf43>43 ) tFLXUO) »F( 24) »E3A(250) »E3B(250) »









PFAD 2» (F3A( I ) » 1 = 1 ,250)












C SUBROUTINF READS IN PROGRAM CONTROL CONSTANTS AND




,KTRL (40) ,KMDC(40) ,S(40)
,
1G ( 40,40 ) ,r,SLP ( 40,40 ) »GCRV( 40,40)»T(40»40)»H(40*40)»
2B(43»43)»FLX(40)»F(?4)>F?A(250)»F3R(?50)»
3SA(43»?)»FRASF(43)»FXTRA(40)»FXTRB(40)
COMMON N»NRFADtNT»NSUC»MODC»KMlX , NRFL NCLC jNM^M ,
1MITN»MA»NPAG»INDX»KPRNT1 , KprnT 2 » KPRNT 3 » KPNCH1 »KPNCH2»






4 PnpM A T(14I5)
5 FORMATf 1H1 ,5X1RH SLBCEL INPUT DATA ,10X4H RUN 13,
110X5H PAGE 13)
6 FORMAT* 1H0,8X4H N =I3*4X8H NRFAD =T3»7X5H NT =13,
15X7H NSUC =I3//6X7H MODC =I3,5X7H K^IX =13,
25X7H NRFL =I3»5X7H NCLC =I3//6X7H NMEM =13,









































RNT3 =I3»3X9H KPNCH1 =I3»3X9H KPNCH2 =I3»
XA =I?//6X7H <XXB =I3,5X7H KXXC =13)
1H0,5X27H ESTIMATED MULT I ^L I CA T I ON = F10.5//
ONVERGENC p CRITERION = E12.5)



































TH( I ) » 1 = 1 »N)
I ) »I = 1»N)
I ) *I = 1»N)









I »1) » 1=1. N)



































SUBROUTINE READS TRANSFER COEFFICIENT ARRAYS G, GSLP.
AND GCRV WHEN NREAD EQUALS 2. OR THE ARRAY T WHEN
NREAD EQUALS 3.
DIMENSION PATH(40),C(40),KTRL(40) ,KMDC<40) »S(40 ) .




1MITN»MA»NPAG» INDX,KPRNT1 ,KPRNT 2
,






2 FORMAT(1HO,10X37H ARRAYS Gt GSLP» GCRV HAVE BEEN READ.)
3 FORMAT( 1H0,10X23H ARRAY T HAS BEEN READ.)
GO TO ( 100,10,20,100} »NREAD
10 READ 1» ( (G(
I
»J) »J = 1 »N) »I=1 »M)
READ 1» ( (GSLP( I»J) »J=1»N) »I=1»N)
READ 1» ( (GCRV( I »J) tJ=l>N) »I=1»N)
PRINT 2
GO TO 100








C SUBROUTINE READS DATA FOR ADDITIONAL RUNS IF
c mt is krfat^r than i.
c
DIMENSION PATH(40)»C(40),KTRt_(40) »KMDCU0) ,S(40 ) ,






2KXXA»KXXB»KXXOTMU|_T , CON V , ARGU » BF » CF » DF ,
3PATH,C»KTRL»KMDC»S,G»GSLP,GCRV,T,H,
4B»FLX,F»E3A,E3B*SA»ERASE,EXTRA»EXTRB
1 FORMATdHl ,5X24H SLRCEL INPUT FROM READ3*
H0X4H PUN I3,10X5H PAGE 14)
2 FORMAT(4I5)
3 FORMAT( 1H0,10X7H NCLC =I2»10X9H NEWSRC =12//
111X7H NMEM =I2»10X9H KPRNT3 =12)





GO TO ( 10,20) ,NSUC
10 READ 4» (C( I
)
*T=1 *N)
20 GO TO ( 30,40) , NEWSRC
30 READ 4» (S ( I ) 1=1 »N)
40 GO TO ( 100,50,100
)
,MMEM












































BROUTINE DIRECTS PPOGRAM FLOW FOR INITIAL AND










































































C GIVEN PATH( I ) ,1 = 1 *N » THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE
C TRANSFER COFEEICIFNT ARRAYS G» GSLP AMD GCRV.
C
DIMENSION PATHU0),C(40),KTR|_(40) ,KMDC(40) »S(40) »
1G( 40,40
)







4B»FLX,F»E3A>E3B»SA> ERASE* EXTRA* EX TPR
1 FORMATt 1H1 ,5X35H SLBCEL TRANSFER COEFFICIENT ARRAYS,
15X4H PUN I^»5X5H PAGE 13)
2 FORMAT( 1H0,20X23H MATRIX GU»J) FOLLOWS. /
12X2H I»20X16H MATRIX ELEMENTS )
3 FOPMAT ( 14*6^10,6/5X6^10. 6/6X6F10.6/7X6F10. 6/
18X6F10.6/9X6F10.6/10X6F10.6)
4 FORMAT( 1H0,20X26H MATRIX GSLP(I*J) FOLLOWS. /
12X2H I»20X16H MATRIX ELEMENTS )
5 FORMATf 1H0,20X26H MATRIX GCRV(I»J) FOLLOWS. /
12X2H I»20X16H MATRIX ELEMENTS )
6 F0RMAT(6F11.7)
7 FORMAT(1HO,"5X7H NRFL =I3»5X8H TPATH =F10.5)
TPATH=0.n
DO 30 T = 1
N
DO 20 J=1»M
G ( T J ) = .
















DO 402 1 = 1 »IA









STAPT OF LOOP FOP SOUPCF REGIONS. JA.
410 JA=JA+1
IF (N-JA) 400t411»411
411 DO 412 1=1 ,24







413 DO 414 I=JAtN
414 ARGUR=ARGUR + PATH(T)
DO 415 I=IA»JA
415 ARGU=ARGU + PATH(I)





416 DO 417 1=1 ,JA
417 ARGUL=ARGUL + PATH(I)
DO 41R I=JA» IA
418 APGU=APGU + PATH(I)
BTA=BTR
BTB=BTL






f-rRV( IA»IA) = (-0,5 +Bn/(6.0*PI) +
















426 APGU=ARGU + BTB
LINT=3
GO TO 500





GO TO (423*426»4?7) ,LINT
PARTICLES EMITTED TO THE LEET.
600 CALL TAPLE1





F (14)=E( 14) + RE
F(1R)=F( 18)+CE
F (22)=F ( 22 )+DF
ARGU*ARGU+PI
CALL TABLE1








GO TO (433*436*437) , LINT
IE KPRNT1 = 1, PRINT ARRAYS G» GSLP* AND GCRV.




DO 8 20 1=1 , M




DO 830 1 = 1,
N




DO 840 1=1 *N






1* PUNCHED-CARD OUTPUT OF ARRAYS G*GSLP








( (G( I J ) » J=l »N) » 1 = 1 »N)
( (GSLP( I »J ) » J=l »N ) » 1=1 »N)






C GIVEN PATH( I ) , 1 = 1 ,N » THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE
C TRANSFER COEFFICIENT ARRAYS G» GSt_P» AND GCRV FOR
C A BARE REACTOR.
C
DIMENSION PATH(40 ) »C(40
)









1 FORMAT ( 1H1 »5X35H SLBARF TRANSFER COEFFICIENT ARRAYS,
15X4H RUN I3,5X5H PAGE 13)
2 FORMATf 1H0,20X23H MATRIX G(I»J) FOLLOWS. /
12X2H I.20X16H MATRIX ELEMENTS )
3 FORMAT ( I4»6F10.6/5X6F10,6/6X6F10.6/7X6F10.6/
18X6F10.6/9X6F10.6/10X6F10.6)
4 FORMAT( 1H0,20X26H MATRIX GSLP(I»J) FOLLOWS, /
12X2H T»20X16H MATRIX ELEMENTS )
5 FORMAT( 1H0,20X26H MATRIX GCRV(I,J) FOLLOWS. /





C STORE NUMBER OF MEAN FREE PATHS BETWEEN REGIONS I AND J.
C
DO 211 1=1 »NM
211 G ( I , I + 1 ) = .
DO 212 1=1 ,MM2
IP2=I+2
DO 212 J=IP2,N
212 G( I» J)=G(
I
»J-1 )+PATH( J-l )
IA =
C










GCRV( IA» I A ) = (-0.5+F10)/(6.0#p I ) + ( 1*0 + 3.0*^15)/

1(
3«0#PI*#2 )+(-0.5+2.0*F20) /(P 1**3 )






































COMPLETION OF JA LOOP,










GCRV( IA»IA) = (-0.5+F10)/ (6.0*PI )+(1.0+3.0*F15)/
1 (3.0*PI#*2)+(-0,5+2.0*F2 0) /(PI**3)
COMPLFTTON OF IA LOOP.
IF KPRNTl = l t PRINT ARRAYS G> GSLP* AND GCRV.




no 9 70 1 = 1 ,N




DO 930 1=1 ,N
930 PRINT 3» I» (GSLP(
I




DO 940 1=1 ,N




1» PUNCHFD-CARD OUTPUT OF ARRAYS GtGSLP
950 GO TO ( 960,1000 ) tKPNCHl
960 PUNCH 6t ( ( 0( I t J) » J=l ,N) > 1=1 »N
)
PUNCH 6* ( (GSLP( »J) * J=l tN) » 1=1 »N)








C THIS SUBROUTINE USES THIRD ORDER POLYNOMIAL
C INTERPOLATION TO DETERMINE THE VALUE OE THE
C EXPONENTIAL INTEGRAL OE ORDER THREE » BF=E3 ( ARGU )
,
C WHERE THE ARGUMENT LIES BETWEEN TABULAR VALUFS.
C RECURSION RELATIONS ARE THEN USED TO DETERMINE
C CE=E4(ARGU) AND DE=E5(ARGU).
C
DIMENSION PATH(40)»C(40)*KTRL(40) ,KMDC(40)»S(40)»




















30 IF (ARGU- 0.0100) 40,40,50
C






























C COMPUTATION OE POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS.
C






C RECURSION RELATIONS FOR THE EXPONENTIAL INTEGRALS










C THIS SUBROUTINE COMBINES ARRAYS G* GSLP* AND GCRV
C INTO ONE ARRAY, T(I»J)» WHICH SATISFIES THE MATRIX
C EQUATION B=C*T*B + S, THE ARRAY H=C*T IS TH^N
C FORMED SUCH THAT B=H*R + S.
C
DIMENSION PATH( 40 ) ,C(40) ,KTRL UO ) »KMDC(40) »S( 40)
1G (40,40 ) » GSLP (40,40 ) ,GCRV( 40,40) » T ( 40 ,4 ) , H ( 40 , 40 ) ,
2B(43»43),ELX(40),F(2 4)»E3A(250),E3B(250),
3SA(43»2 ) ERASE( 43 ) »FXTRA(40) ,pXTrr(40)
common n»nread»nt,nsuc»modc»kmlx ,nr ,r l»nclc,nmem,




1 formatf 1h1 ,5x18h slbcel pa rameters , 1 0x4h rum 13,
110X5H PAGE 13)







GO TO ( 20,80) ,MA
20 DO 30 J=1»N
DO 3 I s=l»N
30 T ( I ,J)=G( I »J)
IF (MODC-1) 80*80,31
31 DO 70 J=1,N
KA=KMDC( J)-l
IF (KTPLU)) 40,50,60
DISCONTINUITY AT RIGHT INTERFACE OF SOURCE REGION J.
40 GO TO ( 41,44) ,KA
SLOPE CORRECTION
41 DO 42 I=1»N
T( I»J)=T( I »J)+3.0*GSLP( I »J)
T( I ,J-1 )=T ( I , j-l )-4.0*GSLP( I, J)
42 T( I ,J-2) = T( I , J-2 )+GSLP( I »J)
GO TO 70
SLOPE AND CURVATURE CORRECTIONS.
44 DO 45 1 = 1,
N
T( I,J)=T( I ,J)+3.0*GSLP( I*J)+0.5*GCRV( I, J)
T ( I ,J-1 )=T ( I , J-l )-4,0*GSL D ( I
,
J)-GCRV( I , J)
45 T(I,j-2)=T(I,J-2)+GSLP(I»J)+0.5*GCPV(I,J)
GO TO 70
NO DISCONTINUITIES AT INTERFACES OF SOURCF REGION J.
50 GO TO ( 51>54) »KA
SLOPE CORRECTION,
51 DO 52 1=1,
T( I, J-l )=T{ I , j-l )-GSLP( I»J)
52 T ( I ,J+1 )=T( I ,j + l )+GSLP( I »J)
GO TO 70
SLOPE AND CURVATURE CORRECTIONS.
54 DO 55 1 = 1,
T ( I ,J)=T( I , J)-GCRV( !, J)
T ( I ,J-1 )=T ( I , J-l )-GSLP(
I
»J)+0,5*GCRV( I , J)
5 5 T ( I ,J+1 )=T( I , j+l )+GSLP( I »J)+0.5*GCRV( I , J)
GO TO 70
DISCONTINUITY AT LEFT INTERFACE OF SOURCE REGION J.
6 GO TO ( 61,64) »<A
SLOPE CORRECTION.

61 DO 6 2 1=1 »N
T ( T »J)=T ( I tJ)-3«0*GSLP( I»J)
T ( T »J+1 )=T ( I tj+l )+4,0*GSLP( It J)
62 T(ltJ+2)»T(ItJ+2)-GSLP(I»J)
GO TO 70
SLOPE AND CURVATURE CORRECTIONS.
6 4 DO 6 5 I=ltN
T(t»j)=T(I>J)-3.0*GSLPU »J)+0«5*GCRV( I t J)
T( ItJ+l)=T( ItJ+1 )+4.0*GSL D ( It J)-GCRV( ItJ)
65 T(T,J+2)=T(I ,J+2 ) -GSLP ( I t J ) +0 « 5*GCRV( I t J
)
70 CONTINUE
IE KPRNT2 = 1* PRINT COEFFICIENT ARRAY T(ItJ),




DO 73 I = 1»N
73 PRINT 3t I t (T( I t J) t J = ltN)
IF KPNCH2 = It PUNCHED OUTPUT OF ARRAY T(ItJ).
75 GO TO ( 76t80) »<PNCH2
76 PUNCH 4t ( ( T ( I , J ) »J=1 »N) * 1 = 1 »N)
USE CUt?RENT VALUES OF CU) TO CONVERT T(ItJ) TO H(I»J).












C THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES THE SET OF N LINEAR
C IMHOMOGENEOUS EQUATIONS, (I-H)B=S, USING THE M.I.T.
C LIBPAPY FUNCTION XSlMEOF. (REFERENCE — CC-174-5)
C




COMMON N»MPFAD»NT»NSUC*MODC»KMlX ,NPFL »NCLC»MMPM,
lMlTN»MAtNPAG»INOX»KPRNTl , KPRNT 2 * KPPNT 3 , KPNCH1 »K D NCH2>
2KXXA»KXXBtKXXC»TMULT»CONV.ARGU»BF»CF»DF»
3PATH,C»'<TRL,KMOC»S,G»GSLP,GCRV,T,H,
4B»FLX,F,E3A,E3R»SA» ERASE, EX TRA*EXTRB
1 FORMAT( 1H1 ,5X32H SLBCEL MATRIX EQUATION SOLUTION*
15X4H PUN I3»5X5H PAGE 14)
2 FORMAT* 1H0,6X38H COEFFICIENT MATRIX A(I.J)» FOR A#B=S»»
19H FOLLOWS, //3X2H I)
3 FORMAT (2XI3»6F10.6/6X6F10.6/7X6F10 # 6/8X6F10.6/
1 9 X6F10. 6/10X6 F10.6/11X6F10.6)
4 FORMAT ( 1H0,3X36H DETERMINANT OF COEFFICIENT MATRIX =,
1F13.6)
5 FORMAT( 1H0,3X21H OVERFLOW IN XSlMEOF.)
6 F0RMAT( 1H0,3X32H COEFFICIENT MATRIX IS SINGULAR.)
7 FORMAT(lH0,3X22H CELL MULTIPLICATION = E12«5///
13X2H I,2X8H PATH(I),7X5H C(I),7X5H S(I),
24XHH BIRTH RATE»2XlOH REL. FLUX / / ( I 5 * 3 E 1 3 . 5 2 E 1 4 . 7 ) )
DO 30 1=1,
N
DO 20 J=l ,N
20 R{ I,J)=-H( I, J)
SA( I ,1 )=S( I
)
30 B( r »T )=B( I ,1 J+1.0



















HO 51 1=1 »N
FLX(rM(B( I»l)-S( I))/(C(I)*PATH(I ) )





nn 5 2 1=1 »N
FLX(I )=FLX( I )/SUM
SUMA=SUMA+B( I »1 )





































IS SUBROUTINE SOLVFS FOR THE BIRTH RATE BY













I MENS I ON PATH(40)»C(40)»KTRLU0) »KMDC(40) »S(40)
»







,flx,f,f3a,e3b»sa, erase, extra, ex trb
ormat( 1h1 ,5x25h slbcel iterated solution*
x4h run i3,8x5h page t 3
)








1H0,10X32H THE DISTRIBUTION HAS CONVERGED.)
ORMAT(1HO,10X35H THE DISTRIBUTION DID NOT CONVERGE.)
0RMAT(10X29H CONVERGENCE LEVEL ATTAINED = F12.5/
0X30H NO. OF ITERATIONS COMPLETED = 14//
0X22H CELL MULTIPLICATION = FlO.5)
ORMAT( 1H0,2X2H I»2X8H PATH(I)»7X5H CU)»7X5H S(I),
X11H BIRTH RATE»2X10H REL. FLUX/ / ( I 5 » 3E 1 3 . 5 » 2 E14 . 7 ) )
ORMAT( 1H0,15X32H RESULTS OF LAST FIVE ITERATIONS /













GO TO ( 15» 18) »KPRNT3
15 PRINT 2
DO 16 1=1 »N






18 GO TO ( 20,30,30) ,NMFM
20 00 21 1 = 1,
N
21 R( I »1) =TMU|_T
30 DO 31 I=1»N
31 R( i,4)=B( I ,1 )
DO 32 I=N1,N3
32 B( I ,4)=0.0l
35 K=4
COMPUTE BIRTH RAT^ AT ITERATION STEP NSC.
40 NSC=NSC+1
X l=kT
< = K + 1
DO 50 I a 1*N
SUM=0.0
DO 45 J=l »N
45 SUM = SUM + H< I » J)*R
(
J»K1 )
50 B( I »K )=SUM + S( I )
DISTRIBUTION SPACE-ITERATION CONVERGENCE TESTS.
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PRINT 10»(I»(B(I»J) * J = <M4»KFL ) »I = 1»N3 )
no 106 I = 1»N








SIMPLIFICATION OF THE INTEGRAL-TRANSPORT EQUATION
In stating the integral-transport equation for the neutron
distribution in a fairly general nuclear reactor system, it is
useful to express it as two coupled equations, each of which relates
the directed birth rate density with the directed flux. The
directed birth rate density, which is a sum of all production terms










dv» jj d^fd(r sv»^v,i7^n,t)c(r,vSa»,t)-
o 4tt
• H£,v s ,O»,t)0d(r,v%n
9
,t) +sd(r,v,0,t)
+ j terms for contributions from delayed neutron precursors > ,
(D.l)
where
bd(r,v,H,t) is the directed birth rate density,
[cm » —— •steradian.secT , of neutrons emitted withL sec J '
speed v and direction Q at position r and time t
^d(r,v%a»,t) is the directed flux at (r,t) of neutrons
having velocity v*J79
SZjV'j.Q-'*^) is the macroscopic collision cross section,
cm"
1
, at (r,t) for neutrons with velocity v^*
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c(rjV* y/^jt) is the mean number of prompt secondaries emitted
at (r,t) per collision of neutrons with velocity v°J7*
fd(*>v
*"^ v
»i2'"*2»''') is the secondary neutron distribution
function, [( cm/sec) (steradian)]"
,
and is normalized such
that its integral over dvdil is equal to unity
s ,(r,v,£),t) is the contribution to b,(r,v,n,t) from an
external source located at (r ft)«
We shall neglect the terms which specifically account for delayed
v.
neutrons.
The directed flux is expressed in terms of the directed birth
rate density by the following integral relation, which may either be
constructed from physical prinicples or be derived from the Boltzmann
equation by adapting procedures described in the literatures ' '
tdir 9V £' ,t) = J dR»bd(r-R
6a»,v',n%t-^).
f' p(l~l R (r^l»)
•exp< - \ dR«I(r-.R«i)%v%aSt- ^) + d(r^Ro (r,£»)n9 ,v',Q\t- ° yt
~
)
'exp {- dR"I(r-R»i>«,v',a',t-. %£)> , (D.2)!'**
"*Notes For* studying systems at steady-state, delaved neutrons can be
included ocnveriently in the functions c and f,e For time-dependent
problems, the usefulness of numerical models of the type studied here is
limited to transients of very short duration* In this case precursor
concentrations may either be assumed constant or be corrected periodically;




where R e is the distance, cm, from r to a source point which lies in
the direction
-££' from r, and R (r,Q.9 ) is the distance to the boundary.
The first term gives the contribution to 0j(2»v',Q. ,
J
t) of neutrons born
within the defined boundaries of the system, which are assumed to be
non-reentrant surfaces; the second term, the boundary term, gives
the contribution of neutrons which were born in the surroundings.
From this point, we shall consider only systems which are isolated from
their surroundings such that the boundary term vanishes.
In contrast with the corresponding differential equation,
Eq c (D.2) is a past-hisory formulation which requires detailed know-
ledge of the past history of both the directed birth rate density
and the collision cross section. One consequence is that storage
must be provided for the needed memory in computational models based
on integral transport equations. A second consequence, for systems
with time-varying collision cross sections, is that spatial transfer
coefficients analogous to the G(I,J) of Eq. (1B.2) must be recomputed
at each time step. Computational effort and storage requirements are
greatly reduced by restricting attention to systems with time-
independent collision cross sections.
Whereas Eq. (D.l) involves only neutrons at the point (r,t),
Eq. (D.2) involves only neutrons having the constant velocity v'ft*.
Together, Eqs. (D.l) and (D.2) give the integral-transport equation.
Either the directed birth rate density or the directed flux can be
eliminated from the formulation by substituting one equation into the
%oteS In programs 0VRR4 and TOVSR, an option is included for treating
time-dependent £ a The transfer parameters at time t are computed using
the Z at time t, neglecting the past history of Z» This approximation
is suitable only for slowly-varying £ •
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other. Which dependent variable is retained is, in principle,
arbitrary. Retention of the birth rate has a practical advantage,
however, in that the values of the functions f^.c and s, used in thed ' d
resulting integral-transport equation are the values at time t; the
past history of these quantities is not required.
At this point we introduce the simplifications of directional
isotropy. For an isotropic medium, the properties 2. and c are
indepmdent of the direction £2" of the colliding neutrons. In addition,
we assume that secondary neutrons (e.g., fission neutrons, scattered
neutrons) are emitted isotropically in the laboratory frame of
reference, in which case
fd(r,v»H»v,Jl ->Jl,t) =7^f(r,v'^v,t) ,
where f has the units [cm/sec]" . With the further simplification
that the external source neutrons are emitted isotropically, it is
clear from Eq. (D.l) that the directed birth rate density is
independent of direction.
With the simplifications of the previous paragraphs, Eqs. (D.l







dv jJ dn" i ^,v^v,t)c(r,v',t)'
o ifrr











For slab geometry, the positional argument r is replaced by
the coordinate x in Eq. (D.3)» where 5 x < W. The properties and
distributions are constants with respect to the coordinates y and z
in the Cortesian reference frame (x,y,z). As regards directional
dependence, the argument Q° is replaced by the coordinate set (* p.,0),
where u- is the magnitude of the cosine of the polar angle between the
positive direction along the x-axis and Q? , and 6 is the azimuthal
angle with the range 2tt. The argument p, or -Hi is used for the
directed flux of neutrons moving in the direction of increasing x,
and »u. for the directed flux of neutrons moving in the direction of
decreasing x, where < \i < 1. The singular case, p, = 0, is neglected.





























d© ^d(x,v%± p,,t) (D.6)
o
is the angular flux, and
b(x,v,t) =
JJ
dilbd(x,v,t) =toTbd(x,v,t) . (D.7)
Similarly, Eq«> (D.3) reduces to
• j d^[0a (x,v%,j,t) +^a(x,v%»n,t)] + s(x,v,t) (D.8)
o
Substituting Eqs. (D.5) into Eq. (D.8), setting fCxjV^Vjt)
equal to tht Dirac delta function 6(v f - v) for monoenergetic neutrons,
performing the indicated integration over dv 1 , dropping the argument





THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS FOR LINE GEOMETRY
The following set of two coupled differential equations, with the
noted boundary conditions, is equivalent to the integral-transport
equation studied for line geometry, Eq * (1A.3)S
3<L(x,t) 3jL(x,t)
^ \ + \ x + I(x)0R(x,t) =
s^tl £(x) C^(Xft) +(ZiL (x,t)] +1^ ; (E.la)




s^tL £(x) ^(Xft) +(2(L(x,t)] +^^ , (E.lb)
where ^L is the directed flux, sec™ , moving towards the right, the
direction of increasing x, and 0_ is the directed flux moving towards
the left* The sum of the identical right-hand sides of the two
—I =»1
equations defines the birth rate density, b(x,t), cm" sec™ • For
an isolated system, the boundary fluxes (L(o,t) and 0_(W,t), where
< x £ W,are set equal to zero.
E.l FORMULATION OF A FINITE-DIFFERENCE MODEL* MODEL D
In this section we formulate an implicit, first-order finite-
difference approximation for Eqs. (E.l) as simplified by dropping
the external source terms, the x-dependence of Z. and the (x,t)-
dependence of c. The model is designated Model D. The reason for
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formulating and coding Model D is to provide an independent method
for checking the asymptotic solutions computed for homogeneous line
systems using the finite-integral models developed in Chapter 2»
At this point, we note that for homogeneous line systems the
asymptotic birth rate distribution is symmetric with respect to
the midpoint of the system^" and ?L(x,t) = 0L(W-x,t). Restricting
the applicability of the model to be developed to problems with
symmetric birth rate distributions, we make the above substitution
for 9L(x,t) in the simplified form of Eq. (E.la). Eq. (E.lb) may
then be neglected.
The interval [0,W] corresponding to system width is subdivided
into N intervals of width Ax ~ W/N. We focus attention on the N+l
discrete points x. , where < i < N, located at the boundaries of the
N regions; i.e., x = 0, x, = Ax, ..« , Xj. = NAx = W. Noting that
?L(x ,t) = for the isolated system, we write the simplified form
of Eq. (Eela) for each of the N values of x. for i £ 1. The









We then approximate each of the N equations by the following finite-
difference equation, where ?L(x. ,t) is denoted by rV* and At is the
unit time steps
^HNotes See Section Ee2„
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j Ri -\ + !L_^i + SR o =^[Rv +^ (M)
Each of the N equations is then rearranged such that the set of equations





where A is a square matrix N elements on a side and R is a column
vector with elements R. » The set of numerical equations for Model D




where the matrix A is the inverse of A»
Model D was coded for the IBM-709^ computer. Asymptotic
solutions are generated by reading in the system parameters and an
arbitrary initial distribution R. , and generating the transient
from time step to time step using Eq. (E«5)» The degree of
asymptoticity at a given time step is determined by using the method
described in Subsection 2E.1. Some inverse periods computed with
Model D are given in Figure 2E.l
E.2 STATIONARY SOLUTIONS FOR HOMOGENEOUS SYSTEMS
We simplify Eqs, (E.l) by dropping the external source terms,
the x-dependence of Z and the (x,t)-dependenee of c. We substitute








(x,t) = [0(x,t) - j(x,t)]/2
,
(E.6b)
where 0(x,t) is the flux, and j(x,t) is the net current in the
direction of increasing x. With some rearranging, we obtain the
following set of differential equations?
1 M|»Si +i^a. + r0(x,t) = «0(x,t)
;
(E.7a)
1 di^tl + Ms£l + ZJ(Xft) « o . (E.7b)
If the flux distribution in a system described by Eqs. (7) has
the asymptotic distribution, we can write
0(x,t) -> i (x)e
U (Eo8a)
and j(x,t) = J (x)e
U
. (E.8b)
Substituting Eqs. (E.8) into (E,7) and carrying out the indicated
operations, w© obtains
d0 (x) ,






(x) a ° • (E -9b)
Substituting jQ(x), as given by












=2L2[c-l] + ^X[c-2] - [£]
2
. (E.ll)
Equation (E.10) has the simple form of the steady state diffusion
equation for slab or line geometry. In an isolated homogeneous
reactor, due to symmetry, the asymptotic flux distribution is given




(y) s A cos ay, a } ; (E.12a)
o
(y) - A , a
2
= ; (E.12b)






so that the asymptotic birth rate distribution b (x) has the same
shape as the flux distribution, (x)„
In Section 2E, we apply the constraint (E.ll) and the solution
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